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area of duct exit plane, vD 2 /4 
Fourier series coefficients for the radial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by all the internal vortex cylin-
ders, eq. (10) 
Fourier series coefficients for the axial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by all the internal vortex cylin-
ders, eq. (11) 
propeller disk area, V(R2 _ R 2) P CB 
Fourier series coefficients for the radial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by the outer trailing vortex 
cylinder, eq. (8) 
Fourier series coefficients for the axial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by the outer trailing vortex 
cylinder, eq. (9) 
propeller chord length, fig. 2 
pitching moment coefficient, M/RAq or M/~n2D~ 
normal force coefficient, N/Aq 
Glauert series coefficients for ~D' eq. (6) 
pressure coefficient, eq. (44) 
thrust coefficient, T/Aq or T/~n2D4 p 
chord length of duct 
lift coefficient for fan blade section 
lift curve slope for fan blade section 
Glauert series coefficients for Y
a
, eq. (25) 
diameter of duct in the exit plane 
Fourier series· coefficients for the radial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by the centerbody, eg. (12) 
Fourier series coefficients for the axial velocity induced 















Fourier series coefficients for the radial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by ~, ~ , and the centerbody, 
eq. (29) w 
Fourier series coefficients for the axial velocity induced 
on the reference qylinder by ~D' ~, ~w' and the center-
body, eq. (34) 
Fourier series coefficients for the radial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by ~D'~' Y, , and the center-
body, eq. (40) w 
Fourier series coefficients for the radial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by the duct-bound vorticity, 
eq. (43) 
Fourier series coefficients for the axial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by the duct-bound vorticity, 
eq. (38) 
scaling factor 
Fourier series coefficients for the axial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by the ~ vorticity, eq. (37) 
a 
Fourier series coefficients for the radial velocity induced 
on the reference cylinder by the trailing vortex filaments 
associated with ~ 
a 
fan blade thickness, fig. 2 
incidence angle of fan blade section measured from the line of 
zero lift, fig. 2 
advance ratio, V/nDp 
effective advance ratio, J cos a 
advance ratio parameter, eq. (3) 
effective advance ratio parameter, JI cos a 
length of centerbody 
pitching moment 
number of fan blades or normal force 
fan rotational speed" rev/sec 




















free-stream dynamic pressure, pV2/2 
radius of duct exit plane, D/2 
radius of fan root (nominally same as centerbody radius at fan 
station) 
Fourier series coefficients of duct geometric camber line 
Fourier series coefficients of the duct effective caffiberline, 
eq. (14) 
radius of fan tip 
mean radius of equal area element of fan disk 
radius from duct centerline to duct caffiberline, fig. 1 
radius from duct centerline to effective duct camberline 
maximum radius of centerbody 
thrust force 
duct thickness 
induced axial velocity 
axial velocity induced by centerbody singularity distribution 
axial velocity induced by duct thickness distribution 
duct surface velocity 
axial velocity induced by the vortex cylinder trailing from 
the duct trailing edge 
total axial velocity induced by all internal vortex cylinders 
trailing from the fan 
axial velocity induced by duct-bound vorticity, 'YD 
free-stream velocity 
effective free-stream velocity, V cos a 
radial velocity induced by centerbody singularity distribution 
radial velocity induced by the vortex cylinder trailing from 















total radial velocity induced by all the internal vortex 
cylinders trailing from the fan 
radial velocity induced by duct-bound vorticity, 'YD 
axial distance from leading edge of duct 
location of centerbody nose in duct coordinate system, fig. 1 
fan location within duct 
location of maximum centerbody radius in duct coordinate 
system 
axial distance measured from c/2, fig. 1 
number of equal area elements making up fan disk area 
free-stream angle of attack 
fan blade section pitch angle, fig. 2 
circulation bound to fan blade, eq. (1) 
convergence criterion 
strength of outer trailing vortex cylinder 
axially symmetric component of duct-bound vorticity, eq. (6) 
strength of wth inner trailing vortex cylinder 
duct-bound vorticity component due to angle of attack, 
eq. (25) 
rise in static and total pressure across actuator disk 
transformed axial distance, x = 1/2 (1 - c cos e) 
free-stream density 
azimuthal angle 

















complete ducted propeller 
duct in the presence of the propeller 
duct at angle of attack 
propeller shrouded by the duct 
radius location of the fan blade 
tip at the tip of the fan blade 
z indicating the outer trailing vortex cylinder or outer fan 
annulus 
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A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE PREDICTION OF 
DUCTED FAN PERFORMANCE 
By Michael R. Mendenhall and Selden B. Spangler 
Nielsen Engineering & Research, Inc. 
SUMMARY 
This document is a user's manual for a computer program developed 
to determine the performance of a ducted fan in axial flow and at angle 
of attack. The program is used to predict the performance at a speci-
fied advance ratio and angle of attack of a given fan-duct combination, 
which is specified by the radial distributions of blade pitch, chord, 
and thickness; the duct chord, diameter, camber, and thickness distri-
bution; the fan location; and the centerbody geometry. The information 
obtained from the program is duct and fan thrust and ducted fan normal 
force and pitching moment coefficient. Radial distributions of fan 
inflow velocity and blade angle of attack are also obtained. The 
program calculates the duct surface pressure distribution at any speci-
fied azimuthal angle. The program is written in Fortran IV for the 
IBM 7094 computer and requires approximately two minutes running time 
per case. Included in this manual are a brief description of the theory 
and the calculation procedure, descriptions of input and output, pro-
gram listing, sample cases, and some comparisons with data. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This report is one of two documents prepared under Contract NAS2-
4953 for the Ames Research Center, NASA. The work on this contract is 
concerned with development of methods for predicting the aerodynamic 
performance of ducted fans in uniform flow. This document is a user's 
manual for the computer program developed under the contract. The 
second document (ref. 1) describes the analysis on which the computer 
program is based. 
The authors and their associates have done a considerable amount 
of prior work on ducted fan analysis (refs. 2-6). The final task of 
that work involved the preparation of a computer program for calculating 
the aerodynamic characteristics of a ducted fan in a uniform, axial 
flow (ref. 6). The purpose of the present investigation is to make 
certain improvements and additions to the computer program of reference 6. 
The additional analysis required to make these improvements is reported 
in reference 1. The improvements consist of adding a capability for 
angle of attack flow, computing duct surface pressure distributions, 
adding a centerbody model, and removing certain restrictions on advance 
ratio and nonlinea~ blade lift characteristics. This report includes 
a brief discussion of the theoretical approach and the assumed flow 
model with a summary of the equations used in the program. No deriva-
tions are included, but references are given to all the derivations of 
interest. The actual oper~tion of the program is discussed along with 
descriptions of input and output. Program listings and sample cases 
are also included. Some brief comparisons with data are presented to 
give some information on the range of usefulness of the program. This 
document completely supersedes reference 6. 
2. THEORETICAL APPROACH AND FLOW MODEL 
The discussion of this section is intended to describe the theoret-
ical approach in sufficient detail to permit the user of the program to 
understand the sequence of calculations in the program. The equations 
in the program are given with references to the source in which each is 
derived. 
The flow model is inviscid and is based on potential flow theory. 
The approach used is to decouple the axial flow and angle of attack 
problems, treat each individually, and superimpose the solutions. 
2.1 Axial Flow 
The analysis for axial flow is basically that described in reference 5 
with the modifications and additions described in reference 1. Singu-
larity distributions are used to represent the fan wake, the duct loading, 
the duct thickness, and the centerbody. The basic axisymmetric flow 
model is shown in figure l(a). A duct reference cylinder is defined as 
that cylinder having the same radius as the duct trailing edge. The 
reference cylinder is used in conjunction with the boundary condition 
imposed on the duct. 
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• 
The duct may have both thickness and camber, and the chord-to-
diameter ratio may have any value. 1 The fan configuration is specified 
by the number of blades (N) and by the radial distribution of chord (b), 
pitch (~), and thickness (h) as shown in figure 2. The effect of blade 
camber is not directly considered; however, the pitch angle, ~, is 
assumed to be the angle between the plane of rotation and the zero lift 
line of the local blade section. Each blade section is assumed to have 
a lift coefficient slope, c£ ,of 2v up to the point of local blade 
. a 
stall. This point ~s assumed to be a function only of the blade 
thickness-to-chord ratio as described in reference 1. After the blade 
section stalls, the section lift coefficient is assumed to be constant 
and equal to co • Since blade element theory is used to determine X,max 
the fan performance, use of the program is limited to ducted fans with 
relatively low blade solidity. ~he upper limit on solidity has not 
been estimated because of the lack of suitable data for comparing 
predicted and measured performance. 
The fan annulus is divided into a number (z ~ 24) of equal area 
annuli in each of which blade element theory is used to describe local 
blade performance. The bound circulation (r) is constant within each 
annulus and a vortex cylinder with strength ~w is assumed to be shed 
from each annulus and to extend downstream along the duct axis. The 
outer vortex cylinder is assumed to lie along the duct reference cylinder 
and to be shed from the duct trailing edge. 
From equation (5) of reference 5, the bound circulation on the 
portion of the blade in the wth annulus is 
fw 
RV (I) 
IThere is an upper limit on c/D of approximately 2.5 imposed by the 
absence of Pk £ values and induced camber coefficients for c/D 




and the strength of the wth internal 
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In many of the following equations, ~ is used as a normalizing para-
meter. When y is used without a subscript it designates the strength 
of the outer cylinder, ~z. 
Assuming that the inflow to the fan (u/V) is known, the radial 
distribution of bound circulation may be calculated using equation (1), 
and the strength of the vortex cylinders can be obtained from equations (2) 
and (4). However, the inflow to a fan in a specified duct at a given 
flight condition is not known a priori. The inflow is made up of the 
free stream plus the axial velocity components induced by all the singu-
larity distributions. Thus, the inflow to the propeller at a given 
radial station is 
u u Z-l 
urn ~n u qn uCB 1 L ~w V 1 + V + ~+ V-+ V + 2 V V (5 ) 
w=m 
With the exception of the centerbody-induced flow, the components of 
the inflow velocity are computed in the same manner as is described 
in Appendix A of reference 5. The velocity (uCB ) induced by the center-
body is not considered in reference 5 but is computed using equation (15) 
of reference 1. The velocities induced by the centerbody must be 
corrected to account for the fact that the centerbody is submerged in a 
4 
free stream greater than V. The details of this correction are pre-
sented in reference 1. Note that the inflow profile is dependent on 
the duct and fan loadings which, in turn, are affected by the inflow 
profile; therefore, an iterative scheme is used to converge on a solution. 
The trailing vortex cylinder, the fan wake vortex cylinders, the 
centerbody, and the free stream all induce components of flow through 
the duct caffiberline. In order to cancel this flow and cause the net 
flow to be tangent to the caffiberline, a distribution of bound vorticity 
(~D) is placed on the duct. This bound vorticity is expressed in 




B Co cot 2' + Cn sin nB ( 6) 
n=l 
and the unknown C 
n 
coefficients are determined from the flow tangency 
condition on the duct reference cylinder. 
The basic relation that is solved to cause the flow to be tangent 
to the caffiberline is 
dr 
v + v + v + vCB = dx
e (v + u + u + u + uCB) (7) ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .~ 
where dr Idx is the effective slope of the caffiberline. The following 
e 
procedure is used to solve equation (7) for the unknown Cn coefficients. 
The radial velocity (v ) induced along the duct reference cylinder 
~ 
by the vortex cylinder trailing from the duct trailing edge is given 
by equation (C-3) of reference 5. This velocity is expressed in non-
dimensional form by a six-term Fourier cosine series as 
5 
v 
-;;- = L Bn cos nB (8) 
n=o 
5 
The axial velocity (u ) induced by the same vortex cylinder is given 
'Y 
by equation (23) of reference 3. This velocity is expressed in non-




B* cos nG 
n 
(9) 
The radial and axial velocities induced along the duct reference 
cylinder by all the vortex cylinders trailing from the fan are computed 
using equation (13) and (20), respectively, of reference 3. The sum of 
the radial and axial velocities induced by all the internal vortex 
cylinders is expressed as 
v 5 
'Yw 




= L A* cos n8 V n (11) 
n=o 
The radial and axial velocities induced along the duct reference 
cylinder by the centerbody singularity distribution are computed using 










D cos n8 
n 
D* cos n8 
n 
The slope of the effective camberline is specified as 
dr 










where the effective camber is made up of a geometric camber and an 
induced camber as discussed in detail in section 2.3 of reference 6. 
The induced camber is due to the velocity induced by the source ring 
distribution representing the duct thickness, and the method of computing 
this effect is based on the work described in Chapter 2 of reference 7. 
The induced camber is described by a Fourier series similar to equation (14) 
where the first four coefficients are tabulated as a function of c/D 
in reference 6. These coefficients are included in the program in 
Subroutine CAMBER and are automatically combined with the geometric 
camber coefficients. The calculation of the geometric camber coeffi-
cients is described in section 4.2 of this report. 
The axial velocity induced by the bound vorticity, YD, can be 




cos 38 + cos 48 
(15) 
from equation (18) of reference 4. The radial velocity component can 
be found from equation (1.13) of reference 8 as 
5 v 
YD 
Y L (16) 
£=0 
where the Pk £ coefficients are given in tables 2.1 through 2.4 of 
reference 9. These tables have been extended to c/D values of 2.0, 
and provision has been made in the program to extrapolate beyond 2.0. 
However, the variation of Pk £ with c/D is not linear, and the 
extrapolation should not be made much past 2.5. 
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substituting equations (8) through (16) into equation (7) results 
in 
5 V 
~ (l:. B + A) ~D (.::Lv) V n n + Dn cos nS + r 
n=o 
3 R~ cos ne [to (~B~ + 
m=o 
(17) 
Expanding both sides of equation (17) into Fourier cosine series and 
equating each of the six harmonics results in six linear algebraic 
equations in terms of the six unknowns, C
n
• with the parameter e 
defined below, 
c 
e - 4D 
the equation for the zeroth harmonic is 
[ -R: e ] [R * e ] [ ] + -4- C 3 + - -+ - P 0 4 C4 + 0 
= 2R*B* + R*B* + R*B* + R*B* - 2Bo 
00 II 22 33 
(IS) 
+ Y. [2R*{D* + A* + 1) + R*{D* + A*) + R*{D* + A*) Y 00 0 l l l 222 
(19) 
8 
The equation for the first harmonic is 
[p - 2R*e 
- 2R:e (..en 4 - 1) R~e] C -lO 0 e 0 
[ (PH * ( 4 
R*e R*e] 
+ 1) 1) + l _3_ C - R e .en - - 4 + l e 4 l 
+ [-R*e _ R~e] C + [p _ R:e _ ~] C 
o 3 2 l3 4 8 3 
+ V [2R* (D* + A*) + 2R* (D* + A* + 1) + R* (D* + A*) ~ 0 l l l 0 0 l 2 2 
+ R*(D* + D3* + A* + A*) + R*(D* + D* + A* + A*) 2 l l 3 324 2 4 
- 2 (Dl + A l )] (20) 
The equation for the second harmonic is 
2R*B* + R* (B* + B*) + R* (2B* + B*) + R* (B* + B*) - 2B 
o 2 l l 3 20 4 3 l 5 2 
+ V [2R* (D* + A*) + (R* + R*) (D* + A*) + R* (D* + A*) ~ 022 l 3 l l l 3 3 
+ 2R*(D* + A* + 1) +.R2*(D4* + A4*) + R*(D* + A*) - 2(D + A2 )] 0035 5 2 
(21) 
9 
The equation for the third harmonic is 
[ p -30 R*e - 2R*e Un 4 2 3 e 
+ [(P -33 R*e ] , [R*e R*e ] 1) ___ l_ C + __ 2 __ -2- c + 8 3 10 3 4 [ R*e] p ___ l_ C 35 8 5 
2R*B* + R*(B* + B*) + R*(B* + B*) + 2R*B* - 2B3 o 3 l 2 4 2 l 5 3 0 
+ '::!. [2R* (D* + A*) + R* (D* + A* + D* + A*) Y 033 l 2 2 4 4 
+ R*(D* + A* + D* + A*) + 2R*(D* + A* + 1} - 2(D + A
3
}] 2 l l 5 5 300 3 
(22 ) 
The equation for the fourth harmonic is 
10 
2R*B* + R*(B* + B*) + R*B* + R*B* - 2B o 4 l 3 5 2 2 3 l 4 
+ Y. [2R* (D* + A*) + R* (D* + A* + D* + A*) Y 0 44 l 3 355 
+ R; (D; + A;) + R~ (D~ + A~) - 2 (D 4 + A4)] 
(23) 
The equation for the fifth harmonic is 
+ [R~e _ R~e] C
4 
+ [(P55 _ 1) _ R~e ] C5 
= 2R*B* + R*B* +'R*B* + R*B* - 2B5 + y [2R*(D* + A*) o 5 1 4 2 3 3 2 ~ 055 
+ R*(O* + A*) + R*(O* + A*) + R*(O* + A*) - 2(0 + A5~ 
14423 3 322 5 J 
(24) 
-
Solution of equations (19) through (24) yields the en coefficients 
defining the duct-bound vorticity, which in turn permit a new inflow 
profile to be computed from equation (5). 
2.2 Angle of Attack 
The angle of attack solution is that for a thin, cylindrical duct 
'in a crossflow V sin a. This solution is superimposed on the axial 
flow solution as follows. The ducted fan is considered to be in a 
modified axial flow in which the velocity V is V cos a. The axial 
flow analysis discussed in section 2.1 is applied to obtain the axisymmet-
ric portion of the bound and free vorticity and source distributions. 
The duct is then considered to be in a flow at angle of attack. A 
nonaxisymmetric vorticity distribution is placed on the duct to cancel 
the V sin a crossflow through the duct reference cylinder. The duct-
bound vorticity has the form 
¢ [co 5 ne] ~a sin a cos cot .fl+ L c sin (25 ) V 2 n 
n=l 
where the c coefficients are functions only of c/D and are tabu-
n 
lated in Table I of reference 10. There is in addition a distribution 
of free trailing filaments caused by the variation of strength around 
the ~a rings. The forces and moments on the ducted fan are then 
computed by considering both the axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric 
singularity distributions. 
11 
The V sin a crossflow and the y vorticity induce a nonaxisymmet-
a 
ric inflow into the fan. The resulting circumferentially varying blade 
loading was examined in reference 5. A solution was obtained, with a 
number of simplifying assumptions, that indicated two compensating 
effects occurring to cause the net effect of angle of attack on blade 
load distribution to be relatively small. On the basis of these results 
and the complexity of the analysis, the inclusion of angle of attack 
effects on fan loading in the computer program was not considered 
justified. 
The force and moment equations are derived in references 1 and 5 
by considering the force resulting from a velocity acting on a bound 
vorticity. The viscous drag on the duct, centerbody, and fan blades is 
not considered in the analysis. The forces and moments on the center-
body and the moment on the fan are small compared to the duct loading 
and are neglected. 
The effective free stream is defined by the variables 
J' = J' cos a 
( 26) 
v = V cos a 
Thus, the fan thrust coefficient2 is given by equation (10) of reference 5 
as 
z 






The duct thrust coefficient due to the duct singularity distribution is 
computed using equation (36) of reference 1. 
2The equations for the force and moment coefficients given in this 
section are based on nondimensionalizing the force or moment by q, 
A, and R. The alternate approach noted in the Symbols List is also 
provided within the program. 
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where 
= -7r .£ ..l cos 2 ' a 
D V [ C(4E + o 0 
4 
n=l 
..l B + A + Dn 
V n n 
2E 1 ) + 2C E 1 0 
(28) 
(29) 
In the assumed flow model, there is a discontinuity in the duct 
surface pressure distribution due to the pressure rise across the fan. 
The increased pressure acting on the inner duct surface aft of the fan 
causes the following duct thrust coefficient. 
(30) 
One component of the thrust coefficient due to the duct at angle 
of attack is 
from equation (39) of reference 1. The second part of the thrust 




2D (c H -n+l n 
n=l 
(31) 
from equation (41) of reference 1. The Hn Fourier series coeffi-
cients describe the radial velocity distribution induced at the duct by 
the trailing vortex filaments associated with ra. These Fourier 
coefficients are defined in equation (40) of the above reference. The 
total duct thrust coefficient is then the sum of equations (27), (28), 
(31), and (32). 
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The duct normal force coefficient is given by equations (48) , 
and (52) of reference 1. 
C = JI..£ sin a cos a [(4Co + 2c1 ) + f (Cn,E~) + g(C , G~)] NDP 2 D n 
where 










, G*) = C (4G* + 2G*) + 2C G* + L (Cn+1G~ - CnG~+l) n o 0 1 1 0 
n=l 
The G* are the Fourier coefficients describing the velocity u 
n ~D 
which is computed using equation (49) of reference 1. 
U 5 
~a ~ 
-V- = sin a cos ¢ ~ G~ cos nS 
o 
The F* are the Fourier coefficients describing the velocity 
n 
which is computed using equation (A-9) of reference 5. 
U 5 
~D = L 
o 











The duct pitching moment coefficient is given by equations (57), 





( E' - c E' )]) c n+ 1 n IT n+l . 
E' 
n 
CO(4EO* + 4E* + 2E*) + c (E* - E*) + c (2E* - E*) 1 2 113 204 
The Fn are the Fourier coefficients describing the velocity 
which is computed using equation (16). 
V 5 















where Us is the induced surface velocity distribution. The surface 
velocity, us' is made up of a continuous portion and a discontinuous 
portion as given by equation (67) of reference 1. The continuous 
15 
velocity is corrected for duct thickness and the discontinuous velocity 
is approximated near the leading edge to remove the singularity. These 
corrections and approximations are explained in detail in reference 1. 
3. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
3.1 Calculation Procedure 
The computation proceeds as follows. An initial knowledge of the 
fan inflow velocity profile is required to compute blade performance, 
from which all other computations are made. Since the inflow is 
affected by the as yet undetermined duct-bound vorticity, an iterative 
procedure is used. An initial, uniform inflow of 2V is assumed, and 
the blade element calculations are made to determine the fan performance 
and the fan wake characteristics. The flow tangency condition on the 
duct reference cylinder is then applied to determine the duct-bound 
vorticity distribution. With all the singularity distributions known, 
the fan inflow is calculated. This is compared with the initially 
assumed inflow. If the two do not agree, a new inflow equal to the 
average between the initial and computed inflows is determined. The 
fan and duct-bound vorticity calculations are repeated to obtain a new 
inflow. The process continues until the inflow velocity in each annulus 
has converged to within the desired value. When convergence is obtained 
for all ann~li, the program continues to calculate force and moment 
coefficients and duct surface pressure coefficients if desired. 
3.2 Flow of Calculations 
This section contains a discussion of the sequence of calculations 
within the program. The discussion describes the functions that are 
performed in the main program and each of the subroutines and the basic 
order in which they are performed. References are given for the various 
equations or relations used in the parts of the program. 
The program consists of a main program and 20 subroutines. The 
cards in the source deck are identified in Columns 73 to 80 with a 
four-character identification indicating the number of the subroutine 
and a three-digit number representing the order of the card within the 
subroutine. 
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The main program is relatively short. Its basic functions are to 
control the flow of the program, and to perform the calculation for the 
local blade element performance, the calculation for the total fan inflow, 
the comparison of initial and computed inflows to determine convergence, 
and the calculation of the new inflow profile if the solution is not 
converged. The relationship between the main program and the subroutines 
is shown in figure 3. 
The first operation in MAIN is a general initialization of four 
subroutines. ELLIPS is called to initialize tables of elliptic integrals, 
LAMBDA is called to initialize tables of the Heuman Lambda Function, 
PKL is called to initialize tables of Pkf coefficients at various 
ratios of duct chord to diameter, and CLALF is called to initialize a 
table of section c versus thickness-to-chord ratio. The table of f max 
c f max 
versus tic is determined from figure 2(b) of reference 1. 
The program 
operation of the 
has several subroutines which are necessary for the 
program because of the service they perform, but they 
are not important to the understanding of the sequence of events in the 
program. These will be discussed here briefly and then omitted from 
the following program description, although they are shown on figure 3. 
Subroutine ELLIPS does a table look-up for the complete elliptic inte-
grals of the first and second kind, given the argument of the elliptic 
integrals. Subroutine LAMBDA does a table look-up for the Heuman 
Lambda Function, given the two arguments of the function. Subroutine 
ARCSIN computes the principal value of the angle given the value of 
the sine of the angle. Subroutine FOURCS does a Fourier analysis of a 
function, given a table of values of the function. The subroutine 
computes an n-term cosine series (n ~ 50) to fit the given function. 
The first six terms of the series are used for the calculations in the 
program. 
Subroutine INPUT is called by the main program. The major 
function of subroutine INPUT is to determine all of the quantities used 
in the calculation that are functions only of the duct configuration, 
. 
the centerbody geometry, the fan blade characteristics, or the number of 
fan annuli. Included in these quantities are the Fourier series 
coefficients for velocities and vorticities which are functions only of 
duct chord-to-diameter ratio or duct thickness. This subroutine also 
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reads in the input data, checks it for certain specific errors, and then 
prints out all of the input information. Now several subroutines must 
be called to do more specific initialization of parameters which are only 
dependent on the geometry of the system. Subroutine HUB is called to 
compute the strength and location of the point source and point sink 
which describe the centerbody model. ALFRNG is called to compute the 
G* 
n 
Fourier coefficients in equation (37) and the H Fourier coeffi-
n 
cients in equation (32). PRESS is called to set up tables of the 
duct thickness correction factor and the leading-edge singularity 
parameter. These tables are used in the calculation of the duct surface 
pressure distribution. Subroutine INPUT next calls subroutine PKL to 
look up a table of the Pk £ influence coefficients. These coefficients, 
used in computing the radial velocity induced by a distribution of vor-
tex rings, are functions only of c/D and are obtained from reference 9. 
Subroutine CAMBER is called to compute the induced camber coefficients 
which are combined with the geometric camber coefficients to obtain the 
total effective camber of the duct. 
Subroutine HUB is called again by INPUT to compute the Fourier 
coefficients D and D*. 
n n 
These coefficients are constants for a given 
duct and centerbody configuration; therefore, they may be computed at 
this time assuming a unit free stream and then correcting for the 
increased free stream as they are used. 
Subroutine PROP divides the fan annulus into the required number 
of annuli (which is input), computes the inner, outer, and mean radii 
of the annuli and interpolates in the blade ~, b/Rp ' and h~ input 
tables to obtain values of ~, b/Rp ' and h~ at the mean radii of the 
annuli. 
Certain components of the inflow to the fan are constants and can 
be computed at this time. Subroutine GAMCYL computes the nondimensional 
axial inflow velocities (in the form u/~) induced at the mean radii of 
the fan annuli by a vortex cylinder trailing from the duct trailing edge. 
These are a function only of c/D. The equation solved is equation (A-IO) 
of reference 5. In this equation, it is necessary to use elliptic 
integrals, an arcsin relation, and the Heuman Lambda Function. These 
are obtained, respectively, from subroutines ELLIPS, ARCSIN, and LAMBDA. 
Subroutine SRCRNG computes the nondimensional axial inflow velocity 
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(in the form u/v) induced at the mean radii of the fan annuli by the 
source rings representing the duct thickness distribution. The equation 
used is equation (A-6) of reference 5. Subroutine HUB computes the 
nondimensional axial inflow velocity (in the form u/v) induced at the 
mean radii of the fan annuli by the source-sink distribution representing 
the centerbody geometry. The equation used is equation (15) of refer-
ence 1. The two latter inflow velocities must be corrected for the 
increased local axial velocity .as is discussed in reference 1. 
Subroutine BNCOEF computes the Fourier cosine series coefficients 
(Bn) for the nondimensional radial velocity (in the form vir) induced 
along the duct reference cylinder by a vortex cylinder trailing from 
the duct trailing edge. The equation used is equation (C-3) of 
reference 5. The subroutine ANCOEF computes Fourier series coeffi-
cients for three sets of velocities on the duct reference cylinder. 
The co~fficients B* are those of the nondimensional axial velocity 
n 
(u/r) induced by a vortex cylinder from the duct trailing edge (eqs. (23) 
and (25) of ref. 3). The coefficients (A) and (A*) are those of 
nw nw 
the nondimensional radial (v/r
w
) and axial (u/r
w
) velocities, respectively, 
induced by the wth inner vortex cylinder trailing from the fan. The 
equations used are equations (13) and (16), and equations (20) and (21), 
respectively, of reference 3. These Fourier coefficients are obtained 
by fitting a 50-term Fourier cosine series to the chordwise velocity 
distribution and truncating after the sixth term. At this point, the 
coefficients for all of the velocities induced at the duct reference 
cylinder by the fan wake, duct thickness, and the centerbody are known, 
and control returns to the main program. 
The blade element performance in each of the fan disk annuli is 
computed using the local blade lift coefficient obtained from subroutine 
CLALF. The section c£ includes the effect of local blade stall in 
the manner described in reference 1. The strengths of the internal 
vortex cylinders are now computed. The main program calls subroutine 
CNCOEF. The basic purpose of this subroutine is to apply the boundary 
condition of no flow through the duct camberline to compute the Fourier 
coefficients, Cn' representing the duct-bound vorticity rD. The six 
C
n 
coefficients are obtained ,from the solution of a matrix equation 
involving the An' A~, Bn' B~, Dn , D~ coefficients, the camber 
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coefficients, and the vortex cylinder strengths just computed. The three 
dependent matrices in this equation are computed and defined in subroutine 
CNCOEF. The equation is then solved for the C
n 
through use of the 
matrix inversion subroutine, MATRIX. If the matrix to be inverted is 
singular, an error message is printed and the subroutine transfers to a 
STOP statement. 
Now that all the singularity distributions are known, the correction 
factors which are applied to the duct thickness-induced velocities and 
the centerbody-induced velocities are computed. Both correction factors 
need the velocities induced by the vortex cylinder trailing from the 
trailing edge of the duct and the duct-bound vorticity, rD. These 
induced axial velocities are obtained from subroutines GAMCYL and 
VTXRNG, respectively. 
Subroutine VTXRNG is called again to compute the axial inflow to 
the fan due to the duct-bound vorticity, rD. Equation (A-9) of refer-
ence 5 is used with the C
n 
coefficients just computed. 
The main program then sums the inflow velocities in each of the fan 
annuli obtained from all the singularity distributions and adds to these 
the free-stream velocity and the discontinuous portion of the velocity 
difference across each vortex cylinder (~wl2). The resulting total 
inflow in each annulus is compared with the initially assumed inflow. 
If all velocities do not agree within the prescribed convergence limit, 
the new inflow is assumed to be the average between the initial and 
computed velocities. The program then returns to the computation of new 
values of the local blade performance. Subroutine CNCOEF is called, 
new C
n 
coefficients determined, new corrections for the centerbody-
induced velocities and duct-thickness-induced velocities are computed, 
VTXRNG is called to obtain the fan inflow due to the duct-bound vorticity, 
and a new total fan inflow obtained. This iterative process is repeated 
until convergence is obtained for all the fan annuli or until 50 
iterations have been completed. 
After convergence is obtained, the main program calls OUTPUT which 
immediately prints out the fan loading and inflow parameters. The force 
and moment coefficients are computed and output, and if the duct surface 
pressure coefficients are to be computed, subroutine PRESS is called. 
In PRESS, the velocity induced on the duct reference cylinder by all the 
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singularity distributions 
induced by the duct-bound 
is computed. This includes the axial velocity 
vorticity, ~ , associated with the duct at 
a 
angle of attack. 
ALFRNG which uses 
These induced velocities are obtained from sUbroutine 
equation (49) of reference 1. After summing all the 
continuous and discontinuous velocity components, Bernoulli's equation 
is used to compute the duct surface pressure coefficients. Control 
returns to OUTPUT where the pressure coefficients are printed. This 
completes the series of calculations and control is returned to the 
main program. 
The above sequence of operations is arranged such that the calcula-
tions performed by INPUT provide all the parameters dependent only on the 
duct and propeller configuration. Thus, if performance of a given 
configuration at a number of advance ratios or angles of attack is 
desired, an index is read from a card following completion of the 
calculations in OUTPUT, the next values of J and a read, and control 
is returned to the part of the main program just after INPUT has been 
called, which avoids some recomputation. If a new configuration is to 
be analyzed, control returns to the statement in the main program 
calling INPUT, where a complete new case is read in. 
3.3 Use of Program 
The program is written in Fortran IV for the IBM 7094 computer. 
No tapes other than the standard input and output tapes are required. 
Typical execution times are approximately two minutes for the first case 
and one minute for each additional run utilizing the same geometry. A 
complete description of the input and output is presented in sections 
4 and 5 respectively, and a program listing is given in section 7. 
4. DESCRIPTION OF INPUT 
This section contains a description of the input for the computer 
program. The information required on the cards is described in 
section 4.1. The remainder of the subsections below describe the manner 
in which some of the input quantities are determined for a given ducted 
fan configuration. 
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4.1 Input Data 
The format of the input cards making up a normal run is shown in 
figure 4. In this figure the variable is given as well as the card 
column in which the punching of the value of the variable is begun and 
the format in which it is punched. In all input the format is set up 
for four figures to the right of the decimal point. If more signifi-
cant figures are· required, the decimal point may be moved to the left 
some appropriate amount. As long as the number is punched in the 
specified field of 10 columns, the decimal point may be punched in any 
column. 
Card No. 1 contains any alphabetic and numeric information that is 
desired for identification purposes. This information is printed at the 
top of each page of output. 
Card No. 2 contains information about the geometry of the duct. 
The first item (c/D) is the chord-to-diameter ratio. This value should 
be greater than zero and less than about 2.5. This upper limit is 
approximate and is necessary only because some coefficients built into 
the program must be extrapolated for c/D > 2. The next items on this 
card are the axial location of the fan within the duct (x Ic), the p 
maximum thickness-to-chord ratio of the airfoil section of the duct (t/c),3 
the ratio of the duct radius at the trailing edge to the fan radius (R/R ), p 
and the ratio of the centerbody radius at the fan station to the fan tip 
radius (RCB/Rp) (or the fan hub-tip ratio). The last item is the 
convergence criterion (E). The iteration will stop when the inflow 
profiles agree within Exl02 percent. A suggested range for E is 
0.001 ~ E ~ 0.01. 
Card No. 3 contains the four Fourier coefficients (Rn) of a cosine 
series fit to the duct camberline. If the duct is uncambered, these 
four values are all zero. 4 
3 The value of tic must be within the range 0.06 ~ tic < 0.24 
because of correction factors used in the calculation of duct pres-
sure distribution. If tic is outside this range, the pressure 
distribution will be slightly in error, but all other calculations 
will be correct. 
4A detailed discussion of the manner of computing these four coeffi-
cients is given in section 4.2. 
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Card No. 4 contains the information necessary to define the center-
body. The first item is the centerbody length expressed as a fraction 
of the duct chord (fCB/c). The second item is the location of the 
centerbody nose in the duct coordinate system (xCB/c). If the center-
body extends forward of the duct leading edge, xCB/c < 0. The next 
item is the maximum radius of the centerbody expressed as a fraction of 
the centerbody length (r /£CB) and the last item on this card is the 
max 
x location of r (x ) in the duct coordinate system. Preparation 
max r 
max 
of the input on this card must meet certain specifications which are 
discussed in detail in section 4.3. 
Card No. 5 contains six quantities. The first, NBLD, is the 
number of fan blades. This number must be greater than zero. The 
second item, NZ, is the number of equal area annuli into which the fan 
annulus is divided. The limitation on NZ is 2 ~ NZ ~ 24. The 
third item, NZP, is the number of stations in the input table of fan 
blade characteristics. The limitations on NZP are 2 < NZP < 24. 
The next quantity is IR, the number of x-stations at which the duct 
surface pressure distribution is to be calculated. At a given x/c, 
the pressure coefficient is computed on the inside and outside surface 
of the duct. The value of IR must be in the range 1 ~ IR < 25. 5 
The next item, NPRES, is an index which controls the form of the sur-
face pressure coefficient. If NPRES = 1, the surface pressure coeffi-
cient is based on free-stream dynamic pressure. If NPRES = 2, the 
surface pressure coefficient is based on the propeller tip speed. The 
last quantity, NPRINT, is an output index which controls the quantity 
of output. For normal runs, NPRINT = 0. If NPRINT = 1, an extra 
page of optional output is developed which contains a table of the 
components of the inflow to the propeller. This optional output is 
described in the output section of this report. Another output option 
is available, but the authors recommend that it not be used, as it is 
useful only for diagnostic purposes. If NPRINT = 10, a page listing 
all of the Fourier cosine series coefficients for the u and v 
5The input controlling the pressure distribution calculation has been 
set up for ease of repetitive running with the same configuration. 
Consequently, IR must be 1 or greater, whether or not any pres-
sures are to be computed. An index on the last card indicates the 
requirement for computing pressures. ' 
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velocities induced at the duct reference cylinder is printed. If 
NPRINT = 11, both of the above optional pages are output. In most cases 
of interest, NPRINT will be identically zero. 
Card No. 6 contains the fan radii (r/R ) at which the blade p 
characteristics are to be input. There are NZP entries in this table, 
so if NZP > 8, the other entries in the table must be included on 
following cards. For example, if NZP = 17, three cards are required. 
The first two cards will have eight fields each and the third card one 
field. The values must be put in order of increasing radius ratio. 
The first entry in the table should be the value of r/Rp at the root 
or hub, which nominally is equal to RCB/Rp ' the value on Card No.2. 
The last value in the table should be r/R ::::: 1. O. There cannot be p 
more than 24 entries in the table. 
Card No. 7 contains values of the fan blade chord (b/R) at the p 
radial stations corresponding to the values on Card No.6. With eight 
fields per card, there will be as many cards here as in the r/R p 
case (Card No.6) • 
Card No. 8 contains the fan blade pitch angle (~) in degrees at 
the radial stations corresponding to the values on Card No.6. The 
pitch angle is the blade twist angle measured from the plane of rota-
tionto the zero lift line of the local blade section. The number of 
cards here will be the same as the number of r/Rp cards (Card No.6) • 
Card No. 9 contains the blade section thickness-to-chord ratio at 
the radial stations corresponding to those on Card No.6. The number 
of cards here will be the same as the number of r/Rp cards (Card No.6). 
Card No. 10 contains the values of x/c at which the duct surface 
pressure coefficients are to be calculated. This card should contain 
IR values, and if IR > 8, the ninth and succeeding values should be 
put on following cards in the same format as shown for Card No. 10. 
The values should be put in ascending order with the limitation 
a ~ x/c ~ 1.0. Since the inner duct surface pressure distribution has 
a discontinuity at the fan due to the pressure jump aft of the fan, it 
is desirable to include x/c values just upstream and downstream of 
the fan. No numerical problem occurs, however, if the x/c value 
exactly at the fan station is input, since the program uses the total 
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pressure upstream of the fan to compute the inner duct pressure 
coefficient at the fan station. 
Card No. 11 is the last card required for a particular configura-
tion. The first item on this card is a run identification number, NRUN. 
The only restrictions on NRUN are that NRUN < 9999 and NRUN f O. 
The second quantity is the index NPHI, which is the number of azimuth 
stations around the duct at which the surface pressure coefficients 
are to be calculated. The limitation is that 0 ~ NPHI ~ 5. If 
NPHI 0, no pressure calculation will be performed for this run. The 
next quantity is the advance ratiO, J. The advance ratio must be 
6 greater than zero. The duct angle of attack, a, in degrees is the 
next item. The only requirement is that cos a f O. The remaining 
five fields on the card should contain the azimuth angles, ¢, in 
degrees, at which pressure distributions are to be calculated. There 
should be NPHI values of cp, and due to the symmetry of the flow, 
. 0 ~ cp ~ 1800 • 
If only one run is to be made, the input deck is complete with 
Card No. 11. If two or more runs are to be made, the card arrangement 
following Card No. 11 for stacking runs is as follows: 
(1) If the same ducted fan configuration is to be investigaged at 
a different advance ratio or angle of attack or if different values of 
cp are of interest, only one additional card is required to initiate 
the new run. This card has the same format as Card No. 11. The run 
number can be changed to identify the new run. Each succeeding run with 
the same configuration requires the one additional card, and this card 
can be repeated as many times as desired. 
(2) If a different duct and/or fan configuration is to be investi-
gated, the card following Card No. 11 must be blank. The new case is 
then loaded as a deck consisting of Card Nos. 1 through 11. 
A sample set of input data illustrating the program options is 
shown in figure 6. 
6 A value of J = 0 causes numerical problems in the machine. To 
compute a zero advance ratio (hover) case, set J = 0.01. 
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4.2 Duct Camber and Thickness 
The duct thickness and camber are required on the second and third 
cards. A brief discussion is given below with regard to the selection 
of these parameters. In order to give a reasonably wide latitude to the 
use of the program while at the same time not storing a great quantity 
of airfoil data in the program, the specifications of duct thickness 
and camber were separated. 
The thickness distribution is taken to be the local profile thick-
ness as measured from the camberline. For purposes of including thick-
ness effects in the performance calculations, the thickness distribution 
is specified within the program as that of a symmetrical four-digit 
NACA airfoil which has an analytical expression for the variation of 
thickness with distance along the chord. This distribution is completely 
specified by one parameter, the ratio of maximum thickness to chord. 
In selecting a value for a given duct configuration, it is suggested 
that the (t/c) value be chosen which will yield the best fit to 
max 
the actual duct shape along the inner forward portion of the duct, while 
still giving a reasonable fit over the other portions of the section. 
Tables of thickness distribution for various (t/c) can be obtained 
max 
from Appendix I of reference 11. 
The camber coefficients required in the third card are computed 
according to the methods given below. Figure 1 indicates the notation 
and coordinate systems. The axial coordinates are x, measured from 
the leading edge with the range 0 to c; 8, measured from the leading 
edge with the range 0 to ~; and x, measured from x = c/2 with the 
s 
range -c/2 to +c/2. The relation between 8 and x is given by 
s 
cos 8 = -2x /c 
s 












This can be integrated to give the camberline shape as 
r 
- R 
-Ro (1 + ~os 8) Rl (1 cos2 9) c = + c 4 
+ R2 (i + I cos e - I cos 3 9) 2 "3 
+ R3 (- 1.+ 3 cos2 e - I cos 4 e) 4 4" "2 (47) 
The camber line radius at the trailing edge is identically that of the 
duct reference cylinder, which passes through the trailing-edge radius; 
that is at e = 7f r - R = 0. Four other points along the camberline , , c 
must be selected and their rc values put into the above equation to 
obtain four simultaneous equations for the four Rn coefficients. It 
is suggested on the basis of past experience that these points be 
nearly equally spaced for best results; that is, at x/c = 0, 1/4, 1/2, 
and 3/4. If these four points are chosen, the Rn coefficients can be 
calculated from the following equations. 
2 (-1 -) 3 
(5 .1) 3 
( 0) (-1 t) 
(-4) 
x (48) 
(-2) (4) (0) (-4) 
(-8) 
If the camberline is not well behaved (for example, if it should have 
a hook near the leading edge), four other values of x/c may be 
necessary to give the best overall fit to the actual camberline. 
Several tries may be necessary to select the right combination of four 
points. 
If the duct has no camber, all the ~ coefficients are input 
equal to zero. 
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4.3 Centerbody 
The centerbody shape is approximated by a Rankine body, figure 5. 
Because the centerbody model is so simple, there are certain restrictions 
on the input. It is necessary that xCB/c, rmax/fCB' fCB/c, and 
xrmax/c be input such that the centerbody half-length (distance between 




or in terms of the nondimensional ratios, 
The effect of the centerbody on the due ted fan performance cannot 
be eliminated entirely from the program, but it can be made negligibly 
small by inputing the appropriate geometry. Thus, if the user wishes 
to remove the effect of the centerbody, the centerbody parameters 
should be input according to the following rules: 





= 0.04 c 
r 
max 





If these values are used, the area inside the fan hub radius (~RCB2) will 
be unloaded unless RCB is set equal to zero. It should be noted that 
because of the formulation of the program, the leading edge of the center-
body should be forward of the fan station in order to avoid numerical 
problems; that is 
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Generally, in approximating the centerbody shape, the user should try to 
fit the portion between the nose and the fan station best. This will 
give the best results for the inflow to the fan. If possible, the total 
length should be approximated, but if compromise is necessary, the 
portion ahead of the fan is more important than that aft of the fan. 
If the maximum centerbody radius occurs aft of the fan, some judgment 
must be used to decide on the position and value of the maximum radius. 
Remembering that the purpose of the centerbody model is to approximate 
the blockage effect on the inflow to the fan, the best centerbody model 
is a compromise to give the closest fit to both the maximum radius and the 
radius at the fan station. 
4.4 Fan Blade Characteristics 
A simple method to account for local blade stall is described in 
reference 1. This method involves a table of c£ versus tic 
max 
derived from figure 2(b) of reference 1. This table is built into 
Subroutine CLALF. If the user wishes to change this table, he should 
use the following procedure. 
The local section thickness-to-chord ratio is called array TCB 
with 10 entries ranging from TCB(l) = 0 to TCB(lO) = 0.34. The 
blade section c£ is called array CLMX, with 10 entries corres-
max 
ponding to the TCB array. The table is easily changed by changing 
corresponding entries of TCB and CLMX. It is advised that the total 
number of entries (10) in the table be unchanged. If the user would 
like to remove the effect of blade stall and assume that the blade 
section c£ is constant and equal to 2rr at any angle of attack, 
a 
every entry in the array CLMX should be set equal to some large number, 
for example, 10.0. 
5. DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT 
The nominal output consists of three pages of data, to which can 
be added one additional page of optional output. The pages are numbered 
and each page has the run number at the top plus the identification 
information which is punched in the first card of the input deck. 
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A typical set of output including one page of optional output is shown 
in the sample case (figure 7). 
The first page is numbered PAGE O. It contains a listing of the 
input data plus a table of definitions of symbols. The input listed on 
the line entitled DUCT GEOMETRY is the duct chord-to-diameter ratio 
(C/D), the axial position of the fan station as a fraction of duct 
chord (XP/C), the duct maximum thickness-to-chord ratio (T/C), the 
ratio of the duct trailing-edge radius to fan radius (RTE/RP), and the 
ratio of centerbody radius in the plane of the fan to the fan radius 
(RCB/RP). The next line lists the geometric camber coefficients, Rn. 
The next group of data indicates the fan blade geometry input into the 
program. The number of blades is given, and a table of (nondimensional) 
blade chord (B/RP), blade pitch angle (BETA), and thickness-to-chord 
ratio (TH/CHD) versus nondimensional radius (R/RP) is given. This 
information is followed by the centerbody geometry which consists of 
the ratio of centerbody length to the duct chord (LCB/C), the axial 
location of the centerbody nose (XCB/C), the maximum radius of the 
centerbody in fraction of centerbody length (RMAX/LCB), and the axial 
location of the maximum radius (X(RMAX)/C). The next line contains 
the convergence criterion (EPSILON). This is followed by a table of 
symbols and their definitions. 
Page 1 is optional output (NPRINT = 1) and is so noted at the top 
of the page. This page lists the inflow velocity results obtained 
after convergence of the iterative process. For convenience, the duct 
characteristics printed on the previous page are again printed here at 
the top of the page with the addition of the ratio of the fan disk area 
to the duct exit area (AP/A). The next line lists the four Fourier 
coefficients of the effective camber, R~. Following these are the duct 
angle of attack in degrees (ALPHA), the advance ratios J = V/nD p 
and J' = V/mR, and the values of J cos a and J' cos a. The 
following table lists the induced inflow velocity in each of the 
annuli (N). At the center of each of the annuli, denoted R/RP, the 
inflow is made up of the velocities induced by the duct thickness (UQO/V), 
the duct-bound vorticity (UGO/V), the vortex cylinder trailing from the 
fan tip (UG/V), and the centerbody (UCB/V). The final column indicates 
the local blade bound vorticity, r/RV, (GAMMA/RV). The numbers in 
parentheses above UQO/V and UCB/V are the correction factors for 
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the thickness distribution and the centerbody, respectively. The last 
output on the page is the number of iterations required for convergence, 
and the convergence criterion. When the duct is at angle of attack, 
the reference V in the table is actually V cos a or V. 
The next page, page 2, lists the fan and duct performance. Again, 
the duct characteristics are listed at the top of the page, together 
with the angle of attack and advance ratios. The table that follows 
lists at each of the fan annuli centers (R/RP) the total inflow 
velocity (U/V), the strength of the vortex cylinder shed from the outer 
radius of the annulus (GAM/V), the angle of attack of the blade, in 
degrees, as measured from the line of zero lift of the blade, and the 
total pressure rise divided by the free-stream dynamic head (DELTA p/Q). 
When the duct is at angle of attack, the nondimensional inflow results, 
blade bound vorticity, and fan pressure rise are based on V = V cos a, 
rather than V. Following the table are various force and moment 
coefficients preceded by note (A) or (B). The thrust and normal force 








where the moment center is at the center of the duct (x = c/2, r = 0). 
The coefficients opposite (B) are defined using the fan rotational 
speed and tip diameter as 
T 
= .. 2 4' pn Dp 
CN 
N 
= pn2D4 p 
CM 
M 
= pn2 D5 p 
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The propeller thrust coefficient is CTP(D). The duct thrust coeffi-
cient based only on the thrust on the duct-bound singularity distribu-
tions is given as CTD(P). The sum of these two is CTDP. The duct-
thrust coefficient including the pressure thrust due to the fan tip 
pressure rise acting on the inner duct surface aft of the propeller 
as well as the thrust on the singularity distributions is noted CTD(P) '. 
The sum of this duct thrust and the propeller thrust is noted CTDP'. 
The normal-force coefficient is CNDP and the moment coefficient is 
CMDP. 
The thrust coefficients with and without the pressure thrust added 
to the inner duct surface are presented in the output. The results in 
reference 5 show that inclusion of the pressure thrust on the duct gives 
better agreement with measured duct-thrust coefficients and pressure 
distributions on the inner duct surface. Therefore, all thrust results 
presented in section 9, Data Comparisons, include the pressure thrust 
on the duct. Both thrust results are included in the output so that 
the user can see the full effect of the pressure rise aft of the fan. 
The last items on page 2 are several notes. Notes (A) and (B) are 
self-explanatory. The note denoted with an asterisk (*) corresponds to 
any asterisk printed in the table. This note is printed to bring atten-
tion to the fact that the blade sections are stalled in the annuli so 
noted. 
The last page of output, page 3, contains the 
distribution if it has been requested (NFHI ~ 0). 
characteristics and flow conditions are printed at 
duct surface pressure 
Again, the duct 
the top of the page. 
The next line lists the azimuth angles, ¢, in degrees. Directly under 
the azimuth angles are the corresponding pressure coefficients on the 
inside (CP(IN» and outside (CP(OUT» surfaces of the duct. The 
pressure coefficients are based on the free-stream dynamic pressure 




or the propeller tip speed (NPRES = 2) 
C = p 
according to the note printed as the last line on this page. 
This completes the output for one complete run. The pages that 
follow depend on how runs are stacked. If the same duct and fan 
configuration is to be run at new values of advance ratio, angle of 
attack, or azimuth angles, the additional output will be the same as 
above starting with page 1. If some change has been made in the 
configuration, then the complete set of output from page 0 listing the 
new input data will follow. 
6. DESCRIPTION OF ERROR MESSAGES AND STOPS 
A number of error messages and stops are built into the program so 
that if certain conditions occur, the computation will stop and some 
indication of why it was stopped will be printed on the output. 
Immediately after reading in the input data, several checks are 
made on specific quantities. If NPHI > 5, it is set equal to 5 and 
execution continues with no error message. 
If the number of propeller blades (NBLD) is less than or equal to 
zero, the following message is printed: 
"NUMBER OF BLADES IN ERROR, NBLD = -xx" 
If the convergence criterion, E, is less than or equal to zero, 
the following message is printed: 
"CONVERGENCE CRITERION MUST BE GREATER 'lEAN 0.0" 
If the angle of attack, a, is greater than or equal to 900 , the 
following message is printed: 
"ANGLE OF ATTACK MUST BE LESS THAN 90.0 DEGREES" 
If the advance ratio, J, is less than or equal to zero, the 
following message is printed: 
"ADVANCE RATIO MUST BE GREATER THAN 0.0" 
33 
In Subroutine CLALF the propeller blade thickness-to-chord ratios 
are tested. If any do not fall in the range 0.0 < tic < 0.34, the 
following message is printed: 
'''IRE BLADE THICKNESS-TO-CHORD RATIO IS OUTSIDE '!HE RANGE 
0.0 TO 0.34" 
Two error messages associated with computation of a centerbody 
shape are built into Subroutine HUB. If the centerbody geometry is 
input such that the requirements listed in section 4.3 are not met, the 
following message is printed: 
"INPUT CENTERBODY DIMENSIONS IN ERROR" 
If Subroutine HUB is unable to converge on the source and sink locations, 
the following message is printed: 
"SUBROUTINE HUB UNABLE TO COMPUTE CENTERBODY 
GEOMETRY" 
If any or all of the above messages are printed, the following 
message is also printed: 
"ERROR - EXECUTION TERMINATED" 
and the program terminates execution at a STOP statement in the Main 
program. 
The above errors are due to errors in the input data and should be 
simple to correct. If the program fails to converge on the inflow 
profile in 50 iterations, two more iterations are made. The results of 
iterations number 51 and 52 are output, including the optional page 
showing the components of the induced inflow velocities. The following 
messages are then printed: 
"PROGRAM DID NOT CONVERGE ON INFLOW PROFILE" 
"ERROR - EXECUTION TERMINATED" 
and the computation terminates at the STOP statement in the Main program. 
The above error is rare and has occurred in the authors' experience 
only under conditions of small advance ratio, J cos a, and small blade 
pitch angles. If all the input appears correct, increase J cos a by 
increasing J or decreasing a and rerun the same case again. Also 
check the convergence criterion (E), and consider increasing it to 
relax the tolerance on convergence. Experience has shown that E 
34 !, 
should not be larger than 0.01. There is approximately 10 percent 
difference between force and moment coefficients computed with E ~0.01 
and E ~ 0.10. An example of a case that consistently did not converge 
was the Doak ducted fan (ref. 12) with 110 pitch at advance ratios less 
than 0.5 in axial flow. 
If the duct thickness-to-chord ratio is outside the range 
0.06 ~ tic ~ 0.24, the following warning is printed: 
"DUCT PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION CALCULATION ASSUMES 
. TiC ~ x.xxx" 
7. PROGRAM LISTING 
The ducted fan performance analysis program is written in Fortran IV 
for the IBM 7094 computer. The program consists of the main program and 
20 subroutines. Each source deck is identified in columns 73-80 by a 
four-character identification (NExx) indicating the number of the 
subroutine and a three-digit number sequencing the cards within the 
subroutine. The program listing is given in the following pages. The 
table below will act as a table of contents for the program listing. 
Program Identification Page No. 
MAIN NEOO 37 
INPUT NEOl 40 
PKL NE02 44 
ELLIPS NE03 47 
LAMBDA NE04 53 
HUB NE05 61 
CAMBER NE06 63 
PROP NE07 64 
CLALF NE08 65 
ARCSIN NE09 67 
MATRIX NEIO 68 
FOURCS NEll 69 
SRCRNG NE12 71 
VTXRNG NE13 73 
ALFRNG NE14 77 
GAMCYL NE15 81 
35 
Program Identification Page No. 
BNCOEF NEl6 83 
ANCOEF NEl7 84 
CNCOEF NEl8 87 
PRESS NEl9 89 


































COMMON MlZZ.CO.RO.Rl.R2.R3.PI.B.BS.SA.SAS.P NEOO 
COMMON/NEAR1/ NRUN.NB~D.NZ.MZ.NPRES.IR,NTIME.NERR'NPAG.NPHI.NPRINTNE00 
COMMON/NEAR2/ C.A.AS.D.DS.SC,GS.H NEOO 
COMMON/NEAR3/ RRP,XP.Z.BLD.RB.BR.BTA,TCBLD.TC.RCBRP,APA.ALF.XPRES.NE00 
1 RA.XCB.XR.ELCBC,RMAX,PHI,CORJ,CORCB NEOO 
COMMON/NEAR41 UG.UQD.UGD,UV,UCB,VCB,UGP.UGA.GV.GAM.GRV.CPP.CPM NEOO 
COMMON/NEAR5/ ARJ.ARJP.EPS.RAD,CL.ALPHA.STALL,JSTL.TA~K NEOO 
120 FORMATC2I5,1FIO.6) 
997 FORMAT III/10X.42HPROGRAM 010 NOT CONVERGE ON INFLOW PROFILE//I) 
998 FORMAT C///10X.28HERROR - EXECUTION TERMINATED///) 
INITIALIZATION OF SUBROUTINES 
DUM-O.O 
MZZZ-O 
CALL ELLIPS (DUM,DUM.DUMI 
CALL LAMBDA (DUM.DUM,DUMI 
CALL PKL (DUM,PI 












00 30 K-l,Nl 
30 UV(KI- 2.0 
NTIME-l 
CORce-z.o 







CALL CLALF (J, 


















































































































233 GVINZ)=AGV*SQRT CGVfNZ,'-l. 
AGV· 1. 
SGV=1.0 









IF COUM.LT.O.OI AGVa-1.0 
GVCK)=AGV*SQRTCAGV*OUMI-SGV 
35 CONTINUE 
DO 38 N-1,6 
SAINI=O. 
38 SASCN'=O. 
DO 40 N-l,6 




DO 41 N-lf6 
SAINI-SAINI + OlNI*CORCB 
41 SASCNI·SASIN' + OSIN)*CORCB 
GAM-GVCNZ) 
97 CALL CNCOEF IGAM,CI 
DO 141 N=I.6 
SAINI.SAINI - DIN'*CORCB 
141 SASCNI-SASCNI - OSINI*CORCB 







CALL GAMCYL ICD,XP,I.RB,UG,l,XPRES,UGP,RRP,RAI 
IRC--l 
CALL VTXRNG ICD,XP,IRC.RB,C.UGD,XPRES.P' 
CORJ=UGD(1)*GAM + UGPl1,1)*GAM + 1.0 
IF CCORJ.LT.l.O' CORJ=1.0 




CALL GAMCVL ICD.XP.1.RA,UG.O.XPRES.UGP,RRP.RAI 
IRC"l 
CALL VTXRNG (CD.XP,IRC.RA,C.UGD.XPRES.P) 
CORCB=UGD(1)*GAM+UGP(1,11*GAM+l.O 





































































CALL VTXRNG eCDP,xp,NZ,RB,C,UGD,XPRES.PI 
98 IRT-O 
SUMG-O. 
DO 42 J-1.MZ 
42 SUMG-SUMG+GVeJI 

















46 IFelRT) 50.60.50 
50 NTIME-NTIME+1 
IF eNTIME-511 31.60.60 
60 CALL OUTPUT 
IF eNTIME-51i 68.69.68 
69 NERR-O 
GO TO 31 
68 IF INERR) 70.10.996 
70 READ e5.120) NRUN.NPHI,ARJ,ALF.(PHleJI.J-1.51 
ARJP-ARJ/PI/RRP 
NPAG=O 
IF eNPHJ.GT.51 NPHI-5 
IF eNRUNI 28.29.28 
ERROR STOP 
996 WRITE e6,997' 


































































































SUBROUTINE INPUT NEOl 001 
C NEOl 002 
DIMENSION BC61.BSC61.SAC61.SASC61.PC6.61 NEOl 003 
DIMENSION C(61.AC25.61.ASC25.6,.D(6,.DSC6,.SC(6,.GS(6,.HC6' NEOl 004 
DIMENSION RBC251.BR(2SI.BTAC25,.TCBLDC25,.RAC2S).XPRESC25).PHIIS) NEOl OOS 
DIMENSION UGC2SI.UQDC251.UGD(2SI.UV(2S),UCBC25,.VCBI25'. NE01006 
1 UGPC25.2SI.UGAC25'.GV(2SI.GRVC25).CPP(S.2S).CPM(S.25) NEOl 007 
DIMENSION ALPHAC25,.STALLC251.JSTL(2S).TALKC20' NEOl 008 
DIMENSION REC41 NEOl 009 
C NEOl 010 
COMMON MZZZ,CD.RO,R1.R2.R3.PI.B.BS.SA.SAS.P NEOl 011 
COMMON/NEARl/ NRUN.NBLD,NZ,MZ.NPRES.IR.NTIME,NERR,NPAG.NPHI.NPRINTNE01 012 
COMMON/NEAR21 C.A.AS.D.DS.SC.GS,H NEOl 013 
COMMON/NEAR]I RRP.XP.Z.BLD.RB.BR.BTA,TCBLD,TC,RCBRP,APA,ALF,XPR~S.NE01 014 
1 RA.XCB.XR.ELCBC.RMAX,PHI,CORJ.CORCB NEOl OlS 
COMMON/NEAR4/ UG.UQD.UGD,UV.UCB.VCB,UGP.UGA,GV,GAM.GRV,CPP,CPM NEOl 016 
COMMON/NEARSI ARJ.ARJP,EPS.RAD.CL,ALPHA,STALL,JSTL,TALK NEOl 017 
C NEOl 018 
101 FORMATCl5H1 RUN NUMBER.I5.49X.4HPAGE.I311) NEOl 019 
102 FORMATC12H INPUT/5X,65HDUCT GEOMETRY... C/D XP/C NEOl 020 
1 TIC RTE/RP RCB/RP) NEOl 021 
103 FORMATCIOX.20HCAMBER COEFFICIENTS.,4F10.6/1) NEOl 022 
104 FORMATC5X,22HPROPELLER GEOMETRY •••• I3.1X.6HBLADESII' NEOl 023 
105 FORMATC25X.34HR/RP B/RP BETA TH/CHD) NEOl 024 
106 FORMAT C/5X.47HDEFINITION OF SYMBOLS USED IN TABULAR OUTPUT ••• II) NEOl 02S 
101 FORMATCIOX.66HR/RP RADIAL PROPELLER STATION IN FRACTION OF PRNEOl 026 
10PELLER RADIUS) NEOl 027 
108 FORMATC10X.57HB/RP PROPELLER CHORD IN FRACTION OF PROPELLER RNEOl 028 
lADIUSI NEOl 029 
109 FORMATCIOX.36HBETA PROPELLER PITCH IN DEGREES) NEOl 030 
110 FORMAT CIOX,50HTH/CHD PROPELLER BLADE THICKNESS-TO-CHORD RATIO'NEOl 031 
111 FORMAT C/5X.22HCENTERBODY GEOMETRy ••• 2X5HLCB/C.SXSHXCB/C,3X8HRMAX/NEOl 032 
1LCB.2X9HXCRMAX'/C/25X,4F10.5' NEOl 033 
112 FORMAT C/5X.35HCONVERGENCE CRITERION... EPSILON -.F7.S' NEOl 034 
114 FORMAT ClOX1HV9X20HFREE STREAM VELOCITY' NEOl 035 
122 FORMATCI0X.31HU TOTAL INFLOW VELOCITY) NEOl 036 
124 FORMATC10X.48HGAM/V STRENGTH OF INTERNAL VORTEX CYLINDER N) NEOl 037 
125 FORMATC10X,34HALPHA ANGLE OF ATTACK. DEGREES) NEOl 038 
126 FORMATCIOX.60HDELTA P/Q RISE IN TOTAL PRESSURE ACROSS PROPELLER NONEOl 039 
lRMALIZED/25X.3lHON FREE STREAM DYNAMIC PRESSURE) NEDl 040 
127 FORMAT(10X.53HCTPCD' THRUST COEFFICIENT ON PROPELLER IN THE OUCNEOl 041 
IT' NEOl 042 
128 FORMATCI0X.40HCTDCP) THRUST COEFFICIENT ON THE DUCT) NEOl 043 
129 FORMATCIOX.34HCTDP TOTAL THRUST COEFFICIENT) NEOl 044 
130 FORMATCIOX.65HCTDCP,t THRUST COEFFICIENT ON DUCT INCLUDING PRESSNEOl 045 
lURE THRUST ON/25X.29HTHE DUCT AFT OF THE PROPELLER) NEOl 046 
131 FORMAT (10X.60HCTDpt TOTAL THRUST COEFFICIENT INCLUDING PRESSUNEOl 047 
1RE THRUST' NEDI 048 
132 FORMAT CIOX.40HCNDP TOTAL NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT) NEOl 049 
133 FORMAT CIOX.43HCMDP TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT) NEOl ~O 
134 FORMAT C10X.23HJ ADVANCE RATIO) NEOl 051 
135 FORMAT CIOX.43HJt RATIO OF V TO PROPELLER TIP SPEED) NEOl 052 
148 FORMATC20A4) NEOl 053 
149 FORMATClOX.20A4//l NEOl 054 
C NEOl 055 
240 FORMAT CF10.3.F8.3.F10.4,FS.3.FS.4.2(2X,lPEl2.5') NEOl056 
241 FORMAT CIIO.6FIO.6' NEOl 057 
244 FORMAT C5X.6(lPE13.6') NEOl 058 
250 FORMATC20X.5FIO.6//) NEDl 059 
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251 FORMAT(20X.2F10.6,F10.3.FIO.51 NEOl 060 
520 FORMAT C215,7FlO.4) NEal 061 
521 FORMAT C8F1O.4) NEOl 062 
522 FORMAT (lOIS) NEal 063 
C NEOl 064 
750 FORMAT (1IIIOX.33HNUMBER OF B~ADES IN ERROR, NBLD -,15) NEal 065 
751 FORMAT (11110X,46HCONVERGENCE CRITERION MUST BE GREATER THAN 0.0) NEOl 066 
752 FORMAT CIIIIOX,46HANGLE OF ATTACK MUST BE LESS THAN 90.0 DEGREES) NEOl 067 
753 FORMAT (1IIIOX,38HADVANCE RATIO MUST BE GREATER THAN 0.0) NEO 1 068 
C NEOl 069 
20 READ (5.148) TALK NEOl 070 
READ (5,521) CD,XP,TC,RRP,RCBRP,EPS NEOl 071 
READ (5,521) RO.Rl.R2,R3 NEOl 072 
READ C5,52l) ELCBC.XCB.RMAX.XR NEOl 073 
READ (5,522) NBlD,NZ,NZP,IR,NPRES.NPRINT NEOl 074 
READ (5,5211 (RB(J),J.,l,NZPI NEOl 015 
READ (5.521) (BR(J),J-l,NZP) NEOl 076 
READ (5,521) (BTACJ),J-l.NZP) NEOl 077 
READ (5.5211 (TCBLO(J).J-l.NZPI NEDl 078 
READ (5,521) eXPREseN),N-l.IR) NEOl 019 
READ (5,5201 NRUN,NPHI,ARJ,ALF,(PHIIJ),J"1,5) NEOl 080 
C NEOl 081 
C CHECK INPUT DATA NEOl 082 
C NEOl 083 
IF (NPHI.GT.51 NPHI-5 NEOl 084 
IF (NBLD) 100,100,701 NEOl 085 
700 WRITE (6,7501 NBLD NEOl 086 
NERR-l NEal 087 
701 iF (EPS) 102,102,703 NE01 088 
702 WRITE (6,7511 NEOl 089 
NERR-1 NEOl 090 
703 IF (ALF-90.0) 704,705,705 NEOl 091 
705 WRITE (6,752) NEOl 092 
NERR-l NEOl 093 
704 IF (ARJ) 706.706,707 NEal 094 
706 WRITE (6,753) NEOl 095 
NERR-l NEal 096 
707 IF (NERR) 708,108,999 NEal 097 
708 CONTINUE NEOl 098 
NPAG-O NEDl 099 
WRITE (6,101) NRUN,NPAG NEDl 100 
WRITE (6,149) TALK NEOl 101 
C NEOl 102 
C INITIA~IZATION OF SUBROUTINES NEOl 103 
C NEal 104 
MZIZ-O NEal 105 
CALL HUB (CO.XR.XCB,ELCBC.RMAX.IRtXPRES.RB.RRPtUCB,VCB) NEal 106 
IF (NERR.GE.l) GO TO 999 NEOl 107 
CALL AlFRNG (CD.50,SC.UGA.XPRESI NEOl 108 
DO 22 J-lt6 NEOl 109 
HeJ)"UGA(J+6) NEOl 110 
22 GS(J)-UGA(J) NE01 111 
CAL~ PRESS NEOl 112 
MZIZ",l NEOl 113 
I-HZ NEOl 114 
MZ-NZ-l NEOl 115 
CALL PKL (CD,PI NEOl 116 
ARJP-ARJ/PI/RRP NEOl 117 
BLD-NBlD NEOl 118 
41 
APA-1./CRRP*RRPI-(RCBRP*RCBRP/RRP/RRPI NEal 119 
WRITE (6.1021 NEal 120 
WRITE (6,2501 CD.XP,TC.RRP.RCBRP NEal 121 
WRITE (6.1031 RO.R1.R2,R3 NE01 122 
WRITE (6.104) HBlD NE01 123 
WRITE (6.105' NEOl 124 
DO 21 J-1.NZP NE01 125 
21 WRITE (6.251' RB(j),BR(J),BTA(J).TCBLD(j) NEOl 126 
WRITE (6.111) ElCBC.XCB.RMAX,XR NEOl 127 
WRITE (6,1121 EPS NE01 128 
C NEOl 129 
C COMPUTE INDUCED CAMBER COEFFICIENTS NEOl 130 
C NEOl 131 
CALL CAMBER (cD,TC ,RE I NEOl 132 
ROaRO-RE(l' NEOl 133 
R1-RI-RE(21 NEOl 134 
R2-R2-RE(3' NEOl 135 
R3-R3-REI41 NEOl 136 
( NE01 137 
WRITE (6,106) NEOl 138 
WRITE 16,107' NEOl 139 
WRITE (,.108) NEOl 140 
WRITE (6.1091 NEOl 141 
WRITE (6,1101 NEOl 142 
WRITE (6,1141 NEOl 143 
WRITE (6,122' NEOI 144 
WRITE (6.134 ) NEOl 145 
WRITE (6.135) NEOl 146 
WRITE (6.124' NEOl 147 
WRITE (6.1251 NEOl 148 
WRITE (6,126) NEOI 149 
WRITE (6.127) NE01 lSO 
WRITE ".128' NEOl 1Sl 
WRITE (6.1291 NEOl 152 
WRITE (6.130) NEOl 153 
WRITE (6,1311 NEOl 154 
WRITE (6.132' NEOl 155 
WRITE (6.133' NEOl 156 
C NEOl 157 
( (OMPUTE THE FOURIER COEFFICIENTS DUE TO THE CENTERBODY NEOl 158 
C NEOl 159 
MZZZ--1 NEOl 160 
N-SO NEOl 161 
CALL HUB (CD.XP.XCB,ELCBC,RMAX,N,XPRES,RB,RRP,UCB,YCB) NE01 162 
MZZZ-l NEOI 163 
DO 40 K-1,6 NE01 164 
D(K)=YCB(K' NEal 165 
40 DS(Kl-UCBCKl NEOl 166 
C NEOl 167 
CALL PROP (NlP,RB,BR.BTA.TCBLD.RRP.RCBRP.Nl,RA) NEOl 168 
C NEOI 169 
C COMPUTE THE CONSTANT PORTION OF THE INFLOW PROFILE NEOl 170 
C NEOl 171 
CDP,.CD*RRP NEOl 172 
CALL GAMCYL (CDP,XP,NZ.RB.UG.O.XPRES,UGP.RRP,RA) NEOI 173 
CALL SRCRNG (CD.XP.TC,Nl,RB,UQD) NEOI 174 
CALL HUB (CD.XP,XCB,ELCBC.RMAX,Nl.XPRES.RB.RRP,UCB.YCB) NEOI 175 
C NEOl 176 








CALL ANCOEF CNCYL.N.RA.XP.CD.RRP.NRUN.O.BS.A.AS) 
DO 30 K-l.NZ 
BRIK,·eRIK'/RRP 




















SUBROUTINE PKL ((D.P) NE02 001 ( NE02 002 
DIMENSION PC6.6).AC6.6.7).(C7) NE02 003 
( NE02 004 
COMMON MlZl NE02 005 
( NE02 006 
IF C MIll) 1.2.1 NE02 007 
2 00 10 K-1.6 NE02 008 
00 10 L-1.6 NE02 009 
00 10 M-1.7 NE02 010 
10 ACK.L.M)-O.O NE02 011 
C NE02 012 
ACltlt2) 
- .02683 NE02 013 
AClt3.2) 
- .01343 NE02 014 
Allt5.2' --.00001 NE02 015 
AC2.lt2' - .05366 NE02 016 
AC2.2.2) 
- .02987 NE02 017 
A(2.4.2) -·.00304 NE02 018 
AU.lt2' 
- .00608 NE02 019 
AU.l.2 ) 
- .00403 NE02 020 
AC3.5.2) -·.00099 NE02 021 
AI".lt2' --.00005 NE02 022 
AC ... 2.2) 
-·.00101 NE02 023 
AI4.4.2' 
- .00148 NE02 024 
AC4.6.2' --.000lt9 NE02 025 
AC5.lt2) -·.00001 NE02 026 
AU.Je2' -·.00049 NE02 027 
AC5.s.2) 
- .00079 NE02 028 
AC6.4.2. -·.00029 NE02 029 
AC6.6.2' 
- .00049 NE02 030 
C NE02 031 
AClelt3' - .07281 NE02 032 
AIl.3.3) 
- .03644 NE02 033 
AlleS.3' -·.00004 NE02 034 
AC2.lt3) 
- .llt561 NE02 035 
AI2.2.3' - .08526 NE02 036 
AC2.4.3) -·.01252 NE02 031 
AI2.6.3) 
- .00006 NE02 038 
AU.1.3' 
- .02491 NE02 039 
AC3.3.3' 
- .01655 NE02 040 
AU.S.]) -·.00411 NE02 041 
AI4.le3) -·.00016 NE02 042 
AI4.2,3' -·.00417 NE02 043 
AI ... 1t.3' • .00609 NE02 044 
AI4.6.3) -·.00200 NE02 045 
AU.lt3' -·.00013 NE02 046 
AU.3.3' -·.00206 NE02 047 
AU.!).3' • .00318 NE02 048 
AI6.2.3) 
- .00002 NE02 049 
AC6.4.3) -·.00120 NE02 050 
AC6.6.3) 
- .00197 NE02 051 
( NE02 052 
Allele4) 
- .11925 NE02 053 
AC1.3.4) 
- .05945 NE02 054 
AClt5.4' 
- .00019 NE02 055 
AC2.1.4) 
- .23849 NE02 056 
AC2.2.4) 
- .14668 NEOl 051 
AI2.4.4' -·.02765 NE02 058 
AC2.6.4) 
- .00021 NEOl 059 
44 
A(3.lt4) 
- .05488 NE02 060 
Al].].4) 
- .03702 NE02 061 
Al3.5.4) --.00·965 NE02 062 
AC4.1.4) 
- .00071 NE02 063 
Al4.2.4) --.00922 NE02 064 
A(4.4.4) • .01418 NE02 065 
A(4,6,4) .-.00463 NE02 066 
AlS.lt4) --.00042 NE02 067 
AC5,3.4) .-.00482 NE02 068 
Al5.S.4) 
- .00732 NE02 069 
A(6.1.4) --.00005 NE02 010 
Al6.2.4) • .00005 NE02 071 
AC6.4.4) --.00278 NE02 012 
AI6.6.4) 
- .00450 NE02 073 
C NE02 014 
AClt1.5) • .16016 NEOl 075 
A( h3.!'j) • .01901 NE02 016 
AC1.5.5) 
- .00107 NE02 017 
AIZ.l.5) 
- .32032 NE02 078 
AC2.2.S) • .20609 NE02 079 
AIZ.4.5) --.04629 NE02 080 
Al2.6.S) 
- .0003S NE02 081 
AI3,leS) • .09186 NE02 082 
AIl.3.S) 
- .06338 NE02 083 
AC3.S.5' --.01766 NE02 084 
Al4.1.S' - .00402 NEOl 085 
A(4.2.5) ·-.01544 NE02 086 
AI4.4.5' - .02592 NE02 087 
Al4.6.5' --.00855 NEOl 088 
ACS,l.S' .-.00072 NEOl 089 
AlS.3.5) .-.00883 NEOl 090 
A(!St5.S) 
- .01338 NEOl 091 
AC6.leS) .-.00025 NE02 092 
Al6,2tS) 
-
.00008 NE02 093 
AC6,4.S' --.00512 NE02 094 
AC6.6,S) 
- .00814 NE02 095 
C NE02 096 
AC1.1.6' • .22278 NE02 097 
Alle3.6) 
- .10634 NE02 098 
AlhS.6) • .00S36 NE02 099 
Al2.1.6' 
- .44556 NE02 100 
AC2.2.6) • .30830 NE02 101 
A(2.4.6) --.08513 NE02 102 
Al2,b.6' .-.00059 NE02 103 
Al3.lt6) • .1710S NE02 104 
A(3.3.6) • .12346 NE02 105 
A(3,S.6) .-.03845 NE02 106 
AC4.1.6) • .02020 NE02 107 
AI4.2,6) .-.OZ184 NE02 108 
AI4,4.6) .. .05692 NE02 109 
Al4.6.6) .-.01932 NE02 110 
AIS.l,6' 
-
.00019 NE02 111 
ACS.3,6) --.01858 NE02 112 
AI5.S.6) .. .02935 NE02 113 
A(6.l.6) --.00123 NE02 114 
Al6.2.6) .-.00011 NE02 115 
A(6.4.6) --.01081 NE02 116 
AI6.6.6) • .01620 NE02 117 
C NE02 118 
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AClt1.1) 
- .26624 NE02 119 
AC1.3.1) 
- .12146 NE02 120 
AC1.5.1) • .01214 NEOl 111 
Al2.1.7) • .53248 NEOl 122 
AC2.2.1) 
- .38891 NE02 123 
Al2.4.7) --.11898 NE02 124 
A(2.6.1) --.00429 NE02 125 
Al3.1.1) = .24533 NE02 126 
AC3.3.1) • .18468 NE02 121 
An.5.n --.06210 NE02 128 
A/4,1,7) 
- .04662 NE02 129 
Al4.2,1) --.03811 NE02 130 
Al4,4,1) 
- .09563 NE02 131 
AC4.6.7) --.03416 NEOl 132 
AC5.1,71 • .00138 NE02 133 
Al5,3.7) --.02992 NEOl 134 
ACS.S.7) 
- .05210 NE02 135 
Al6.1.1) --.00194 NEOl 136 
AC6.1.7) --.00088 NE02 131 
AC6,4.7) =-.01918 NE02 138 
Al6.6.1) 
- .01998 NEOl 139 
C NE02 140 
Clll-O.O NE02 141 
C(2)-0.25 NEOl 141 
((31-0.50 NEOl 143 
((4)-0.75 NE02 144 
(( 5) -1.00 NEOl 145 
C(6)-1.50 NEa2 146 
C(7)-2.00 NE02 141 
GO TO 71 NEOZ 148 
C NEa2 149 
1 DO 20 .Jal.7 NE02 ISO 
IFCClJ)-CD) 20.19.21 NEOl 151 
20 CONTI NUE NEOl 152 
GO TO 21 NEOl 153 
19 M-J NEOl 154 
GO TO 100 NE02 155 
21 M"J-1 NEal 156 
N-J NE02 157 
DEU-CCN)-((M) NE02 158 
DIFF-CD-C(f'>1) NEa2 159 
DELTA-OIFF/OELT NE02 160 
DO 30 K=1,6 NE02 161 
DO 30 L-1.6 NE02 162 
PIK.L)-AlK.L.M)+IDELTA*IAIK.L.N)-ACK.L.M))) NEOl 163 
30 CONTINUE NEal 164 
GO TO 71 NEa2 165 
100 DO 40 K-1.6 NEal 166 
DO 40 L-1.6 NEOl 167 
PlK.U-ACK.L.M) NE02 168 
40 CONTINUE NE02 169 
11 RETURN NEaz 170 
END NEaz 171 
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SUBROUTINE ELLIPS (AKSQ.TK.TEI NEOl 001 
C NEOl 002 
C SUB. ElllPS -- TABLE lOOK-UP OF ElU PT IC INTEGRALS NEO] 00] 
C NEOl 001t 
DIMENSION CKK(1001.CK(1001.CE(1001 NE03 005 
COMMON MIZZ NE03 006 
IF (MZZZI 73.10.3 NEOl 007 
10 CONTI NUE NEO] 008 
C NEal 009 
C CKK • ARGUMENT OF ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS NEO] 010 
C NEOl 011 
CKK( 11 • 0.00 NEOl 012 
CKKC 21 • .01 NEOl 013 
CKKC 3) • .02 NEO] 011t 
CKKC It) • .0] NEOl 015 CKK( 51 • .Olt NEO] 016 
CKK( 61 • .05 NEOl 017 
CKKC 71 • .06 NEOl 018 CKK( 81 • .07 NE03 019 
CKKC 9) • .08 NEOl 020 
CKKC 10 I • .09 NEOl 021 
CKKC 11) • .10 NEO) 022 
CKKC 12) • .11 NEOl 023 
CKKC 1]) • .12 NEO] 021t 
CKK' lit' • .11 NEOl 025 
CKKC 15) • .14 NEO] 026 
CKKC 16 I • .15 NiOl 027 
CKK( 17) • .16 NEOl 028 
CKKC 181 • .17 NEOl 029 
CKI(C 19) • .18 NE03 030 
CKK( 201 • .19 NEOl 011 
CKKC 211 • .20 NEO] 012 CKKC 221 • .21 NEOl 01] 
CKKC 211 • .22 NEOl 0]1t 
CKKC 21t) • .21 NEOl 035 
CKKC 251 • .24 NiO] 0]6 
CKKC 261 • .25 NE03 037 
CKKC 271 • .26 NEO] 038 
CKI«( 28) • .27 NEOl 0)9 
CKK( 29) • .28 NEO) 01t0 
CKK( 30) • .29 NEOl Oltl 
CKK( 111 • .30 NE03 042 
CKK( 32) • .31 NEO) 01t3 
CKKC 111 • .32 NE03 Oltlt 
CKKC 341 • .33 NE03 045 
CKKC 351 • .]4 NE03 01t6 
CKK( 361 • .]5 NE03 047 
CKK( 37) • .36 NEO] 048 
CKKC 381 • .37 NE03 01t9 
CKK( 39) • .38 NEOl 050 
CKK( 40) • .39 NEOl 051 
CKKt 411 • .40 NEO] 052 
CKKC 421 .. .41 NE03 053 
CKKC 431 • .42 NE03 051t 
CKK( 441 • .43 NEO] 055 
CKK( 45) • .44 NE03 056 
CKKt 46) .. .45 NEO] 057 
CKKC 47) • .46 NE03 058 
CKKt 48) • .47 NE03 059 
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CKKC 49' • .48 NEOl 060 
CKKI 50' • .49 NEOl 061 
CKK( 51) • .50 NEOl 062 
CKK( 52' • .51 NE03 063 CKK( 53' • .52 NE03 064 
CKK( 54' • .53 NEOl 065 
CKK( 55' • .54 NEOl 066 
CKK( 56' • .55 NEOl 061 
CKKC 57' • .56 NEOl 068 
CKKC 58' • .57 NEOl 069 
CKK( 59' • .58 NE03 070 
CKK( 60) • .59 NEOl 071 
CKK( 61) • .60 NE03 072 
CKK( 62' • .61 NE03 013 
CKK( 63' • .62 NE03 074 CKK( 64) • .63 NEOl 075 
CKK( 65) • .64 NE03 076 
CKK( 66' • .65 NE03 077 CKKC 67» • .66 NEal 078 
CKK( 68) • .67 NEOl 079 
CKKI 69) • ,68 NEOl 080 
CKK( 70' • .69 NE03 081 
CKK( 71» • .70 NEOl 082 
CKKC 12' • .71 NE03 083 
CKKC 73) • .72 NEOl 084 
CKKC 74' • .73 NEOl 085 
CKK( 75) • .74 NE03 086 
CKKC 76) • .75 NEOl 087 
CKK( 77) • .76 NEal 088 
CKK( 78) • .77 NE03 089 
CKK( 79) • .78 NEOl 090 
CKKC 80) • .79 NEOl 091 
CKK( 81) • .80 NEOl 092 
CKK( 82' • ,81 NEOl 09l 
CKKC 83) • .82 NEOl 094 
CKKC 84) • ,83 NEOl 095 
CKKC 85' • .84 NE03 096 
CKKC 86' • ,85 NEOl 097 C/(/(, 87) • .86 NEOl 098 
CKK( 88) • .87 NEOl 099 
CKK( 89' • .88 NE03 100 
CKK( 90' • .89 NEOl 101 
CKK( 91) • ,90 NEOl 102 
CKK( 92) • .91 NEOl 103 
CKK( 93' • .92 NEOl 104 
CKK( 94) • ,9l NEOl 105 
CK/( 95) • .94 NEOl 106 
CKKC 96) • .95 NE03 107 
CKKC 97, • .96 NE03 108 
CKKC 98) • .97 NE03 109 
CKK( 99) • .98 NEOl 110 
CKKI100' • .99 NEOl 111 
C NEOl 112 
C CK • COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS OF FIRST KIND NEOl l1l 
C NEOl 114 
CKe 1) • 1.570796 NEO) US 
CKe 2 ) • 1.574746 NEO) 116 
CKe 3' • 1.578740 NEO) 117 
CK( 4) • 1.582780 NEOl 118 
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eKe 5' • 1.586868 NE03 119 
eKe 61 • 1.591003 NE03 120 
eKe 11 z 1.595188 NE03 121 
eKe 81 .. 1.599423 NE03 122 
eKe 9) • 1.603110 NE03 123 
eKe 10) .. 1.608049 NE03 124 
eKe 11) .. 1.612441 NE03 125 
eKe 121 :II 1.616889 NE03 126 
eKe 131 .. 1.621393 NE03 121 
eKe 14) .. 1.625955 NE03 128 
eKe 151 .. 1.630576 NE03 129 
eKe 161 .. 1.635251 NE03 130 
eKe 111 .. 1.640000 NE03 131 
eKe 18) .. 1.644806 NE03 132 
eKe 191 .. 1.649618 NE03 133 
eKe 201 .. 1.654617 NE03 134 
eKe 211 z 1.659624 NE03 135 
eKe 221 .. 1.664101 NE03 136 
CKe 231 • 1.669850 NE03 131 
CKe 241 • 1.615013 NE03 138 
eKe 25) .. 1.680313 NE03 139 
eKe 261 • 1.685150 NE03 140 
eKe 211 • 1.691208 NE03 141 
eKe 281 .. 1.696749 NE03 142 
eKe 291 .. 1.102314 NE03 143 
CK( 301 .. 1.108081 NE03 144 
eKe 311 .. 1.113889 NE03 145 
eKe 321 .. 1.119785 NE03 146 
eK( 331 .. 1.125176 NE03 141 
eK( 341 = 1.131865 NE03 148 
eK( 351 .. 1.738055 NE03 149 
eK( 361 = 1.744351 NE03 150 
eK( 371 z 1.150154 NE03 151 
eK( 381 a 1.157269 NE03 152 
eK( 391 = 1.763898 NE03 153 
CKe 401 z 1.110641 NE03 1~4 
CK( 411 .. 1.777519 NE03 155 
eK( 421 = 1.184519 NE03 156 
eKe 43 I = 1.191650 NE03 157 
eK( 441 z 1.798918 NE03 158 
eK( 451 = 1.806328 NE03 159 
eK( 46) z: 1.813884 NE03 160 
eKe 47) .. 1.821593 NE03 161 
eK( 481 ,. 1.829460 NE03 162 
eK( 491 .. 1.837491 NE03 161 
eK( SOl ,. 1.845694 NE03 164 
CK( 51) = 1.854075 NE03 165 
eK( 52) • 1.862641 NEOl 166 
CK( 531 = 1.871400 NE03 161 
eK( 54) ,. 1.880361 NE03 168 
eK( 551 = 1.889533 NE03 169 
eK( 56) .. 1.898925 NE03 110 
CKe 57) .. 1.908541 NE03 111 
eK( 58) .. 1.918410 NE03 172 
CK( 591 = 1.928526 NE03 173 
CK( 60) = 1.938908 NE03 174 
eK( 61) = 1.949568 NE03 115 
eK( 62) = 1.960521 NE03 176 
eK( 63) = 1.971783 NE03 111 
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CKC 64) .. 1.983371 NE03 118 
CKC 65) .. 1.995303 NE03 119 
CKC 661 :I: 2.007598 NE03 180 
CKC 67) .. 2.020279 NEOl 181 
CK.C 68) .. 2.033369 NE03 182 
CKI 691 .. 2.046894 ,~EOl 183 
CKe 70) .. 2.060882 NE03 184 
CKC 71) = 2.075363 NEOl 185 
CKC 72 ) .. 2.090373 NEOl 186 
CKC 73) .. 2.105948 NEOl 181 
CKC 741 .. 2.122132 NEOl 188 
eKC 151 .. 2.138970 NEOl 189 
CKC 76) .. 2.156516 NEOl 190 
eKC 77) :I: 2.174827 NEOl 191 
CKC 78) .. 2.193971 NEOl 192 
eKC 79) • 2.214022 NE03 191 
CKC 80) .. 2.235068 NEOl 194 
CKC 811 .. 2.257205 NE03 195 
CKC 821 .. 2.280549 NE03 196 
CKe 83) .. 2.305232 NE03 191 
eKC 841 • 2.331409 NE03 198 
eKC 85) .. 2.359264 NE03 199 
eKC 86) .. 2.389016 NE03 200 
eKC 871 .. 2.420933 NE03 201 
CKC 88) .. 2.455338 NE03 202 
CKC 89) .. 2.492635 NE03 203 
CKC 901 .. 2.533335 NE03 204 
CKC 911 .. 2.578092 NE03 205 
eKC 921 .. 2.621773 NE03 206 
eKC 931 .. 2.683551 NE03 207 
CKC 94) :I: 2.747013 NE03 208 
CKC 951 = 2.820752 NE03 209 
eKC 961 .. 2.908337 NE03 210 
CKC 97) .. 3.016112 NE03 211 
eKC 981 .. 3.155875 NE03 212 
eKC 99) .. 3.354141 NE03 213 
CKel00) :I: 3.695631 NE03 214 
C NE03 215 
C CE .. COMPLETE ELLIPTIC INTEGRALS OF SECOND KIND NE03 216 
C NE03 211 
CEe 11 • 1.570196 NE03 218 
CEC 2 ) = 1.566862 NE03 219 
eEe 3) :I: 1.562913 NE03 220 
CEC 4) .. 1.558948 NE03 221 
CE C 5) .. 1.554969 NEDl 222 
eEC 6) = 1.550973 NE03 223 
CEe 1) .. 1.546963 NE03 224 
CEC 81 = 1.542936 NE03 225 
eE e 9) .. 1.538893 NE03 226 
eEC 10) = 1.534833 NE03 221 
CEC 111 .. 1.530758 NE03 228 
CEC 12) :I: 1.526665 NE03 229 
CEC 131 = 1.522555 NE03 230 
CEe 14) = 1.518428 NE03 231 
CEC 15) .. 1.514284 NED3 232 
CEe 161 :I: 1.510122 NE03 233 
CE e 11) :I: 1.505942 NE03 234 
CEC 18) = 1.501743 /IlE03 235 
CEC 19) :I: 1.497526 NE03 236 
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eEl 20) = 1.493290 NE03 237 
eEl 21) II 1.489035 
=03 238 
eEl 22) • 1.484761 tit 03 239 
eEl 23) = 1.480466 NE03 240 
eEl 24) .. 1.476152 NE03 241 
eEl 25) .. 1.471818 NE03 242 
eEl 26) .. 1.467462 NE03 243 
eEl 27) .. 1.463086 NE03 244 
eEl 28) • 1.458688 NE03 245 
eEl 291 .. 1.454269 NE03 246 
eEl 30) .. 1.449827 NE03 247 
eEl 31) .. 1.445363 NE03 248 
eEl 32) .. 1.440876 NE03 249 
eEl 33) • 1.436366 NE03 25O 
eEl 34) .. le431832 NE03 251 
eEl 35) .. 1.427274 NEO] 252 
eEl 361 .. 1.422691 NE03 253 
eEl 31) .. 1.418083 NE03 254 
eEl 38) • 1.413450 NE03 255 
eEl 39) • 1.408791 NE03 256 
eEl 40) • 1.404105 NE03 257 
eEl 41) • 1.399392 NE03 258 
eE I 42) • 1.394652 NE03 259 
eEl 43) • 1.389883 NE03 260 
eEl 44) • 1.385086 NE03 261 
eEl 45) • 1.380259 NE03 262 
eEl 46) • 1.375402 NE03 263 
eEl 471 • 1.310515 NE03 264 
eEl 48) II 1.365596 NE03 265 
eEl 49) • 1.360645 NE03 266 
eEl 50) • 1.355661 NE03 267 
eEl 51) • 1.350644 NE03 268 
eEl 52) • 1.345592 NE03 269 
eEl 53) • 1.340505 NE03 210 
eEl 54) • 1.335382 NE03 271 
eEl 55) • 1.330223 NE03 272 
eEl 56) • 1.325024 NE03 273 
eEl 57) .. 1.319188 NE03 274 
eEl 58) .. 1.314511 NE03 21' 
eEl 59) • 1.309192 NE03 276 
eEl 60) • 1.303832 NE03 277 
eEl 611 • 1.298428 NE03 278 
eEl 62) • 1.292919 NE03 219 
eEl 63) • 1.287484 NE03 280 
eEl 64) • 1.281942 NE03 281 
eEl 65) • 1.276350 NE03 282 
eEl 66) • 1.210701 NE03 2., 
eEl 67) • 1.265013 NE03 284 
eEl 68) • 1.259263 NE03 285 
eEl 69) • 1.253458 NE03 286 
eEl 70) • 1.247595 NE03 281 
eEl 71) .. 1.241671 NE03 288 
eEl 12) • 1.235684 NE03 289 
eEl 13) • 1.229632 NE03 290 
eEl 74) • 1.223512 NE03 291 
eEl 15) • 1.211321 NE03 292 
eEl 76' • 1.211056 NE03 293 
eEl 77) • 1.204114 NE03 294 
eEl 781 • 1.198290 NE03 29' 
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CEe 791 - 1.191781 NE03 296 CEe 80) 
- 1.185183 NE03 297 
CEe 811 • 1.118490 NE03 298 
CEe 82) 
- 1.171697 NE03 299 
CEe 83) 
- 1.164798 NE03 300 
CEe 84) 
- 1.157787 NE03 301 
CEe 85) • 1.150656 NE03 302 
CEe 861 
- 1.143396 NE03 303 
CEe 871 
- 1.135998 NE03 304 
CEe 881 
- 1.128451 NE03 305 
CEe 89) • le120742 NE03 306 
CEC 90) 
- 1.112856 NE03 307 
CEe 911 
- lel04775 NE03 308 
CEC 921 • 1.096471 NE03 309 
CEe 93) 
- 1.087938 NE03 310 
eEe 94' • 1.079121 NE03 311 
CEe 95) 
- 1.069986 NE03 312 
CEC 96' - 1.060474 NE03 313 
CEe 971 
- 1.050502 NE03 314 
CEC 981 
- 1.039947 NE03 315 
CEe 99) 
- 1.028595 NE03 316 
CEClOOI 
- 1.015994 NE03 317 
C NE03 318 
GO TO 30 NE03 319 
3 IFCAKSo-.99)20.20.21 NE03 320 
21 PARA-0.25*Cl.0-AKSQI NE03 321 
700 TEST • 1.00E-07 NE03 32,2 
IFCPARA-TEST'701.702.702 NE03 323 
701 PARA-TEST NE03 324 
702 ZLP-ALOGe4./PARAI NE03 325 
TK-ZLP*0.5*Cl.+PA~A)-PARA NE03 326 
TE-1.0+eZLP*PARAI-PARA NE03 327 
GO TO 30 NE03 328 
20 JA-100.0*AKSQ NE03 329 
JA-1+JA NE03 330 
IFCCKKIJA'-AKSQ)22.23.22 NE03 331 
23 TK-CKeJA) NE03 332 
TE-CECJA) NE03 333 
GO TO 30 NE03 334 
22 CON-IAKSQ-CKKCJA)'/CCKKCJA+I1-CKKCJAI) NE03 335 
TK-CKCJAI+CON*CCKCJA+II-CKCJA" NE03 336 
TE-CECJAI+CON*CCEIJA+11-CEIJA)I NE03 337 
GO TO 30 NE03 338 
73 IFCAKSQ-.Ol)721.721.720 NE03 339 
721 PARA-.25*AKSQ NE03 340 
GO TO 700 NE03 341 
720 AKSQ-1.-AKSQ NE03 342 
GO TO 20 NE03 343 
30 CONTINUE NE03 344 
RETURN NE03 345 
END NE03 346 
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SUBROUTINE LAMBDA (XP.ZP,VP, NE04 001 
C NE04 002 
C TABLE LOOK-UP OF HEUMAN LAMBDA FUNCTION NE04 003 
C NE04 004 
DIMENSION Y(19,191.XC19',lC19' NE04 OOS 
COMMON MlZZ NE04 006 
IF (MZlZ) 20,10,20 NE04 007 
10 CONTINUE NE04 008 
C NE04 009 
C X - ARCSIN K (DEGREES) NE04 010 C NE04 011 
xc 11- 0.000000 NE04 012 
X( 2)- S.OOOOOO NE04 013 
XC 3'- 10.000000 NE04 014 X( 4)- 15.000000 NE04 015 
X( 5)· 20.000000 NE04 016 
XC 6'- 25.000000 NE04 017 
xc 7). 30.000000 NE04 018 
X( 8)· 35.000000 NE04 019 
XC 9)- 40.000000 NE04 020 
XC 10) - 45.000000 NE04 021 
XClll· 50.000000 NE04 022 
XC12I- 55.000000 NE04 023 
X(13)- 60.000000 NE04 024 
XC141- 65.000000 NE04 02' 
X ClS)- 70.000000 NE04 026 
XC161- 15.000000 NE04 027 
X(l7)- 80.000000 NE04 028 
X Cl81- 85.000000 NE04 029 
XCl91- 90.000000 NE04 030 
C NE04 0:31 
C Z - BETA (DEGREES) NE04 032 
C NE04 033 
Z ( 11- 0.000000 NE04 034 
ZC 21- S.OOOOOO NE04 035 
lC 3)- 10.000000 NE04 036 
Z( 4)- lS.000000 NE04 037 
Z( S)· 20.000000 NE04 038 
Z( 6)· 25.000000 NE04 039 
ZC 71- 30.000000 NE04 040 
Z( 8)· 35.000000 NE04 041 
Z( 9). 40.000000 NE04 042 
Z(10)- 45.000000 NE04 043 
Z Cl1l- 50.000000 NE04 044 
Z Cl21- 55.000000 NE04 045 
l Cl3)- 60.000000 NE04 046 
Z(141· 65.000000 NE04 047 
ZCl51- 70.000000 NE04 048 
Z(161- 75.000000 NE04 049 
ZCl71- 80.000000 NE04 050 
l Cl81 .. 8S.000000 NE04 051 
Z(19)- 90.000000 NE04 052 
C NE04 053 
C Y - HEUMAN LAMBDA 
FUNCTION NE04 054 
C NE04 055 
y( 1, 11- 0.000000 NE04 056 
Y( 1, 2)'" .087156 NE04 057 
y( 1, 3):0 .173648 NE04 058 
y( 1, 41- .258819 NE04 059 
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YC 1, 5)= .342020 NE04 060 
YI 1, 6'· .422618 NE04 061 
YC 1, 1'= .500000 NE04 062 
YI 1, 8'= .513516 NE04 063 
YI 1, 9'= .642188 NE04 064 
Y( 1.10' = .101101 NE04 065 
Y( 1,111= .166044 NE04 066 
Y( 1,12'= .819152 NE04 061 
Y( 1,131· .866025 NE04 068 
Y( 1,141· .906308 NE04 069 
y( 1,15'- .939693 NE04 070 
V( 1,161· .965926 NE04 011 
VI 1,111- .984808 NE04 072 
Y( 1.181· .996195 NE04 073 
Y( 1.19'· 1.000000 NE04 014 
Y( 2. 11 = 0.000000 NE04 075 
Y( 2. ! I. .086990 NE04 016 
YI 2, 3 I. .173318 NE04 077 
Y( 2. 4 I. .258327 NE04 018 
YI 2, 5'· .341310 NE04 079 
Y( 2. 61· .421815 NE04 080 y( 2. 71= .499050 NE04 081 
V( 2. 8'- .572481 NE04 082 
Y( 2. 9'- .641561 NE04 083 
V( 2,10)· .105765 NE04 084 
VI 2,111· .164592 NE04 085 
Y( 2.12'· .811600 NE04 086 
Y( 2,131· .864388 NE04 081 
Y( 2.141· .904599 NE04 088 
YI 2.1S'- .931930 NE04 089 
Y( 2.161· .964135 NE04 090 
Y( 2.171· .983031 NE04 091 
VI 2,181· .994624 NE04 092 
Y( 2.19'· 1.000000 NE04 093 
Y( 3, ll· 0.000000 NE04 094 
Y( 3. 21- .086495 NE04 095 
YI 3. 31· .172332 NE04 096 
Y( 3, 4'- .256858 NE04 091 
Y( 3. 5'= .339430 NE04 098 
Y( 3, 6'· .419419 NE04 099 Y( 3, 1)· .496219 NE04 100 
Y( 3, 8'· .569244 NE04 101 
Y( 3, 9)- .637940 NE04 102 
Y( 3,101= .701786 NE04 103 
Y( 3,111· .760298 NE04 104 
Y( 3,12'= .813034 NE04 105 
VI 3,13'· .859602 NE04 106 
Y( 3,14'· .899660 NE04 101 
Y( 3,15'· .932934 NE04 108 
V( 3.16 I. .959244 NE04 109 
VI 3.17)" .978597 NE04 110 
YI 3.18'· .991511 NE04 111 
V( 3.19'- 1.000000 NE04 112 
VI 4. 11= 0.000000 NE04 113 
y( 4. 21- .085671 NE04 114 
YI 4. 31- .170704 NE04 115 
VI 4. 41· .254434 NE04 116 
VI 4. 51: .336231 NE04 111 
VI 4, 6'= .415475 NE04 118 
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Y( 4. 7 J. .491565 NE04 119 YC 4. 8'. .563926 NE04 120 
YC 4. 9'" .632010 NE04 121 
YC 4.10'- .695307 NE04 122 
YC 4.11'· .753346 NE04 123 
YC 4.12'· .805703 NE04 124 
y( 4.13)· .852010 NE04 125 
YI 4.14'01 .891969 NE04 126 
YI 4.15'· .925384 NE04 121 
YC 4.16'''' .952226 NE04 128 
YI 4,17'· .972787 NE04 129 
YC 4,18)· .988015 NE04 130 
V( 4.19'· 1.000000 NE04 131 
Y( 5. 1'- 0.000000 NE04 132 
YI 5. 2'. .084549 NE04 133 
YI 5. 3). .168458 NEO .. 134 
y( 5, 4'. .251092 NE04 135 
YI 5, 5'- .331827 NE04 136 
Y( 5. 6'. .410054 NE04 137 
Y( 5. 7'. .485184 NE04 138 
Y( 5. 8'. .556651 NE04 139 
YI 5. 9'. .623939 NE04 140 
V( 5.10'· .686540 NE04 141 
YI 5.11'· .744012 NE04 142 
VI 5.12'- .795963 NE04 14' 
YC 5,13'· .842073 NE04 144 
Y( 5.14'· .882119 NE04 14' 
YC 5,15'· .916018 NE04 146 
YC 5,161· .943918 NE04 141 
YC 5.17)· .966343 NE04 14' 
Y( 5,181· .984410 NE04 149 
Y( 5,19'· 1.000000 NE04 150 
Y( 6, lJ· 0.000000 NE04 151 
Y( 6, 2'. .083124 NE04 152 
YI 6, 3'. .165625 NE04 153 
Y( 6, 4'. .246882 NE04 154 
YI 6. 5'. • 326288 NEO .. 15' 
YI 6, 6). .403252 NE04 156 
y( 6. ". .477203 NE04 157 y( 6. 8'· .541600 NE04 151 
VI 6, 9'. .613936 NE04 159 
Y( 6.10)· .615748 NE04 160 
YI 6.11'· .732623 NE04 161 
YC 6,12)· .784220 NE04 162 
Y( 6,13)· .830282 NE04 163 
Y( 6,14)- .810676 NE04 164 
YI 6.151· .905441 NE04 16' 
YC 6,16'· .934867 NE04 166 
y( 6,17'· .959607 NE04 167 
Y( 6.18'= .980779 NE04 168 
YI 6.19'· 1.000000 NE04 169 
YI 7, lJ· 0.000000 NE04 170 
Y( 7, 2). .081425 NE04 171 
Y( 7, 3'= .162247 NE04 172 
Y( 7, 4'. .241870 NE04 173 
Y( 7. 5'. .319707 NE04 114 
Y( 7, 6). .395191 NE04 175 
Y( 7, 7'. .461717 NE04 176 
Y( 7, 8'· .536953 NE04 177 
55 
'Ie 7, 9'" .602244 NE04 178 
Y( 7,10'· .663225 NE04 179 
Y( 7,11'· .719533 NE04 180 
V( 7,12'· .770883 NE04 181 
V( 7,13'· .817093 NE04 182 
y( 7.14'· .858117 NE04 183 
'Ie 1,15'· .894095 NE04 184 
V( 7,16'· .925409 NE04 185 
'Ie 7,17'· .952751 NE04 186 
Y( 7;18'· .977159 NE04 187 
V( 1,19'· 1.000000 NE04 188 
'Ie 8, 1). 0.000000 NE04 189 
'Ie 8, 2'. .079416 NE04 190 
'Ie 8, 3'. .158317 NE04 191 
Y( 8, 4'" .236134 NE04 192 
'Ie 8, 5'. .312192 NE04 193 
'Ie 8, 6'. .386013 NE04 194 
'Ie 8, ". .457086 NE04 195 
'Ie 8, 8'. .524935 NE04 196 
'Ie 8. 9'. .589127 NE04 197 
'Ie 8,10'· .649283 NE04 198 
'Ie 8,11)- .705094 NE04 199 
'Ie 8,12'· .756337 NE04 200 
'Ie 8.13'· .802903 NE04 201 
'Ie 8,14'· .844820 NE04 202 
'Ie 8.15'· .882297 NE04 203 
'Ie 8,16'· .915757 NE04 204 
'Ie 8,17,· .945873 NE04 205 
'Ie 8.18'· .973573 NE04 206 
'Ie 8,19'· 1.000000 NE04 207 
'Ie 9, 1'. 0.000000 NE04 208 
'Ie 9, 2'. .077307 NE04 209 
'Ie 9, 3'. .154073 NE04 '210 
'Ie 9, 4'. .229767 NE04 211 
'Ie 9. 5). .303869 NE04 212 
'Ie 9, 6'. .375880 NE04 213 
'Ie 9, 7). .445330 NE04 214 
V( 9, 8'" .511786 NE04 215 
V( 9, 9'. .574862 NE04 216 
V( 9,10'· .634231 NE04 217 
V( 9,11'· .689642 NE04 218 
V( 9,12'· .740932 NE04 219 
V( 9,13)· .788051 NE04 220 
V( 9,14'· .831085 NE04 221 
'Ie 9,15'· .870217 NE04 222 
V( 9,16'· .906056 NE04 223 
V( 9,17'· .939042 NE04 224 
V( 9,18'· .970039 NE04 225 
V( 9,19'. 1.000000 NE04 226 
'1(10, 1). 0.000000 NE04 227 
'1110, 2'· .074953 NE04 228 
'1(10, 3'· .149408 NE04 229 
'1(10, 4'- .222818 NE04 230 
'1110, 5'· .294884 NE04 231 
V( 10, 6'· .364916 NE04 232 
'1110, 7'- .432729 NE04 233 
'1110, 8'· .497760 NE04 234 
V( 10, 9'. .559135 NE04 235 
'1(10,10'= .618381 NE04 236 
56 
VC1O.1U· .673501 NE04 237 
VClO,12,= .724985 NE04 238 
VelO,B'· .772830 NE04 239 
VClO,14'. .817155 NE04 240 
VClO,15'· .858217 NE04 241 
VClO.16'· .896419 NE04 242 
VClO,17'. .932311 NE04 243 
VnO,18'· .966576 NE04 244 
V(lO.19)· 1.000000 NE04 245 
VC 11, U· 0.000000 NE04 246 
VCll, 21. .072455 NE04 247 
V C 11, 3'· .144464 NE04 248 
VC 11, 4). .215587 NE04 249 
Ylll , 5)· .285399 NE04 250 
V C 11, 61· .353500 NE04 251 
VU1, 71. .419519 NE04 252 
V (11, 8'. .483125 NE04 253 
Yell, 9'. .544038 NE04 254 
VCll,lO'· .602038 NE04 255 
VCll,ll'· .656976 NE04 256 
yell,12l· .708185 NE04 257 
Yell,13'· .157496 NE04 258 
VCll,14'. .803241 NE04 259 
V(ll,l5J· .846269 NE04 260 
VCll,16'. .886942 NE04 261 
VCll,171" .925731 NE04 262 
yell,18,- .963204 NE04 263 
V(ll,19'· 1.000000 NE04 264 
ve12. Ua 0.000000 NE04 265 
Y1l2. 2'· .069861 NE04 266 
ye12, 3)a .139334 NE04 261 
\ Y1l2. 4'" .208034 NE04 268 
VI12, 5)· .215597 NE04 269 
Yel2. 6). .341676 NE04 270 
YC12. 7)· .405958 NE04 271 
YU2, 8)· .468167 NE04 272 
Y1l2. 9). .528076 NE04 273 
ve12,10)· .585512 NE04 274 
Yll2,llt· .640369 NE04 275 
VIl2.l21· .692612 NE04 276 
VIl2.13'a .142291 NE04 277 
yeI2,llt'· .189537 NE04 278 
ye12,15/ a .834576 NE04 219 
VIl2,l61a .871717 NE04 280 
ve12,171· .919353 NE04 281 
ye12,18'= .959944 NE04 282 
ye12tl9'- 1.000000 NE04 283 
VCl3. 1) .. 0.000000 NE04 284 
yell. 2'- .067226 NE04 285 
V(13. 31 .. .134126 NE04 286 
V(13. 4). .200380 NE04 287 
ve13, 5)· .265684 NE04 288 
Y(13, 61- .329151 NE04 289 
VIl3, 7'= .392328 NE04 290 
V1l3. 8). .453192 NE04 291 
VI13.9)· .512167 NE04 292 
ve13.l01· .569122 NE04 293 
VIll.ll)· .623985 NE04 294 
VIl3.l21= .616145 NE04 295 
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V (13,1'3 I = .727455 NE04 296 
V(l3.141= .776237 NE04 297 
VCl3,15'· .823283 NE04 298 
VCl3.16'· .868846 NE04 299 
V(l3.17)· .913240 NE04 300 
Y(l3.181'"' .956826 NE04 301 
V(l3.19'· 1.000000 NE04 302 
V(l4. 1'= 0.000000 NE04 303 
VCl4, 21'"' .064614 NE04 304 
Ve14, 31'"' .128968 NE04 305 
V(l4, 4'. .192809 NE04 306 
VCl4, 51 .. .255897 NE04 307 
V(l4, 6'. .318009 NE04 308 
ve 14. 7's .378946 NE04 309 
YCl4, 8). .438541 NE04 310 
VCl4, 9). .496661 NE04 311 
YeI4.10l· .553~14 NE04 312 
Y(l4,ll1- .608153 NE04 313 
YU4.121· .661480 NE04 314 
YC14,131- .713246 NE04 315 
ye14.14'· .7635S2 NE04 316 
YCl4,IS'· .812SS2 NE04 317 
YCl4.16'· .860443 NE04 318 
yeI4.17'- .907464 NE04 319 
yeI4.18'= .95388S NE04 320 
YCl4.191= 1.000000 NE04 321 
ye 15. 11- 0.000000 NE04 322 
YClS, 21. .062100 NE04 323 
YClS. 3'· .124009 NE04 324 
YCl5. 4'= .18SS40 NE04 325 
YCl5, S,= .246S17 NE04 326 
yelS. 61· .306778 NE04 327 
VelS, 7'· .366180 NE04 328 
Y (15. 8'· .424604 NE04 329 YClS, 9'. .481959 NE04 330 
YClS.I0l:o: .538183 NE04 331 
Yl1S.11'· .S93247 NE04 332 
YelS,12'" .647159 NE04 333 
ye1S,13'= .699961 NE04 334 
VC15,14'" .7S1731 NE04 335 
ye1S,lS': .802S81 NE04 336 
YClS.16)· .852654 NE04 337 
Y(l5,171= .902119 NE04 338 
Y(lS.18': .951166 NE04 339 
Y(l5.19'= 1.000000 NE04 340 
Y(16. l' = 0.000000 NE04 341 
YCI6, 2'· .059779 NE04 342 
Y(16. 3,:0: .119433 NE04 343 
Y (16. 41= .178839 NE04 344 
Y(l6. 5'" .237883 NE04 345 
YU6, 6'· .296459 NE04 346 
YC16, 7'= .354475 NE04 347 
ye16, 81= .411857 NE04 348 
YCI6, 9'= .468S46 NE04 349 
YCI6tlOl .. .524S06 NE04 3S0 
YC16,l1'· .579721 NE04 351 
YC16,121· .634200 NE04 352 
YCl6.13':o: .687972 NE04 353 
YCI6,14'= .741089 NE04 354 
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Y(16.151= .793624 NE04 355 
ye16,16)· .845669 NE04 356 
ye16,17)= .897332 NE04 357 
ye16,18)· .948733 NE04 358 
Y(16,19)= 1.000000 NE04 359 
yel7, U= 0.000000 NE04 360 
Y(17. 2)- .057773 NE04 361 
Y(l7. 3)· .115479 NE04 362 
yel7. 4)= .173054 NE04 363 
V(17. 5)- .230436 NE04 364 
Y(17. 6)= .287571 NE04 365 
YI17, 7)= .344410 NE04 366 
yel7. 8'= .400915 NE04 361 
Vel7, 9'. .457055 NE04 368 
yel7.10'= .512813 NE04 369 
ye17,U)= .568181 NEO .. 370 
Vel7.l21= .623166 NEO .. 371 
yel7.u,= .611782 NEO. 372 
ye17,14'= .732059 NE04 373 
yel7.l"- .786036 NE04 374 
Vel7,16'= .839759 NE04 3n 
ve17.UI· .893286 NE04 376 
ye17.18'· .946677 NE04 377 
yel7.19'- 1.000000 NE04 378 
Vel8. 1'- 0.000000 NEe4 379 
ve18, 2'. .056256 NEO,. 380 
ve18, 3'- .112490 NE04 381 
Vel8. 4)- .168682 NE04 382 
Vel8, 5)- .224814 NE04 383 
V(l8, 61- .280867 NEO,. "4 
V118, 7'. .336826 NE04 385 
ve18, 8)· .392679 NE04 386 
ve18, 9'. .448417 NEe4 387 
VCl8,lO'- .504034 NE04 388 
ye18,lU= .559529 NE04 389 
ve18,12'- .614903 NE04 390 
VI18,131· .670162 NE04 391 
V(18,14'= .725315 NE04 392 
Vel8,15)= .780373 NEO,. 393 
Vel8,16'- .835352 NE04 394 
ve18,171· .890270 NE04 395 
YI18,181- .945145 NEe4 396 
V(18,191· 1.000000 NE04 397 
YC19, 11- 0.000000 NE04 391 
V(19, 2'- .055556 NE04 399 
ve19, 3)· .111111 NE04 400 
YI19, 4)= .166667 NE04 401 
V 119, 5)- .222222 NEe4 402 
ve 19, 6)s .277778 NE04 403 
Y (19, 71· .333333 NE04 404 
Y 119. 8'· .388889 NE04 405 
Vel9. 9'· .444444 NE04 406 
YI19.10)= .500000 NE04 407 
Yel9,1l1· .555556 NE04 408 
VCl9,12)= .611111 NE04 409 
YI19,13)· .666667 NE04 410 
V(19.14)= • 722222 NEO .. 411 
Y(19,15)· .777778 NE04 412 
VI19.l6)· .833333 NE04 413 
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YU9,17'. .888889 NE04 414 Y(19.181- .944444 NE04 415 
YC19.19'- 1.000000 NE04 416 
C NE04 417 
GO TO 90 NE04 418 
20 OX - 5.0 NE04 419 
OZ - 5.0 NE04 420 
FNX-XP/OX NE04 421 
N-FNX NE04 422 
N-N+1 NE04 423 
FNZ-ZP/OZ N~04 424 
M-FNZ NE04 425 
M-M+1 NE04 426 
ClaCZP-Z(M"/OZ NE04 427 
C2- C XP-X C N' IIOX NE04 428 
A-CYCN,M+1'-YCN.MI'*C1 NE04 429 
B-CYCN+1.MI-Y(N.M)'*C2 NE04 430 
O-C1*C2*CYCN+1.M+1'-YCN+1.MI+YCN.MI-YCN,M+1)I NE04 431 
yp-y C N ,M )+A+B+O NE04 432 
90 RETURN NE04 433 
END NE04 434 
60 
SUBROUTINE HUB (CD.XR,XCB.ELCBC,H,IR,X,RB,RRP.u.v, 
C 
C CALCULATION OF VELOCITIES INDUCED BY THE CENTERBODY 







700 FORMAT IIIII0X,36HINPUT CENTERBODY DIMENSIONS IN ERROR//I) 
701 FORMAT (1III0X,S2HSUBROUTINE HUB UNABLE TO COMPUTE CENTERBODY 
lETRYll1I 
IF (MZZZ) 3,1,2 
1 XIZsIXR-XCB)/ELCBC 
C COMPUTE lOCATION OF POINT SOURCE 
C 
C 
IF IXIZ-H) 10,10,11 
10 NERR s l 







DO 20 J=l,20 




IF IDEL-.0011 30,30,19 
19 A.(AA+AI/2. 
20 CONTINUE 









2 IF (IR) 100,100,200 









34 RXPA=SaRTIXPA*XPA + W*WI 
RXMA=SaRTeXMA*XMA + W*WI 
RXPA3=RXPA**3 
RXMA3-RXMA**3 





























































VeJ)=EMV*W*Cl./RXPA3 - 1./RXMA3' NE05 060 
40 CONTINUE NE05 061 
RETURN NE05 062 
C NE05 063 
C COMPUTE INFLOW VELOCITIES ,~E05 064 
C NE05 065 
200 XI=XR-XCB-XIZ*ELeBC NE05 066 
XI-XI/ELeBe NE05 061 
DO 60 J=l,IR NE05 068 
W.RBeJ)*.5/CD/E~CBC/RRP NE05 069 
65 XPA=XI+A NE05 010 
XMA=XI-A NE05 011 
64 RXPA-SQRTeXPA*XPA + w*W) NE05 012 
RXMA=SQRTeXMA*XMA + w*w, NE05 073 
RXPA3=RXPA**3 NE05 014 
RXMA3=RXMA**3 NE05 015 
U(J)=EMV*(XPA/RXPA3 - XMA/RXMA3) NE05 076 
V(J)=EMv*w*el./RXPA3 - 1./RXMA3) NE05 017 
PSI=W*W/2. - EMv*eXPA/RXPA - XMA/RXMA) NE05 078 
60 CONTINUE NE05 079 
RETURN NE05 080 
C NE05 081 
C COMPUTE DeN) AND D-STAReN) FOURIER COEFFICIENTS NEOS 082 
e NE05 083 
:3 W=O.5/CD/ELcac NE05 084 
N-IR NE05 08S 
CN"N NE05 086 
PI"3.1415926 NE05 087 
DTH=PI/eCN-1.) NEOS 088 
TH .. -DTH NE05 089 
DO 80 J-l.N NE05 090 
TH=TH+DTH NE05 091 
CSTH=coseTH) NE05 092 
XG=O.5*(1.-CSTH) NE05 093 
xt·XG-XCB-XIZ*ELCBC NE05 094 
XI=XI/ELeae NE05 095 
XPA=XI+A NE05 096 
XMA=XI-A NE05 097 
RXPA=SQRTeXPA*XPA+W*W) NE05 098 
RXMA=SQRTIXMA*XMA+W*W) NE05 099 
RXPA3=RXPA**:3 NE05 100 
RXMA3=RXMA**3 NEOS 101 
FUIJ)-EMv*eXPA/RxPA3-XMA/RXMA3) NE05 102 
FVeJ)=E~v*w*e1./RXPA3-1./RXMA3) NE05 103 
80 CONTINUE NE05 104 
NOUT=6 NE05 105 
CALL FOURes (FU.FU,N,NOUT,O) NE05 106 
CALL FOURCS eFv.Fv,N,NOUT,O) NE05 101 
DO 81 J"'l,NOUT NE05 108 
DeJ)=FVeJ) NE05 109 
DS(J)=FU(J) NE05 110 
UIJ)=DSIJ) NE05 111 
81 VeJ)=DeJ) NE05 112 
RETURN NE05 113 
END NE05 114 
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SUBROUTINE CAMBER (CD,TC,RPI 
C 









DATA CDCDe4.JI,J=1.51/0.0.-0.00203.-0.00539.-0.00948,-0.013 151 
DO 2 Jal,S 
NaJ 






DO 10 1(.-1,4 
RP(K)-DCDCK.M) + DELTA*CDCDCK,NI-DCDCK,MII 
10 CONTINUE 
GO TO 20 
3 M-N 
DO 6 1(.-1,4 
6 RP(I(.I-OCDeK.MI 




































SUBROUTINE PROP INZP,RB,BR,BTA,TCBLD,RRP,RCBRP,NZ,RA) NE07 001 C NE07 002 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE PROPELLER GEOMETRY PARAMETERS NE07 003 
C NE07 004 
DIMENSION RB(25),BRI2S),TCBLO(2S),X(2S),YI2S),ZI2S),ZZI2S),BTAC2S)NE07 005 
1 ,RA(25) NE07 006 
C NE07 007 
P-RCBRP*RCBRP NE07 008 
D-1.-P NE07 009 
X(1)-RCBRP NE07 010 
ZN-NZ NE07 011 
MZ-NZ+l NE07 012 
DO 20 J-2,MZ NE07 013 
K-J-l NE07 014 
AK-K NE07 015 
E-AK/ZN*D+P NE07 016 
20 XeJ)-SQRT lEt NE07 017 
DO 21 J-l,NZ NE07 018 
21 RAeJ'-XeJ+l) NE07 019 
Xel)-CRCBRP+RAC11)/2.0 NE07 020 
DO 22 J-2,NZ NE07 021 
22 XeJ)-CRAeJ)+RAIJ-111/2.0 NE07 022 
K-1 NE07 023 
RBCNZP+II-RBCNZPI NE07 024 
BRCNZP+11-BRCNZPI NE07 025 
BTACNZP+11-BTAINZPI NE07 026 
TCBLDINZP+11=TCBLDINZPI NE07 021 
DO 39 J-1,NZ NE01 028 
30 IF C RB I K ) -x C J 1 1 31,32,33 NE07 029 
32 YIJI-SRIK) NE07 030 
ZCJ)-BTACIO NE07 031 
ZZeJ)-TCBLOCJ() NE07 032 
GO TO 39 NE07 033 
31 K-K+1 NE07 034 
GO TO 30 NE07 035 
33 DEL-XCJI-RBIK-11 NE07 036 
DEL-OEL/IRBIKI-RBIK-111 NE07 031 
YeJ)-OEL*IBRIKI-BRIJ(-1)) NE07 038 
yeJI-YIJ)+BReK-1) NE07 039 
Ze.lI=OEL*IBTACK)-BTAIK-1)) NE07 040 
ZI.l)-ZIJ)+BTAIK-11 NE07 041 
ZZI.lI-DEL*ITCBLDIKI-TCBLDCK-111 NE07 042 
ZZI.l)-ZZI.l)+TCBLDIK-1) NE07 043 
39 CONTINUE NE07 044 
DO 40 .l-l.NZ NE07 045 
RBIJI-XI.l) NE07 046 
BReJI-YCJI NE07 047 
BTAIJI-ZI.l1 NE07 048 
TCBLOIJI=ZZCJI NE07 049 
40 CONTINUE NE07 050 
RETURN NE07 051 
END NE07 052 
64 
SUBROUT INE CLALF (JI NE08 001 
C NEOS 002 
C COMPUTATION OF BLADE SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT NE08 003 
C NE08 004 
DIMENSION TCBII01.ClMX(10' NEOe 005 
C NE08 006 
DIMENS.ION B(6,.BS(61.SA(6',SAS(6),PI6.6) NE08007 
DIMENSION RB(25).BRe251.BTAI251.TCBLDe25I,RA(25I,XPRESe25I,PHII5) NE08 ooe 
DIMENSION ALPHAe251.STALL(25).JSTLI25I,TALKI20) NEOS 009 
C NE08 010 
COMMON MlZl.CD.RO,Rl,R2,R3,PI,B.BS,SA,SAS,P NEOe 011 
COMMON/NEAR1/ NRUN,NBLD,NZ,Ml,NPRES,IR,NTIME,NERR,NPAG,NPHI,NPRINTNE08 012 
COMMON/NEAR3/ RRP,XP.Z,BLD,RB,SR,BTA,TCBLD.TC,RCBRP,APA,ALF,XPRES,NE08 013 
1 RA,XCB.XR,ELCBC,RMAX,PHI.CORJ.CORCB NE08014 
COMMON/NEARS/ ARJ.ARJP,EPS.RAD,CL,ALPHA.STALL,JSTL,TALK NEOS 015 
C NE08 016 
101 FORMAT (111111111170H THE BLADE THICKNESS-TO-CHORD RATIO IS OUTNE08 017 
1SIDE THE RANGE 0.0 TO .34) NE08 018 
IF IMZlZI 2,1.2 NE08 019 
1 CONTINUE NEOS 020 
C NE08 021 
C TABLE OF VALUES OF CLMAX VERSUS BLADE THICKNESS-lO-CHORD RATIO NEOS 022 
C NEOS 023 
TCBI1'sO,O NE08 024 
TC8(2)-.06 NE08 025 
TC8(3) •• 08 NEOS 026 
TCBe41=.10 NE08 027 
TC8(5)-.12 NEOS 02e 
TCBe6,=.15 NE08 029 
TC8(7)-.18 NE08 030 
TC818/-.21 NE08 031 
TC8191-.24 NEOe 032 
TC8110,=.34 NE08033 
C NEOS 034 
CLMXll)-0.9 NE08 035 
CLMX(2)=0.9 NE08 036 
CLMX(3)=1.2 NE08 037 
CLMXI41=1.45 NE08 038 
CLMX(5)-1.6 NEOe 039 
CLMX(6)=1.5 NE08 040 
CLMX(7)=1.35 NE08 041 
CLMX(S)-1.3 NEOe 042 
CLMXI9,=1.25 NE08043 
CLMX(10)=1.1 NEOe 044 
RETURN NE08 045 
C NEOe 046 
2 CONTINUE NE08 047 
19 IF ITCB(10)-TCBLOIJ» 21,20,20 NEOe 048 
20 IF ITCBel)-TCBLOIJI) 22,22.21 NE08049 
21 WRITE e6,101) NEOS 050 
NERR=1 NE08 051 
RETURN NE08 052 
22 N-l NE08 053 
23 IF (TCBINI-TCBLO(J» 24.25,26 NE08 054 
24 N=N+1 NE08 055 
GO TO 23 NE08 056 
25 CLMAX=CLMXINI NE08 057 
GO TO 27 NE08 058 























SUBROUTINE ARCSINIARG,PHI.INDEX) NE09 001 
C NE09 002 
C SUBROUTINE FOR COMPUTING ARC SINE NE09 003 
C NE09 001t 
C NE09 005 
C ARG IS THE SINE OF THE ANGLE. NE09 006 
C PHI IS THE ANGLE (PRINCIPAL VALUE, -PI/2 TO PI/2) NE09 001 
C OUTPUT FROM SUBROUTINE. NE09 008 
C I NDEX IS 1 IF ANGLE IS TO BE IN RADIANS. NE09 009 
C INDEX IS 0 IF ANGLE IS TO BE IN DEGREES. NE09 010 
C NE09 011 
HPI=1.S107963 NEO.9 012 
A-1.0-ARG*ARG NE09 013 
IF IA) 5.2,1 NE09 Ollt 
2 IF (ARG) 1t.l.3 NE09 015 
3 PHIzHPI NE09 016 
GO TO 6 NE09 017 
.. PHlz-HPI NE09 018 
GO TO 6 NE09 019 
1 PHI=ATAN (ARG/SQRT (A) ) NE09 020 
GO TO 6 NE09 021 
5 WRITE (6,100) NE09 022 
100 FORMAT(/5X30HERROR ••• SIN X GREATER THAN 1.01/) NE09 023 
GO TO 2 NE09 024 
6 IFCINDEX) 7.7.8 NE09 025 
7 PHI=90.*PHI/HPI NE09 026 
8 RETURN NE09 027 
END NE09 028 
67 
SUBROUTINE MATRIX (A.NRI 
DIMENSION AI 6. 1).BI19.19).N(lZ) 
NC-NR+l 
DO 1 J-l.NR 
1 NIJ)-O 
DO 2 I-ltNR 
CON-O.O 
11-1-1 
DO 3 J-l.NR 
JJ-J-l 
IF (J I) 4.4.5 
5 DO 6 K-l.II 
IF IJ-N(K» 6.3.6 
6 CONTINUE 
,. CONA-AIJ.l) 
IF ((ONA' 8.9. 9 
8 CONA--CONA 





600 WRITE (6.6011 I 
601 FORMATC13H SINGULAR. 1-.131 
STOP 
500 NN-NC I I 




DO 13 L-1.NC 
13 ACNN,LI=ACNN.LI/DIV 
DO 14 L-l.NR 
IF CL-NNI 15.14,15 
15 CMUlT-All.11 
DO 16 J"'l.NC 
16 All.JI=AIL.JI-CMULT*AINN,JI 
14 CONTINUE 
DO 11 L-1.NR 




00 19 J=l.NR 
00 20 L.-l.NR 
NN-NIJI 
20 BCJ.LI-ACNN,L) 
19 CONTI NUE 
DO 21 J-1.NR 






























































SUBROUTINE FOURCS CF,B,N,NOUT,NPRINTI NEll 001 C NEll 002 
C SUB. FOURCS -- FOURIER COSINE SERIES DETERMINATION NEll 003 
C FROM RALSTON AND WILF -- MATH. METHODS FOR DIGITAL COMPUTERS NEll 004 
C CHAPT. 24 BY G. GOERTZEL NEll 005 
C NEll 006 
DIMENSION F(SOI.FF(SO).B(50) NEll 007 
COMMON MZZZ NEll 008 
700 FORMAT (lH II NEll 009 
101 FORMAT (4EI5.11 NEll 010 
102 FORMATCSXSHTHETA6X10HFOURIER FN6X11HORIGINAL FN4X12HFOURIER COEF II NEll 011 
Pl-3.1415921 NEll 012 
IFCNOUT-N'lO,lO.ll NEll 013 
11 NOUT-N NEll 014 
10 ZRO-O. NEll 015 
ONE-1.0 NEll 016 
TWO-2.0 NEll 017 
IZRO-O NEll 018 
IONE-1 NEll 019 
lTWO-2 NEll 020 
HPI-1.5701963 NEll 021 
NH-N NEll 022 
NS-ITWO*INH-IONEI NEll 023 
FNS-NS NEll 024 
FR-TWO/FNS NEll 025 
PIN-PI*FR NEll 026 
DO 201 l-l,NH NEll 027 
CJ-I-IONE NEll 028 
CSI-COS CP1N*CJ' NEll 029 
CCSI-CSI+CSI NEll 030 
CA-ZRO NEll 031 
CB-ZRO NEll 032 
DO 202 J-2'NS NEll 033 
JIC.-NS-J+lTWO NEll 034 
lFCJK-NHI 220,220,221 NEll 03S 
221 JK-ITWO*NH-JK NEll 036 
220 CC-FCJK'+CA*CCSI-CB NEll 037 
CB-CA NEll 038 
202 CA-CC NEll 039 
FFCII-FR*(FC11+CA*CSI-CBI NEll 040 
IFCI-IONEI 290,291.290 NEll 041 
291 FF C I , -FF ( I , /TWO NEll 042 
290 IN-NS-I-I+IONE NEll 043 
IFCJNI 203,204,204 NEll 044 
203 FF( I 1 -FF( I UTWO NEll 045 
204 CONTINUE NEll 046 
201 CONTINUE NEll 047 
IF (NPRINT-1'2,6,1 NEll 048 
6 M-N NEll 049 
GO TO 1 NEll 050 
7 M-NOUT NEll 051 
1 CN-N NEll 052 
WRITE 16,7001 NEll OS3 
WRITE (6,702) NEll 054 
DTH-P II teN-l. 0' NEll OSS 
H'--DTH NEll 056 
DO 3 l-bN NEll 057 
TH-TH+OTH NEll 058 
SUM-O.O NEll 059 
69 
DO 4 J-l.M NEll 060 
C-J-J-l NEll 061 
4 SUM-SUM+ FF(Jl*COS (CJ*TH' NEll 062 
3 WRITE «6,701) TH, SUM,Flt), FF' 1 ) NEll 063 
2 DO 8 K-l,NOUT NEll 064 
8 8 C K hFF (K) NEll 065 
RETURN NEll 066 
END NEll 061 
70 
SUBROUTINE SRCRNG ICO.XSC.TC.NRP.RP.UQO' NE12 001 
C NE12 002 
C VELOCITY INDUCED BY DISTRIBUTION OF SOURCE RINGS NE12 003 
e NE12 004 
DIMENSION THC20S).QOI20S).OII3'.AI6,.RPI2SI.UQOI2S' NE12 OOS 
COMMON Ml ,..E12 006 
PI-3.1415926 NE12 001 
A 11 h1e* 2.969 NE12 008 
AI21=-Te*1.26 NE12 009 
AI31=-TC*3.S16 NE12 010 
A(41-TC* 2.843 NE12 011 
AISI=-TC*1.01S NE12 012 
OQ -200. NE12 013 
OTI=200. NE12 014 
14 OT-PI/OQ NE12 015 
xS-XSC-.5 NE12 016 
N-OQ NEll 011 
NM-N NE12 018 
N-N+l NE12 019 
K-N+4 NE12 020 
00 15 J-l.K NEll 021 
THIJ'-O. NE12 022 
15 QOe:;"hO. NE12 023 
00 19 J-2.N NE12 024 
THCJ'-THIJ-11+OT NE12 025 
120 T-THCJI NE12 026 
ST-SIN CTI NE12 021 
SN2-SIN (T/2.) NE12 028 
QOCJI-AClI/2./SN2 NE12 029 
00 18 1-2.S NE12 030 
IN=I-l NE12 031 
EN-IN NE12 032 
INX-IN+IN-2 NE12 033 
ENX-INX NE12 034 
QOIJI-QOIJ,+EN*AIII*CSN2**ENXI NE12 035 
18 CONTI NUE NE12 036 
QOIJ,-QOIJ,*ST NE12 031 
19 CONTINUE NE12 038 
THCN+II-PI+l. NE12 039 
QOIN+l,-QOINI NEl2 040 
22 QOCII-A(ll NE12 041 
THCII-0. NEll 042 
31 DTP-PI/OTI NE12 043 
TP-O. NE12 044 
H=OTP/3e NEl2 045 
UI-O. NE12 046 
CST--2.*XS NEl2 041 
CST2-CST*C5T NE12 048 
40 DO 69 JR-l.NRP NE12 049 
R-RPIJR) NE12 050 
50 K=l NE12 051 
NT-I NE12 052 
SI DO 60 J=K,] NE12 053 
CTP-COS ITP) NE12 054 
ZWP-CO*ICTP-CST) NE12 055 
PP-CZwP*ZWP)+CCR+l.I*CR+l.)) NE12 OS6 
PM=IZWP*ZWP)+((R-l.,*eR-l.11 NE12 057 
AK2=4.*R/PP NE12 058 
CALL ELLIP5 (AK2,lK.ZE) NE12 059 
71 
PP-SQRT (PPI NE12 060 U-ZWP*lE/PP/PM NE12 061 
52 IFCTP-THCNTI.55.54,53 NE12 062 
53 NT-NT+l NE12 063 
GO TO 52 NE12 064 
54 Q-QoCNT. NE12 065 
GO TO 56 NE12 066 
5S Q-QoCNT-l.+CTP-THCNT-l.)*CQOCNT)-QOCNT-l •• /CTHCNT)-THCNT-I)) NEl2 067 
56 01 C.J) -Q*'" NEl2 068 
60 TP-TP+OTP NE12 069 
"-2 NE12 070 UI-UI+H*COI(1)+4.*0IC2.+0I(3). NEl2 071 
01(1)-0IC3) NEl2 072 
IFCTP-PI.Sl.5l.6l NE12 013 
61 UY-UI*Co/PI NEl2 074 
UQoCJR.-UY NE12 075 
TP-O. NEl2 076 
UI-O. NE12 077 
69 CONTINUE NE12 078 
RETURN NEl2 079 
END NEl2 080 
72 
SUBROUTINE VTXRNG (CD.XSC.IR.RP.CN.UG.XPRES.P) NEll 001 
C VELOCITY INDUCED BY DISTRIBUTION OF VORTEX RINGS NE13 002 
C NEl3 003 
DIMENSION TH(205).GD(205),Dle3),RP(25),UG(25),CN(6).XPRES(25) NE13 004 
DIMENSION FU(50),FV(50I,CP(6),P(b.61 NEll 005 
C NEl3 OOb 
COMMON MZZZ NE13 007 
C NE13 008 
CO·CN'l) NE13 009 
Cl·CN(Z) NEB 010 
C2.CN(3) NE13 011 
C3·CN(4) NE13 012 
C4·CN(S) NE13 013 
C5.CN(6) NEll 014 
C NEll 015 
C SET UP A TABLE OF GAMMA D/GAMMA * SIN(THETAI VERSUS THETA NEll 016 
C NEB 017 
DG-100. NEl3 018 
DTI-200. NE1:3 019 
PI-3.14l5926 NE13 020 
13 DT.PI/DG NEll 021 
NaDG NEll 022 
NMaN NEll 023 
NaN+l NE13 024 
K·N+4 NEll 025 
00 12 J·l,K NEl3 026 
THeJ)·O. NE13 027 
ST-O.O NEl3 028 
1Z GoeJ)·o. NE13 029 
DO 19 J·Z,N NEll 030 
THeJ)·TH(J-l)+OT NE13 031 
120 T·THfJ) NEll 032 
CT.COS CT 12. , NEll 033 
CT.CT/SIN (T/Z.) NEll 034 
A.CO*CT NE13 035 
ST-SIN CT) NEll 036 
B.C1*5T NEll 037 
C-CZ*SIN (2.*T) NEll 038 
0-C3*SlN (3.*T) NEll 039 
E-C4*SIN (4.*T) NEll 040 
F.C5*SlN (5.*T) NEll 041 
GOCJ)·A+B+C+D+E+F NEl3 042 
GOeJ)·GDeJ)*ST NEll 043 
19 CONTINUE NEl3 044 
THfN+1)·PI+1. NEll 045 
GOCN+1)·GOCN) NEl3 046 
22 GO(1).2.*CO NEl) 047 
THI11-0. NEl3 048 
31 DTP·PI/OTI NEl3 049 
TP-O. NE13 050 
H-OTP/3. NEll 051 
UI-O. NEl3 052 
C NEl3 053 
IF e MZll) 200.10.10 NE13 054 
C NEl3 055 
10 IF IlR) 70.11.11 'NE13 056 
C NE13 057 
11 XS-XSC-.5 NE13 058 
CST·-2.*XS NE13 059 
73 
(ST2 .. (5T*(5T NEB 060 
C NEB 061 
C COMPUTE INFL.OW VELOC IT 1 ES NEB 062 
C NEB 063 
40 00 69 ;R-1.IR NEB 064 
R-RPCJR, NEB 065 
50 1(-1 NE13 066 
NT-l NEl3 061 
51 00 60 ;-1(.3 NEl3 068 
STP-SIN (TP' NEB 069 
CTP-COS CTPI NEB 070 
CTPZcCTP*CTP NE13 071 
X2-CST2-(2.*CST*CTP'+CTP2 NEll 072 
X2"'X2*CO*CO NEll 073 
PP-X2+CCR+1.1*(R+1.,) NE13 014 
PM=XZ+((R-1.'*(R-l.,) NEB 075 
AKZ-4.*R/PP NEB 076 
CALL ELLIPS (AK2,ZK,ZEI NEB 071 
PM-Z.*(R-l.)/PM NEl3 078 
PP-l./SQRT (PP) NE13 019 
U-ZK-ZE*Cl.+PM' NEB 080 
U-U*PP NEB 081 
52 IF(TP-THCNT)IS5.S4.53 NEB 082 
53 NT-NT+l NEl3 083 
GO TO 52 NEB 084 
54 G-Go (NTI NEl3 085 
GO TO 56 NE13 086 
55 G-GO(NT-11+CTP-THCNT-1»)*CGo(NTI-GD(NT-111/(TH(NT'-THCNT-I" NE13 081 
56 OI(J'-G*U NEB 088 
60 TP-TP+OTP NE13 089 
K-2 NEB 090 
UI-UI+H*COIC1'+4.*01(Z,+DIC311 NE13 091 
01(11-01(3' NE13 092 
IFCTP-PI'51.51.61 NEB 093 
61 UGCJR'-Co/2./PI*UI NEB 094 
TP-O. NEl3 095 
UI-O. NEl3 096 
69 CONTINUE NEl3 097 
GO TO 999 NE13 098 
C NEl3 099 
C COMPUTE VELOCITIES INDUCED AT THE DUCT REFERENCE CYLINDER NE13 100 
C NE13 101 
70 IR--IR NE13 102 
DO 99 JR-l.IR NEl3 103 
X-XPRES(JRI NEl3 104 
K-1 NEl3 lOS 
NT-1 NEl3 106 
XS-X-.5 NEB 107 
CST--2.*XS NE13 108 
CSTZ-CST*C5T NEl3 109 
77 DO 11 J-I(.3 NE13 110 
CTP-COS (TP) NE13 111 
CTP2=CTP*CTP NEl3 112 
X2-CST2-C2.*CST*CTP)+CTP2 NE13 113 
XZ-X2*Co*Co NEl3 114 
PP-XZ+4. NEl3 liS 
AKl-4./PP NE13 116 
CALL ELL.IPS CAK2.ZK.ZEI NE13 117 
PP"'l./SQRTCPP) NEB 118 
74 
U-CZK-ZE'*PP NEll 119 
72 IF CTP-TH(NT)1 75.74.73 NE13 120 
73 NT-NT+l NE13 121 
GO TO 72 NEll 122 
74 G-GOCNT' NE13 123 
GO TO 76 NEll 124 
75 G-GOCNT-l'+CTP-THCNT-lll*CGOCNT'-GOCNT-ll'/CTHCNTI-THCNT-11, NE13 125 
76 01 C J, -G*U NEll 126 
71 TP-TP+OTP NEl] 127 
K-2 NE13 128 
UI-UI+H*COIIl'+4.*OII2'+0113') NE13 129 
0ICl'-01(3' NEl3 130 
IF ITP-PI) 11.11.18 NE13 131 
78 UGCJR'-CO/2./PI*UI NE13 132 
TP-O. NE13 133 
UI-O. NEl3 134 
99 CONTINUE NEll 135 
GO TO 999 NEll 136 
C NEll 131 
C COMPUTE FCN) AND F-STARCN) FOURIER COEFFICIENTS NE13 138 
C NEll 139 
200 MZZ-MZl.Z NEll litO 
MZlZ-1 NEl3 141 
DO 210 J=1.6 NEl3 142 
210 CPCJ,-O.O NEll 143 
OUM-O.O NEl3 144 
DO 211 L-l.6 NEll 145 
211 DUM-DUM + CNCL'*PC1.L) NEl] 146 
CP(1)-ICNI1'-OUM)/2.0 NE13 147 
00 212 K-2.6 NEll 148 
DO 213 L-lt6 NEll 149 
213 CPIK'-CPCK) + CNCL)*PCK,L) NEll 150 
212 CPCK)-CCPCKI-CNCK)1/2.0 NE13 151 
N-IR NEll 152 
EN-N NEll 153 
DTA-P I II EN-l. , NEl3 U4 
TA--DTA NEl3 155 
DO 220 JR-l,N NEll 156 
TA-TA+OTA NEll 157 
CSTA=(05ITA' NEl3 158 
CSTA2-CSTA*CSTA NEll 159 
DUM-O.O NEl3 160 
DO Z15 K-2,6 NE13 161 
J=K-l NEll 162 
TJaJ NEl! 163 
215 DUM-OUM+CP(K'*COSCTJ*TA) NEl3 164 
FV(JR)aCP(l'+OUM NU3 165 
K=1 NEl! 166 
NT·l NEl! 161 
201 DO 201 J-K.3 NEB a8 
CTPaCOSITP) NEU 169 
CTPZ-CTP*CTP NEll 110 
X2-CSTA2-C2.*CSTA*CTP)+CTP2 NEll 111 
XZ-X2*CD*CD NE13 112 
PP-X2+4.0 NE13 113 
AK2=4./Pp NE13 114 
CALL ELLIPS IAK2.ZK,ZE) NEB 115 
PP-l./SQRTCPPI NEll 116 
U=(ZK-ZEI*PP NE13 111 
75 
202 IF CTP-THINT II 205.204.203 NEl3 178 203 tH-NT+l NEl3 179 
GO TO 202 NEl3 180 
204 G-GOINTI NE13 181 
GO TO 206 NEB 182 
205 G=GOINT-l'+ITP-THINT-1"*IGOINTI-GOINT-111/iTHINTI-THINT-lll NEB 183 
206 01 I J I-G*U NE13 184 
201 TP.TP+DTP NE13 185 
K-2 NEl3 186 
UI·UI+H*'01'11+4.*01'~1+011311 NEB 187 
01 Cl ) -0 I 13' NEB 188 
IF ITP-PII 201.201.208 NE13 189 
208 FUIJR)-CO/2./PI*UI NE13 190 
TP-O.O NE13 191 
UI-O.O NEl3 192 
220 CONTINUE NEl3 193 
NOUT.6 NEB 194 
NPR-O NEl3 195 
CALL FOURCS IFU.FU.N.NOUT.NPRI NEB 196 
DO 216 J-1.6 NE13 197 
UGIJI-FUIJ' NEB 198 
216 UGIJ+61-CPIJI NEB 199 
MZZZ-MIZ NEB 200 
C NEB 201 
999 RETURN NE13 202 
END NE13 203 
76 
SUBROUTINE ALFRNG CCD,IR.SC.UGA.XPRESI 














DATA ITS(II,4',1=1.6'/0.19S5.-0.4151.-0.0680,0.,0 •• 0.1 
DATA ITS(II.5),I=l,61/0.5611,-0.4834,-0.1230,-0.0121,0 •• 0.1 
DATA ITSCII.61.1=1.6'/O.~640.-0.5045,-0.1666.-0.0311.0.0035 .0.1 
DATA ITSe(I,71 .1=1,61/0.3566,-0.4590,-0.2607,-0.1246,-0.0494,0.1 
IF 1 MZZZ 1 2,1,2 
1 (ONTINUE 
C COMPUTE SCIN' COEFFICIENTS 
C 
C 
DO 11 J=1,1 
JSC-J 
IF ICo-TCD(JII 4.3,11 
11 CONTI NUE 
3 DO 5 N-l.6 
5 SC(NI=TsceN.JSCI 
GO TO 10 




00 8 N-l,6 
8 sceNI-CTSCCN,J-11-TSCCN.J)I/OELSC + TS(IN,J) 






DO 12 J-l.K 
THeJI·O.O 
12 GA(J)·O.o 




















































































GAC 1) -2.*Sec 11 
THCK+l'-PI+l. 
GACK+1'-GACK' 





























AK4 c AKl*AK2 
AYE"'CC8.0*R*AKQ/AK4) + 12.*RI + l.O - 4./AK2*CZ.*R+l.)I*ZE 





CALL ARCSIN CSBETA.BETA.O) 
CALL ARCSIN CAK.ASK.OI 




AVT=AVT*XI/C8.*PI*R321 + EPSR/4. 
42 IF CTP-THCNTI) 45.44,43 
43 NT=NT+l 





























































GO TO 46 NE14 119 
45 G=GACNT-11+CTP-THCNT-l)I*CGACNTI-GACNT-lII/CTHCNT'-THCNT-I' I NE14120 
46DIeJI-G*U NE14 121 
DVTCJlzG*AVT NE14 lZ2 
41 TP=TP+DTP NE14 1Z3 
K=2 NE14 1Z4 
UI-UI+H*(OICll+4.*DlCZI+DIC311 NE14 125 
DICII-0I(3) NE14 lZ6 
VIT=VIT+H*CDVTC1'+4.*DVTC21+DVTC3" N£14 127 
OVTCI1-0VTC31 NE14 128 
IF CTP-PII 41,41,48 NE14129 
48 FeJRI--CD*UI/2./PI NE14 130 
FHIJRI=CO*VIT NEi4 131 
TP=O.O NE14 132 
Ul=O.O NE14 133 
VIT-O.O NE14 134 
50 CONTINUE NE14 13' 
NOUT=6 N£14 136 
NPR-O NE14 137 
CALL FOURCS CF,F.N.NOUT,NPRI NE14 138 
CALL FOURCS CFH.FH.N.NOUT.NPRI N£14 139 
DO 51 J-l.NOUT NE14 140 
GSeJ)-FCJI NE14 141 
HF(J)aFHeJI NE14 142 
UGACJ+61-HFCJI NE14 14' 
51 UGAeJ'-GSCJ' N£14 144 
MZZZ-O NE14 145 
RETURN NE14 146 
2 CONTINUE NE14 147 
TP-O.O NE14 148 
UI=O.O NE14 149 
C N£14 150 
C CALCULATE THE AXIAL VELOCITY INDUCED BY THE ABOVE VORTEX 0lSTRlaUTNE14 151 
C N£14 152 
10 00 99 JR-l,IR NE14 153 
X-XPRESeJRI NE14 154 
K=l NE14 155 
NT-I NE14 156 
XS-X-.5 NE14 157 
CST--Z.*XS NE14 158 
R-l.0 NE14 IS9 
11 00 11 J-K,3 NE14 160 
CTP.COS(TPI NE14 161 
XZ-CCTP-CSTI*CD NE14 162 
X2-X2*X2 N£14 163 
OEN=XZ+CR+l.,*eR+1.1 NE14 164 
AK2-4.*R/OEN NE14 165 
CALL ELLIPS CAK2,ZK.ZEI NE14 166 
AKP=I.0-AK2 NE14 167 
AKU-2.0-AK2 NE14 168 
AK4-AK2*AK2 NE14 169 
AYE-CC8.0*R*AKQ/AK41 + IZ.*RI + 2.0 - 4./AK2*IZ.*R+l.)'*ZE N£14110 
AYE-AYE + AKP/AK2*(S.*R + 4. - 16.*R/AK21*ZK NE14 111 
U=AYE/SQRTCOEN'/eX2+eR-1.)*(R-1.11 N£14112 
12 IF ITP-THINT)' 75.74,73 NE14173 
73 NT=NT+l NE14 174 
GO TO 72 NE14 115 
74 G=GAINTI NE14 176 
GO TO 16 N£14 111 
79 
75 GaGACNT-l,+CTP-THCNT-l"*IGACNTI-GAINT-lll/(THINTI-THINT-II' 



























SUBROUTINE GAMCYL ICD.XC.N.RP.UG.IR.XPRES.UGP.RRP.RAI 
C 
C SUBROUTINE TO COMPUTE THE AXIAL VELOCITIES INDUCED BY CONSTANT 









IF IIRI 2,1.2 
1 XG-CXC-l.I*CR 
C COMPUTE THE VELOCITY INDUCED AT THE PROPELLER STATION 
C 
C 
20 00 30 J=l,NR 
R-RPIJI 
IFIRI 22,21,22 
21 UeSQRT IIXCi*XGI+l.) 
U-XG/U+l.O 
U=O.S*U 
GO TO 30 











IF (BETAI 23.24.24 
23 BETAe-BETA 
NDEX=l 










GO TO 99 
2 NCYL=N 
C COMPUTE THE VELOCITY INDUCED AT THE REFERENCE CYLINDER BY 
C THE TRAILING VORTEX CYLINDERS 
C 


































































32 XP=leO NElS 060 
RGR-1.0 NE15 061 
RGR2a4.0 NElS 062 
RGRM-O.O NELS 063 
GO TO 33 NELS 064 
31 XP-XC NELS 065 
33 DO 60 JR-1.IR NELS 066 
X=XPRESlJRI NEl5 061 
XG-X-XP NElS 068 
XGR-XG*CR NElS 069 
XGR2-XGR*XGR NElS 070 
IF (XGRl 38.42.38 NElS 071 
42 IF (RGR-l.O) 142.242.342 NElS 072 
142 UG-O.O NElS 073 
GO TO 60 NElS 074 
242 UG-0.25 NE15 075 
GO TO 60 NElS 076 
342 UG-O.SO NElS 071 
GO TO 60 NEU 078 
38 CONTINUE NELS 079 
GKSQ-4.*RGR/IXGR2+RGR2' NElS 080 
GK-SQRTlGKSQ) NELS 081 
CALL ELL IPS (GKSQ.ZK.ZE' NElS 082 
NOEX-O NElS 083 
SNB-XGRISQRT(XGR2+RGRMI NElS 084 
CALL ARCSIN (SNB.BETA.O) NELS 085 
CALL ARCSIN (GK.ASK.O) NElS 086 
IF (BETA) 34.35.35 NELS 081 
34 BETA--BETA NElS 088 
NDEX=-l NElS 089 
35 CALL LAMBDA (ASK,BETA,HLMB) NE15 090 
IF (NDEX) 36,31.37 NElS 091 
36 HLMB--HLMB NE15 092 
BETA--BETA NElS 093 
NDEX-O NELS 094 
37 CONTINUE NELS 095 
IF (XGR' 41,42,43 NElS 096 
43 NDEX--l NELS 097 
HL.MB=-HLMB NElS 098 
XGR--XGR NELS 099 
41 IF CRGR-l.0) 141.241.241 NE15 100 
141 UG=GK*XGR*ZK/(4.*PI*RTRGR)-.25*HL.MS NELS 101 
GO TO 45 NElS 102 
241 UG=GK*XGR*ZK/(4.*PI*RTRGR)+0.SO+.25*HLMB NELS 103 
45 IF (NDEX' 46.60,60 NELS 104 
46 XGR--XGR NElS 105 
NDEX=O NElS 106 
HLMS=-HL.MB NELS 107 
47 IF lRGR-l.OI 141.241.341 NELS loa 
141 UG--UG NElS 109 
GO TO 60 NElS 110 
247 UG--UG+O.S NELS 111 
GO TO 60 NELS 112 
347 UGa-UG+l.O NELS 113 
60 UGPlJ,JR)*UG NELS 114 
99 RETURN NElS 115 
END NElS 116 
82 
SUBROUTINE BNCOEF CC,BGI' NE16 001 C NE16 002 
C FOURIER ANALYSIS OF RADIAL VELOCITY INDUCED BY AN NE16 00' C ACTUATOR DISK IN THE EXIT PLANE BCN' NE16 004 
C NE16 00' 
DIMENSION BGC 6,2"BGIC6,.BGOC 6' NE16 006 
COMMON MZZZ HE16 007 
PI-3.1415927 NE16 008 
MZZZa-10 NE16 009 
N-100 NE16 010 
KMAX-6 NE16 au 
DO 10 K-l,KMAX NE16 012 
10 BGI(K)·O.O NEi6 013 
EPS-PI/180. NE16 011t 
PIM-PI-EP5 NE16 015 
CN-N NE16 016 
DELTH·.S*PIM/cN NE16 017 
NP-N+l NE16 018 
DO 6 l-l,NP NE16 019 
DO 3 J-l.2 NEl6 020 
FI-I-2 NE16 021 
FJ.J NE16 022 
TH-FI*PIM/CN+FJ*DELTH NE16 021 
5TH-SIN CTH' NE16 024 
CTH-C05 CTH' NE16 02' 
72 XG--.5*C*Cl.+CTH' NE16 026 
73 XGSQ-XG*XG NE16 027 
GKSQ-XGSQ/C4.+XGSY, NEl6 028 
GK-SQRT C4./C4.+XGSQ" NEl6 029 
CALL ELLIPS CGKSQ.ZKG.ZCG' NEli 030 
BGC-.5/PI*CCGK-2./GK'*ZKG+2./GK*ZCG' NE16 on 
STHK-O. NEl6 032 
CTHK-l. NEl6 033 
DO 2 K-l.KMAX NE16 034 
BGCK.J'-BGC*CTHK NE16 03~ 
CON-STHK*CTH+CTHK*STH NE16 036 
CTHK-CTHK*CTH-STHK*STH NE16 037 
2 STHK-CON NE16 Ol8 
3 CONTINUE NEl6 039 
DO 5 K-l.KMAX NE16 040 
IFC 1-1)4.5.4 NE16 041 
4 BGICK'-BGICK'+DELTH*CBGCK,1'+CBGOCKI+BGCK,11+BGCK.21113.' NE16 042 
5 BGOCKI-BGCK.21 NE16 043 
6 CONTINUE NE16 044 
EXTRA--EPS/PI*ALOGC4./EPS*SYRT C2./C) NE16 045 
51"-1 NE16 046 
DO 1 K-l.KMAX NE16 047 
51=-51 NEl6 048 
7 BGICKI=2.*CBGICKI+SI*EXTRAI/Pl NE16 049 
BGICll=.5*BGlCl) NE16 050 
MllZ=l NE16 051 
RETURN NEl6 052 
END NE16 053 
83 
SUBROUTINE ANCOEFCNCYL,N,RA,XP,CD,RRP,NRUN,NPRINT.BS,A.AS) NE17 001 
DIMENSION FISO,.BSC6,.AC2S.6,.AS(2S,6',RAC2SI NE17 002 
COMMON Mlll NE17 003 
142 FORMAT CIH1.4XIOHRUN NUMBER,15.49X4HPAGE.I3.2H-F,111 NE17 004 
242 FORMAT (lOXSSHFOURIER COSINE SERIES COEFFICIENTS 
--
OUTPUT INDENE17 005 
lX -.13) NE11 Opo 
NPAGE - 0 NE17 001 
NOUT - 6 NE11 008 
20 CR-CD*2.0 NE17 009 
PI-3.14l5927 NE11 010 
21 CN-N NEl7 011 
DTH-PI/CCN-l., NEl1 012 
TH--DTH NEl1 013 
C NEl7 014 
C COMPUTE a-STARCN) FOURIER COEFFICIENTS NE17 015 
C NE17 016 
22 DO 30 J-l.N NEl7 017 
TH-TH+DTH NE11 018 
CSTH-COS (TH) NE11 019 
XG--.5*CR*C1.+CSTH' NE17 020 
GKSQ-XG*XG NE17 021 
GKSQ-4.0+GKSQ NE17 022 
GKSQ-4.0/GKSQ NEl7 023 
CALL ELL IPS CGKSQ.lK.lEI NEl7 024 
GK-SQRT eGKSQI NE11 025 
30 F(J'-O.25+(GK*XG/4.*lK/PII NEl1 026 
IFeNPRINT' 111.111.110 NEl7 027 
170 NPAGE - NPAGE + 1 NE11 028 
WRITE C6.142) NRUN.NPAGE NE11 029 
WRITE (6.242' NPRINT NE17 '030 
171 CALL FOURCS (F.F .N.NOUT.NPRINTI NE11 031 
DO 31 J-l.NOUT NEl1 032 
31 BSCJI-FeJI NEl1 033 
C NEl1 034 
C COMPUTE ACN' FOURIER COEFFICIENTS NE11 035 
C NEl1 036 
32 DO 40 J-l.NCYL NEl7 031 
RRA-RRP/RA(JI NE17 038 
RRAP-RRA+l.O NE17 039 
RRAP-RRAP*RRAP NEl7 040 
RRA4-4.0*RRA NEl1 041 
RASQT-SQRT CRRAI NE17 042 
TH--DTH NE11 043 
33 DO 38 K-l,N NE17 044 
TH-TH+DTH NEl7 045 
CSTH-COS CTHI NE17 046 
XR-CR*Il.-CSTHI*.5 NEl1 047 
XG-XR-(XP*CR' NEl7 048 
XG-XG*RRA N~17 049 
XGSQaXG*XG NE17 050 
GKSQ-RRAP+XGSQ NEl7 051 
GKSQ-RRA4/GKSQ NE17 052 
GK-SQRT CGKSQI NEl7 053 
CALL ELLIPS(GKSQ,lK,ZEI NE17 054 
F(KI-CCZE-ZKI/GK+CGK*ZK/2.»/PI/RAS~T NE17 055 
38 CONTINUE NEl7 056 
IF(NPRINTI 173,173,172 NEl7 057 
172 NPAGE - NPAGE + 1 NE17 058 
WRITE C6.1421 NRUN,NPAGE NEl7 059 
84 
WRITE e6,242' NPRINT 
173 CALL FOURCS CF,F,N,NOUT,NPRINT) 




C COMPUTE A-STAReN) FOURIER COEFFICIENTS 
C 

























CALL ARCSIN eSNB,BETA,O) 












72 IFCRPRIM-l.OI 74.15,76 
74 FIKI=O.O 
GO TO 48 
75 FIKI=-.2S 
GO TO 48 
76 F(KI"-.50 
GO TO 48 
73 NDEX .. -l 
HLMB--HLMB 
XG--XG 































































GO TO 79 NE17 119 
78 FIK'=-GK*XG*ZK/4.0/PI*RASQT NE17 120 
F(K)=F(KS-.5-C.25*HLMB) NEl7 121 
79 IF(NDEX' 80.48.48 NE17 122 
80 XG--XG NE17 123 
NDEX=O NE17 124 
IF(RPRIM-1.) 81.82.83 NE17 12~ 
81 F C K ) --F CI() NE17 126 
GO TO 48 NE17 127 
82 FCK)·-FCK'-O.~ NE17 128 
GO TO 48 NE17 129 
83 FCK' .. -FCK'-1.0 NE17 130 
48 FCK'·-FCK' NE17 131 
IF(NPRINT' 115.175.174 NE17 132 
174 NPAGE - NPAGE + 1 NE17 133 
WRITE (6.142' NRUN.NPAGE NE17 134 
WRITE (6.242' NPRINi NE17 135 
175 CALL FOURCS CF.F.N.NOUT.NPRINT) NE17 136 
DO 49 K-l.NOUT NE17 137 
49 ASCJ.K)=FCIO NE17 138 
50 CONTINUE NE17 139 
RETURN NE17 140 























































DO 40 '-1.6 
CN1C II-TRO*BS' I I-C2.*B' I I) 
GO TO (41,42,43.44,45.461,1 
41 CN1'1)·CNllll+IRl*BS(ZI)+'R2*BSI3)1+(R3*BS(411 
GO TO 40 
42 CN1CII-CNlIII+Rl*IBSC31+CZ.*BSCllll+R2*(BSI21+BSC411+R3*CBSC31+BS 
1 (SI) 
























































































































43 CNIC')·CNICI'+RI*CBSC2'+BSC4"+R2*CB5CS'+C2.*B5Cl")+R3*C65(2)+B5 NE18 060 
l( 6) 1 NE18 061 
GO TO 40 NEl8 062 
44 CNICII-CNICI'+Rl*CBSC3'+BSCS)r+R2*C~5C2)+BSC611+2.*R3*65111 NElS 063 
GO TO 40 NElS 064 
45 CN1"'·CNIC')+Rl*CBS'4)+BSC6)'+R2*BS'3'+R3*BS'2' NE18 065 
GO TO 40 NElS 066 
46 CN1(1)·CN1'II+Rl*6S'S)+R2*BS'4)+R3*BS'31 NE18 067 
40 CONTINUE NE18 068 
ASel)·ASC1)+1.0 NE18 069 
00 50 '-1.6 NEl8 070 
CN2CI)--Ze*CA'I))+eTRO*'ASCI)11 NElS 071 
GO TO CS1.52,53,S4,55,561,1 NE18 07Z 
51 CNZel,aCN2Cl'+Rl*'ASCZI)+R2*CASC3')+R3*'ASC4' I NE18 073 
GO TO 50 NE18 074 
52 CN2CI)-CN2ell+Rl*C2.*'ASC1',+ASC3I'+R2*CASC2,+AS'4',+R3*CASC3,+ASCNE18 075 
15)' NE18 076 
GO TO 50 NE18 077 
53 CN2el'·CNZel'+Rl*CASeZ'+ASC4')+RZ*CZ.*CASC1II+ASCSI)+R3*CASCZI+ASCNE18 078 
16 I , NE18 079 
GO TO 50 NE18 080 
54 CNZel,.CN2CI,+Rl*CASC',+ASC5',+R2*(ASC2'+AS(6,,+R3*Z.*(ASCll' NEl8 081 
GO TO 50 NEl8 082 
55 CN2CII-CNZCI'+Rl*CASC4'+ASC"'+R2*CASC3"+R3*CASC2" NEl8 083 
GO TO 50 NElS 084 
56 CNZCII-CN2CI'+Rl*CASCSI'+R2*CASC41'+R3*CASC31 I NE18 OSS 
50 CONTINUE NElS 086 
ASCII-ASCll-1.0 NEl8 087 
C NElS 088 
CALL MATRIX "~,61 NE18 089 
59 00 60 '-1,6 NE18 090 
XCI 1 1-0.0 NE18 091 
60 CVGCII·CN1CII+CNZ(ll/GV NEl8 09Z 
00 61 1-1.6 NE18 093 
00 61 J-I.6 NE18 094 
61 XCCI'-XCCI,+QCI,JI*CVG'JI NEl8 095 
RETURN NE18 096 











SUBROUTINE PRESS NE19 001 
NE19 002 
DIMENSION TCRATC11.XVC191.DVAC8.11.F(8.191.UP(~51.UMI251.SUMU(25I NE19 003 





















COMMON MlZZ,CD.RO.R1,R2.R3.PI.B.BS.SA.SAS,P NEI9 013 
COMMON/NEAR1/ NRUN,NB~D.Nl.MZ.NPRES.IR.NTIMt.NERR.NPAG,NPHl.NPRlNTNE19 014 
COMMON/NEAR2/ C.A.AS.D,DS.SC,GS.H NE19 015 
COMMON/NEAR3/ RRP.XP.Z,B~D.RB.BR,BTA,TCBLD,TC,RCBRP,APA,A~F,XPRES,NE19 016 
1 RA,XCB,XR.ELCBC.RMAX,PHI,CORj,CORCB NE19011 
COMMON/NEAR41 UG.UQD.UGD.UV,UCB,VCB.UGP.UGA,GV,GAM,GRV,CPP,CPM NE19 018 
COMMON/NEAR5/ ARJ,ARJP,EPS,RAD.C~,A~PHA'STALL,JSTL,TALK NE19 019 
NE19 020 
DATA TCRAT/O.06.0.08.0.12.0.1S.0.18,0.21.0.241 NE19 021 
DATA XV/O.O,O.005.0.0125.0.025.0.05,0.015.0.1.0.15.0.2.0.25.0.3. NE19 022 
1 0.4.0.5,0.6.0.1.0.8.0.9.0.95,1.01 NE19 023 
DATA CDVAI1tll.l=1.1'/3.992.2.01S.1.364,0.984,0.696,0.462.0 .4181 NE19 024 
DATA (DVA(2.11.1=1.11/2.90.1.19S.1.31.0.911.0.694,0.S61.0.4181 NE19 025 
DATA (DVA(3.1).1=1.11/1.988.1.41S.1.199.0.934,0.685,0.558,O .4181 NE19 026 
DATA CDVAI4.I),I=1,11/1.60;1.312,1.112,0.90.0.615,0.551,0.47~1 NE19 021 
DATA CDVAIS.I).1=1.11/1.342.1.118.1.028.0.861.0.662.0.S55.0 .4181 NE19 028 
DATA CDVAI6.II.l=1,11/1.161,1.065.0.946,O.818.0.648.0.550,O .4181 NE19 029 
DATA COVA(1,II,I=I,1)/l.050,O.964,O.870,0.771,O.632,O.542,O .4181 NE19 030 
DATA (FC1,I),I-l.19)10 •• 0.938.1.057,1.089,1.103,l.107,1.101,1.098,NE19 031 
1 1.091,1.086.1.018,1.066.1.053.1.042.1.028,1.013,0.990.O.974,O./NE19 032 
DATA (FC2.I),I-1.19)/O •• O.890.1.050,1.105.1.128.1.133,1.130,1.128.NEI9 033 
1 1.122.1.114.1.106.i.089.1.072.1.054.1.039.1.017,0.984,O.969.0./NEI9 034 
DATA IF(3,1),I-l.191/0 •• 0.800.1.005.1.114.1.114.1.184.1.18~.1.188,NE19 035 
1 1.183.1.114.1.162.1.135,1.108.1.080.1.053,1.d22,O.918.O.952.0./NEI9 036 
DATA (F(4,II.I=I,19'/O •• 0,739,O.966,1.112,1.204.1.224.1.233.1.233.NE19 037 
1 1.229.1.218.1.204,1.170,1.131.1,098,1.064,1.024,0.912,O.934,0./NE19 038 
DATA CF(5.I),1-1.19)/0.,0.6i2,0.926,1.103,1.228,1.264.1.216,1.218,NE19 039 
1 1.215,1.262.1,241.1.205,1.154.1.116,1.074,1.025.0.966.O.914.0./NE19 040 
DATA (FC6,I),I-l,19)/0.,0.630,0.S87.1.081,1.242,1.291.1.317,1.325,NE19 041 
1 1.320.1.306.1.290,1.240.1.118,1.133,1.085,1.027,0.951,O.895,O./NE19 042 
DATA IF(7.I)'I-1.19)IO.,0.519.0.848.1.063'1.2~4.1.322.1.354,1.314.NE19 043 
1 1.368,1.350.1.333.1,217,1.204,1.151,1.097,1,032,0.944.O.819.0./NE19 044 
NE19 045 
700 FORMAT (1/110X.53HDUCT PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION CALCULATION ASSUMES TNE19 046 
1/C - ,F5.311) NE19 041 
IF (MIlZI 2,1,2 
1 CONTINUE 
SET UP A TABLE OF CONTINUOUS VELOCITY CORRECTION FACTORS 
DO 31 J-l.7 
TCP-TCRATCJI 
JTC-J 
IF ITC-TCRAT(JII 32,33.31 
















132 WRITE e6,700) rcp 
33 DO 38 Na l,19 
IF eN-7) 31.31.38 
37 DVAe8.N)aDVAeJTC.N' 
38 F(8.N)aF(JTC,N) 
GO TO 39 
34 DELTC·eTCRATe~TC)-TCRATCJTC-1'I/CTCRATeJTCI-TCI 
JaJTC 
DO 35 N-1.19 
35 Fe8.NI-eF'J-l.N'-FeJ.N"/DELTC + FeJ.N' 




DO 36 N-1.7 




C LOOK UP CONTINUOUS VELOCITY CORRECTION FACTOR 
C 
c 
DO 49 N-l.IR 
DO 42 J-1.19 
JK-J 
IF eXPRESeN)-XV'J») 41.41.42 
42 CONTINUE 
41DELX-'XV(JK'-XV(JK-ll'/(XV(JK'-XPRES(N)' 
FX(N,-eFe8.JK-1'-F(S.JK' '/DELX + FI8.JK' 





C COMPUTE VELOCITY INDUCED BY TRAILING VORTEX CYLINDERS 
C 
c 
CALL GAMCYL 'CD.XP.NZ.RB,UG.IR.XPRES,UGP,RRP,RA) 
DO 10 Jal,IR 
10 SUMU(JI=l.O 
DO 12 J=I,IR 
DO 12 N=l.NZ 
12 SUMU'J,=SUMUeJ) + UGP'N,J'*GVIN' 




CALL VTXRNG (CD.XP.IRC,RB,C,UGD,XPRES,P' 
DO 14 J-1,IR 
14 SUMU(JI=SUMUeJ) + UGOeJ'*GV(NZI 




CALL HUB eCD,XR.XCB,ELCBC,RMAX,IRC,XPRES,RB,RRP,UCBP,VCBPI 
DO 16 J-l,IR 






























































IF lSNALF, 20.21.20 
C 




20 CALL ALFRNG CCD.IR.SC.UGA.XPRES' 
GO TO 23 
21 DO 22 J=l.IR 
22 UGAlJI=O.O 
23 DO 99 M=I,NPHI 
CSPHI=COSlPHllMI/RADI 
SNPHI-SINePHllMI/RADI 
DO 90 J=l.IR 
90 SUMUlJlaSAVUlJ) 
DO 25 J=l,IR 
25 SUMUlJI.SUMUeJ) + UGACJ)*SNALF*CSPHI 
30 CONTINUE 
C CORRECT CONTINUOUS INDUCED VELOCITY 
C 
DO 48 Nal,IR 
48 SUMUCN)-SUMUCN'*FXCN' 
C 
C COMPUTE DISCONTINUOUS PORTION OF SURFACE VELOCITV 
C 
C 








IF IXPREseNI-0.I01 51,57.57 
51 DO 52 Jal.7 
JKaJ 
IF (XPRESlNI-XVeJ') 54,53,52 
52 CONTINUE 
53 DVAXaDVAC8,JKI 
GO TO 55 
54 DELX a eXVeJK)·XVCJK-ll,/IXVlJK'-XPRESlN» 
OVAX=CDVAC8.JK-11-DVAIS.JKI)/OELX + OVAI8.JK) 
55 CTN-OVAX*2.0*Pl 
GO TO 56 
57 CT2-SQRTICl.+CT)/2.) 
CTN=CT2/SQRTll.-CT2*CT2) 
56 GO-" 1) *CTN 
GA-SC C 1 ) *CTN 






































































DO 60 N-l.IR NE19 178 
UTT-UT*FX(N) NE19 179 
UTT-UTT*UTT NE19 180 
CPP(M.N)-l.-UPCNI*UPCN) + un NE19 Hl1 
60 CPMCM.NJ-l.-UMCNI*UMCN) + un NE19 182 
99 CONTINUE NE19 183 
RETURN NE19 184 
































COMMON/NEAR21 C,A,AS.D,DS,SC,GS,H NE20 
COMMON/NEAR31 RRP,XP.Z.BLD,RB.BR,BTA,TCBLD,TC.RCBRP.APA'A~F.XPRES'NE20 
1 RA.XCB,XR,ELCBC,RMAX,PHI,CORJ,CORCB NElD 
COMMON/NEAR4/ UG,UQD,UGD,UV,UCB,VCB,UGP,UGA,GV.GAM,GRV,CPP,CPM NE20 
COMMON/NEARSI ARJ,ARJP.EPS,~AD,CL,ALPHA,STA~L.JSTL.TALK NE20 
NElO 
101 FORMATI15Hl RUN NUMBER,IS,49X,4HPAGE.I31/1 NE20 
701 FORMAT(15Hl RUN NUMBER,I5.17X15HOPTIO~AL OUTPUT.17x,4HPAGEI311INE20 
702 FORMAT 1/17X1H/,F5.2,lHI.29XIH/,F5.2.1H) NE20 
703 FORMAT /lHl,5X,lOHRUN NUMBER,15,lOX34HDUCT SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRINE20 
IBUTION.I0X,4HPAGE,I311) NE20 
102 FORMAT I 5X,lOA411) NE20 
113 FORMAT /9X4HHIN)) NE20 
114 FORMAT 19X5HSC(N») NE20 
115 FORMAT C9X4HCIN) NElO 
116 FORMAT /9X4HBIN)) NE20 
117 FORMAT 19X5HBIN)*) HE20 
118 FORMAT C9X8HSUM A/N)) NE20 
119 FORMAT /9X9HSUM AIN)*) NE20 
120 FORMAT /9X4HDIN») NE20 
121 FORMAT C9X5HD/N)*) NE20 
122 FORMAT (9X6HAIM,N») NE20 
123 FORMAT /9X7HACM.N)*) NE20 
124 FORMAT. /14X,16HEFFECTIVE CAMBER,4F10.611) NE20 
143 FORMATI/IOX34HFOURIER COSINE SERIES COEFFICIENTS/15X5HN=1.65X4HM-fNE20 
1,1211) NE20 
148 FORMAT /7X12HDUCT... CID6X4HXP/C6X3HT/C6X6HRTE/RP4X6HRCB/RP5X4HAPN£20 
1/A/I0X6FIO.6111 NE20 




151 FORMATI/I/15XIS.2X,24HITERATIONS. EPSILON •• F9.6) NE20 
152 FORMAT /111X6HINFLOW,19X5HBLADE/5XIHN4X4HR/RP5X3HU/V8X5HGAM/V7X5HANE20 
lLPHA6X9HDELTA P/~) NE20 
153 FORMAT C/9X6HCTPID)5X6HCTDCP)4X1HCTOCP)'5X4HCTDP7X5HCTDP'6X4HCNDP,N£20 
1 1X4HCMDP) NE20 
154 FORMAT /2X4HIA) ,1/1PE11.4)) NE20 
155 FORMAT /2X4HIB) .7/1PE11.4») NE20 
156 FORMAT /1115X8HNOTES ••• IIIOX55HIA) COEFFICIENTS BASED ON FKEE STRNE20 
lEAM DYNAMIC PRESSUREI110X46H/B) COEFFICIENTS BASED ON PROPELLER TNE20 
lIP SPEED) NE20 
157 FORMAT (/IIX.53H* BLADE SECTION LIFT COEFFICIENT HAS EXCEEDED CLNE20 
IMAX/20X,14HIN ANNULI NOS •• 25I3) NE20 
244 FORMAT C5X.6/1PE13.6» NE20 
245 FORMAT IF9.4,5/1x211PEI0.3») I NE20 





























































251 FORMAT (/5X4HX/C .1'3X6HCP(IN,.4X7HCP'OUT,.lX)) NE20060 
252 FORMAT (/5X4HX/C ,2(3X6HCP'IN).4X7HCP(OUT),lX)) NE20061 
253 FORMAT (/5X4HX/C ,3e3X6HCP'IN),4X1HCP'OUT),lX») NE20 062 
254 FORMAT (/5X4HX/C ,4'3X6HCPCIN).4X7HCPCOUT).lX)) NE20063 
255 FORMAT (/5X4HX/C ,5(3X6HCPCIN),4X7HCP(OUT),lX)) NE20064 
256 FORMATCII19XSOHPRESSURE COEFFICIENTS BASED ON PROP~LLER TIP SPE~D)NE20 065 
257 FORMAT(119X5IHPRESSURE COEFFICIENTS BASED ON FREE STREAM VELOCITY)NE20 066 
260 FORMAT (16,F9.S,S(lPE12.S)) NE20067 
261 FORMAT (2X1H*I3,F9.5,5'lPE12.5)) NE20068 
C NE20 069 
IF (NTIME-50) 930,930,931 NE20 070 
931 NERR-1 NE20 071 
NPRINT-NPRINT+1 NE20 072 
930 SNALF-SIN'ALF/RAD) NE20 073 
CSALF-COS(ALF/RAD) NE20 074 
ARJv-ARJ/CSALF NE20 075 
ARJVP-ARJP/CSALF NE20 076 
NCYL-Ml NE20 077 
C NE20 078 
IF (NPRINT.EY.l.OR.NPRINT.GE.11) GO TO 900 NE20 079 
GO TO 901 NE20 080 
900 NPAG-NPAG+l NE20 081 
WRITE (6,701) NRUN,NPAG NE20 082 
WRITE (6.102) TALK NE20 083 
WRITE (6,148) CD,XP,TC,RRP,RCBRP,APA NE20 084 
WRITE (6,124) RO.R1.R2.R3 NE20 085 
WRITE (6.149) ALF.ARJV.ARJVP,ARJ.ARJP NE20 086 
WRITE (6.7021 CORJ.CORCB NE20 087 
WRITE (6.150) NE20 088 
00 61 J-1.NZ NE20 089 
X-UG(J)*GAM NE20 090 
Y-UGD(JI*GAM NE20 091 
R-RB(J)*RRP NE20 092 
XQ-UQOeJI*CORJ NE20 093 
XY-UCB(JI*CORCB NE20 094 
61 WRITE '6,260) J.R.XQ,y,X,Xy.GRV(J) NE20 095 
WRITE '6,151) NTIME,EPS NE20 096 
901 IF (NPRINT.GE.10) GO TO 902 NE20 097 
GO TO 903 NE20 098 
902 NPAG-NPAG+l NE20 099 
WRITE (6,701) NRUN.NPAG NE20 100 
WRITE (6,102) TALK NE20 101 
WRITE '6.148) CD.XP,TC,RRP.RCBRP.APA NE20 102 
WRITE (6,1491 ALF,ARJV.ARJVP.ARJ,ARJP NE20 103 
WRITE (6,143) NCYL NE20 104 
WRITE (6,115) NE20 105 
WRITE (6.2441 (C'J),J-1,6) NE20106 
IF (ALF) 904.905.904 NE20 107 
904 WRITE (6.114) NE20 108 
WRITE (6,244) (SC(J).J-l.61 NE20 109 
905 CONTINUE NE20 110 
WRITE (6.116) NE20 111 
WRITE (6.244) (B(K),K-l,6) NE20 112 
WRITE (6.1171 NE20 113 
WRITE (6,244) /BS(KI.K=1,6) NE20 114 
WRITE (6,1181 NE20 115 
WRITE (6,2441 (SA(j),j=1.6) NE20 116 
WRITE (6,1191 NE20 117 
WRITE (6,244) (SAS(J),J-1.6) NE20 118 
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WRITE ".120 I HE20 119 WRITE C6.Z .... ' CDCH' .H-lt6' HElO 120 
WRITE l6.1211 HElO 121 
WRITE (6.Z44' (oS(N I .H-l.6' NE20 122 
WRITE (6.1UI HE20 123 
WRITE C6.Z4 .. 1 CHCNI.N-lt6' NE20 12 .. 
WR IT E C 6 .12 2 I NE20 125 
DO 92" M-l.NCYL HE20 126 
924 WRITE C6.244' CACM.NI,N-l.6' NE20 127 
WR IT E (6 • 1 Z 3 ) HE20 128 
DO 925 M*l.NCYL NE20 129 
925 WRITE C6.2 .... ' CASCM,N',N-l.6' HE20 130 
C NEio 131 
903 NPAG-NPAG+l NE20 132 
WRITE C6.10U NRUN.HPAG NE20 133 
WRITE C6.1021 TALK NE20 13 .. 
WRITE C6,148' CD.XP.TC.RRP.RCBRP.APA NEZO US 
WRITE (6.149' ALF,ARJV,ARJVP.ARJ.ARJP NflO 136 
WRITE C6.152' NEZO 137 
x-o. NE20 138 y-o. HEZO 139 
DO 63 J-l,NZ NE20 1"0 
X-GRVCJI/PI/ARJP*BLD/Z NE20 1"1 
Y-Y+X NE20 142 
R-RB(J'*RRP NE20 1'" 
DELP-GRVCJ'*8LD/PI/ARJP NE20 1 .... 
IF CSTALLCJ') 62.6 .. ,62 NE20 1 .. 5 
64 WRITE C6.2601 J.R.UVCJI,GVCJI,ALPHACJI,DELP NE20 1 .. 6 
GO TO 63 NE20 1 .. 7 
62 WRITE ((,.261' J.R.UV(J),GV(J).ALPHAIJI.DELP NE20 148 
63 CONTINUE NE20 1 .. 9 
X-O.O NE20 150 
C NE20 151 
C COMPUTE DUCTED PROPELLER THRUST COEFFICIENTS NE20 152 
C NE20 153 
CTCF-ARJ*ARJ*PI/APA/8.0/CSALF/CSALF NE20 154 
CTDPC1'-Y*APA*CSALF*CSALF NE20 155 
DO 20 J-l.6 NE20 156 
20 E(J'-SACJ' + DeJI*CORCB + BCJ'*GAM NE20 157 
CON--CD*PI*GAM*CSALF*CSALF NE20 U8 
CTDPC21-CC11*(4.*E(11+2.*EC2I' + 2.*C(21*E(11 NE20 159 
CTALF-SCC1'*(4.*H(II+2.*HeZII + 2.*SCC21*HC11 NE20 160 
DO 21 Nalt5 NE20 161 
CTALF-CTALF + SC(N+ll*HCNI - SCCNI*HCN+l1 NE20 162 
21 CTDPC2'aCTDP(2J + C(N+l1*ECN) - CCN)*EfN+1) NE20 163 
CTDPC21-CTDPC2'*CON + PI*CD*CZ.*SCC1'+SC(2JI*SNALF*SNALF NE20 164 
CTALF--PI*CD/2.*SNALF*SNALF*CTALF NE20 165 
CTDPC2'-CTDP(2) + CTALF NE20 166 
X-RRP*RRP NE20 167 
X ale 0- C 1 • 0 I X , NE20 168 
X-X*DELP*CSALF*CSALF NE20 169 
CTDP(3)-CTDPC2' + X NE20 110 
CTDP(4)-CTDPC1) + CTOP(2) NE20 111 
CTDPC5'-CTDPl1J + CTOpe]) NE20 112 
DO 22 J-1., NE20 113 
22 CTDPCJ+5,-CTDPCJ)*CTCF NE20 174 
C NE20 175 
C COMPUTE DUCT NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENTS NE20 176 
C NE20 177 
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IF ISACAt 31.23.31 
:u MlZl--1 




CALL VTXRNG ICD.XP.NF.RB.C.UGD.XPRES.P' 
MZll-l 
DO 32 J-l.6 
FSeJ'-UGDIJ' 
32 FIJ'-UGDeJ+6' 
00 33 J-l.6 
33 ESeJ)-SASeJ' + DSeJ'*CORCB + CBSCJ)+FSIJ"*GAM 
CNDP(2'.SCl1'*(4.*ES(1'+2.*ES(2)' + 2.*SC(2'*ES(1) 
DUM-O.O 
00 J4 J-2.5 
34 DUM-DUM + SCIJ+1)*ESeJJ - SCeJJ*ESI,)+11 
CNOP(2)-'CNOPC2'+OUM'*PI*CO*SACA/2. 
CNDP(3)-CI1J*14.*GS(1)+2.*GS(2') + 2.*C(2'*GSf1) 
DUM-O.O 
DO 35 J-Z.5 
35 DUM-DUM + CIJ+lt*GS(J' - C(J'*GSIJ+1) 
CNDP(3)·'CNDP(3)+DUM'*PI*CO*SACA/2.*GAM 
CNOPI4'-PI*CO*SACA*12.*SC(l'+SC(2') 
CNOP(1)·CNOP(2' + CNOP(3' + CNOPI4' 
C COMPUTE DUCT MOMENT COEFFICIENTS 
C 
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CMOP(2'-C(1)*(4.*GSC1'+4.*GSC2'+2.*GSI3', + CI2'*(GSI2J-GSI4)J 
1 + C(3)*C2.*GS(1)-GS(SJJ + CI4J*eGSe2'-GSe6JI + C151*GSe31 
Z + CC&'*GSe4J 
CMOPC2J-CMDPI2'*PI/4.*GAM*SACA*CO*CO 
CMOP(3'-PI/2.*CO*CO*SACA*e2.*SCI1'+SCI3J) 
CMOPC4'-SCC1'*14.*ESI1'+4.*ES(2)+2.*ESI3J) + SCI2'*I£S(2)-£SI4" 
1 + SCI3J*I2.*£S(1)-E5(S)' + SCI4'*IES(2'-E516') 
2 + S'I')*£5(3) + 5CI6)*£SI4' 
CMOPC4'-CMOPI4'*PI/4.*SACA*CO*CO 
DO 36 J-1.6 
36 EeJ)-E(J' + F(J'*GAM 
CMOPC5J-SCC1'*C4.*EI11+2.*EI211 + 2.*SCI2'*EI1' 
DUM-O.O 
DO 37 J-2.5 
37 DUM-DUM + SC(J+1'*E(JI - SC(J'*EI.)+l' 
CMOP(S'--(CMOPISI+OUM)*PI/2.*SACA*CO 
DO 38 J.2.5 
38 CMDP(1).CMOPI1) + CMOPIJ) 
23 CONTINUE 
WR IT E 16,153' 
WRITE (6.154' (CTOPIN',N-1.S' .CNOPI1,.CMOP(1) 
CNOP(1)-CNDPel)*CTCF 
CMOPC1,-CMOP(1)*CTCF*RRP/2.0 
































































70 00 71 J-l.NZ 





73 IF INTOT) 75. 75. 74 
74 WRITE (6,1571 IJST~(N)'N"l,HTOTl 
75 CONTI NUE 
IF INPHI) 99.99.80 
C COMPUTE DUCT SURFACE PRESSURE CO~FFICIENTS 
C 
80 CA~~ PRESS 
00 81 I-l.NPHI 
00 81 J-1,IR 
IF IXPRfSIJI-XPI 81.82.82 
82 CPPII,J)-CPPII.J) + DE~P*CSALF*CSA~F 
81 CONTINUE 
IF (NPRES.LE.1I GO TO 85 
DO 83 [-l,NPHI 




WRITE (6.7031 NRUN.NPAG 
WRITE 16.1021 TALK 
WRITE 16.148) CD,XP.TC,RRP.RCBRP,APA 
WRITE (6.149) A~F'ARJV,ARJVP'ARJ.ARJP 
WRITE (6.2501 (PHI(J).J=l.NPHI) 
GO TO (1.2.3.4.51.NPHI 
1 WRITE (6.251) 
GO TO 6 
Z WRITE 16.252) 
GO TO 6 
3 WRITE 16.253) 
GO TO 6 
4 WRITE 16.254) 
GO TO 6 
5 WR IT E (6.255) 
6 CONTINUE 
DO 86 J-l,IR 
86 WRITE 16.245) XPRES(J), (CPP([,J).CPM(I.JI .Ixl,NPHI) 
IF (NPRES.LE.1) GO TO 8 
WRITE 16.256) 
GO TO 99 





















































8. SAMPLE CASES 
In this section, the input and output for several sample cases are 
described. The input decks are shown in figure 6 and illustrate both 
methods of stacking runs discussed in section 4.1. The first case 
considers the ducted propeller on the Bell X-22A aircraft (ref. 13). 
This input deck for this case is followed by a blank card, since a 
different configuration follows. The second and succeeding cases 
consider the ducted fan used on the Doak VZ-4DA aircraft (refs. 12 and 14). 
There are four cases illustrated in figure 6. The first of these four, 
which follows the blank card, has a complete input deck. The remaining 
three cases, which have run numbers of 2010, 2020, and 2030, use only 
a single card, since only the advance ratio or the angle of attack is 
changed. The quantities required as input were obtained from 
references 12-14. The only areas in which questions might arise are 
the geometric camber coefficients and the centerbody configuration, 
both of which are discussed below. 
The Bell duct has an unusual camberline shape, and the coefficients 
resulting from equation (48) do not yield a shape that matches the 
actual camberline well. A better fit to the camberline was obtained 
by solving equation (47) at x/c = 0, 0.15, 0.45, and 0.7. These are 
the coefficients shown on the third card of the input deck. The 
centerbody model is determined by placing the maximum centerbody radius 
at its true location aft of the fan. The Rankine body results in a 
centerbody which is larger and more blunt than the true centerbody. 
The shapes are compared in figure 3 of reference 1. 
The camberline of the Doak duct was best fit by solving equation (47) 
at x/c = 0, 0.25, 0.55, and 0.8; and these are the coefficients on the 
third card of the input deck for the second case. The centerbody model 
is determined by assuming the maximum centerbody radius to be at the 
propeller station. The resulting shape fits the centerbody nose very 
well but it is shorter in length than the true centerbody as is shown 
in figure 4 of reference 1. 
Two runs making up the sample case output are shown in figure 7. 
They are the first two runs obtained from the stacked input decks 
shown in figure 6. Since the output was described in detail in section 5, 
no further comments will be given here. 
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9. DATA COMPARISONS 
In order to give the program user some indication of the nature of 
the results obtained from the computer program, some comparisons with 
experimental data are presented. The comparisons included herein are 
brief because of the similarity between the current results and those 
included in reference 4. 
Comparison between the measured and predicted total thrust 
coefficient on the Bell X-22A ducted propeller in axial flow (ref. 13) 
is shown in figure 8. These results illustrate the effect of advance 
ratio and fan blade pitch angle. The agreement is good until compari-
sons are made in regions of possible blade stall; that is, low advance 
ratio and high blade pitch angles. Note that the program predicts the 
correct trend due to blade stall when PS/4 = 490 even though the 
total thrust is overpredicted. 
The total thrust coefficients presented in this report include 
the pressure thrust due to the increased pressure aft of the fan 
acting on the duct. The pressure thrust is included to give better 
agreement between measured and predicted duct thrust as is shown in 
reference 5. Thus the overprediction of the total thrust coefficient 
is due primarily to the predicted fan thrust as discussed in the above 
reference. The fan thrust is very dependent on the fan blade character-
istics, and an error of 20 in the blade pitch angle can cause large 
differences in fan thrust. 
In figure 9, the effect of angle of attack and advance ratio on the 
thrust, normal force, and pitching moment on the Doak ducted fan (ref. 14) 
are shown. The thrust and normal force agree generally with the results 
in reference 5; that is, the thrust is well predicted at high advance 
ratios and at low angles of attack, and the normal force is well predicted 
at high advance ratios. The major difference in results occurs with 
pitching moments. Reference 5 showed good prediction of pitching 
moments, but figure 9(c) shows poor agreement with experiment. In the 
early work described in references 2 and 4, some simplifying assumptions 
were necessary in order to compute duct pitching moments. The analysis 
of reference 1 removed these assumptions and-showed some of them to be 
incorrect. Unexplainably, the more exact analysis results in poor 
agreement with experiment. 
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Comparison of predicted and measured duct surface pressure coeffi-
cients on the Doak ducted fan are shown in figures 10, 11, and 12. The 
present results are nearly the same .as those shown in reference 4 
where a larger range of conditions was investigated. Although a = 20° 
is the highest angle of attack shown in figures 11 and 12, the nature of 
the agreement on duct pressure coefficients is the same for angles of 
attack as large as a = 80°. 
Nielsen Engineering & Research, Inc. 
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Figure 1.- Theoretical model of ducted 









Figure 2.- Blade section flow charaoteristics. 
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A 
(a) Initialization section. 




(b) Iteration and conclusion section. 



























Any alphabetic or numeric identification information 
None 
1-80 
c/D xplc tic R/Rp 
Duct chord-to- propeller loca- Duct maximum Ratio of duct 
diameter ratio tion in frac- thickness-to- trailing edge 
tion of duct chord ratio radius to pro-
chord peller radius 
None None None None 
5 15 25 35 
I I I ·Ixl. Ixlxlxlx I I I Ixl·lxlxlxlx I I I Ixl.lxlxlxlx I I I Ixl.lxlxlxlx 
T IT·I I I I I I II11IfITI 111111111 111111111 
Ro Rl R2 R3 
Fourier coefficients of the duct geometric camberline 
None None None None 
5 15 25 35 
I I l+Jxl.lxlxlxlx I I I:!:.lxl.lxlxlxlx I I Ii:lxl.lxlxlxlx I 1 L"t1xl.lxll!l~x 
ITTl 1111 I I J I I II I I I I IJ 1I11J I lllllllIJ 
Figure 4.- Format of input data. 
RCB/Rp E 
Ratio of cen- Convergence 





I I I lxl.lxlxlxTx I I I IxI.lxlxlxlx 




Card No. 4 
Variable tCB/ c xCB/c rmax/£CB 
Description Ratio of cen- Location of Ratio of" maxi-
terbody length centerbody nos mum radius to 
to duct chord in fraction of length of cen-
duct chord terbody 




Card No. 5 
Variable NBLD NZ NZP IR NPRES NPRINT ! 
Description Number of Number of Number of Number of Output Output index 
propeller equal area stations in x-stations option for 
I blades annuli on propeller on duct sur- pressure 
propeller table face coefficient I 
Units None None None None None None . 
Card Column 4 9 14 19 25 29 
Format I Ixlx Ixlx Ixlx lxix Ix IxJx 
Value I I I I I I I lJ I I I 
Card No. 6 (a) 
Variable r/ 






(a)Tha number of 10 column fields will be equal to NZP (Card No.5). Each card will accomcdate 8 field.; therefore, 
if NZP > 8, the remaining fields are included on following cards having the smne format as Card No.6 • 




Card No. 7 (b) 
Variable b/Rp 
Description The propeller blade chord at stations corresponding to radii on Card No.6, specified as a fraction 
of propeller radius. 
Units None None None None None None None None 
Card Column 5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 
Format Ixl·\x\x\xlx IxJ·lx\xlx\x Ixl· txtxlxlx Ixl·lxlxlxlx Ixl. IxJxlxlx Ixl·lxjxlxlx Ixl·lxlX/xJx 1xt. 'xlxjxix 
Value U~J II I I I I Il I 11J U 11 11J 1 11 III I ~J I 1~J I I I I I I I I II I I 
Card No. 8 (b) 
Variable 13 
Description Propeller blade pitch angle at stations corresponding to radii on Card No.6. 
units Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees 
Card Column 5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 
Format Ixl·lxlxlxlx Ixl·lxlxlxlx Ixl·lxlxlxlx Ixl·lxlxlxlx Ixl·lxlxlxlx txl·lxlxlxlx Ixi ·Ixlxlxlx Ixl·lxlxlxlx: 
Value 111111 I J I J II 111111 I 1111 I I I 11 11 1 I I L j I 1 J 1 li1 I I I I I I I 
Card No. 9(b) 
variable t/b 
Description Propeller thickness-to-chord ratio at stations corresponding to radii on Card NO.6. 
Units None None None None None None None None 
Card Column 5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 
Format \x l.\x\x\xlx .lxl-14x\x\x \x\·lxJxlxJx jx\·lxLxJxJx JxJ JxlxJxb< 14JxL4~x Ixl.lxlxlxlx Ixl ·Ixlxlxlx 
Value I I I I 11 111111 111111 \I I I \I I II 1 I j UIIlI 1JJ111 
""" 
(b)The same number of cards are required for b/R, 13, and t/b as are required for r/R. p p 




Card No. 10 (c) 
Variable x/c I 
Description Location on duct at Which pressure coefficients will be calculated, specified as a fraction of 
duct chord. 
Units None None None None None None None None 
Card Column 5 15 25 35 45 55 65 75 
Format Ixl.lxlxlxlx Ixl.lxlxlxlx Ixl.lxlxlxlx Ixl.lxlxlxlx Ixl.lxIxlxlx Ixl.lxlxlxlx Ixl.lxlxlxlx IxI.lxlxlxlxl 
Value 111111 111111 111111 1I11Tl 111111 I 1 I I I 1 I I I J I I I I I II I 
Card No. 11 
Variable NRUN NPHI J a ~ 
Description Run num- Number of Advance Angle of Azimuth angles at Which duct pressure distributions will be 
ber azimuth ratio attack calculated. 
f- 0 angles 
~ 5 
(J f- 0) qal < 900 ) 
Units None None None Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Degrees Deqreea J 
Card Column 2 10 15 25 35 65 55 65 75 
Format Ixlxlxlx Ix 1x1.1 xlxl xlx Ixl.lxlxlxlx lxlxlxl.lxlx Ixlxlxl.lxlx Ix Ixlxl.Jxlx Ixlxlxl.lxlx J&xlxI.lxlx 
Value I I I I I 111111 111111 111111 111111 111111 111111 111111: 
(c)The number of 10 column fields will be equal to IR (Card No.5). 
Pigure 4.- Concluded • 
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SAMPLE eASE I ••• BELL X-22A DuelED PROPELLER ••• BElA(3/4,a29 DEGREES 
0.525 0.286 0.170 1.102 0.175 0.01 
-.039985 -.083845 -.062813 -.027351 
0.890 -0.067 0.202 0.467 
:3 20 12 23 1 1 
0.175 0.250 0.30 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.55 
0.65 0.75 0.85 1.00 
0.333 0.309 0.293 0.260 0.246 0.235 0.228 
0-;222 0.217 0.212 0.204 
64.0 58.5 55.0 48.0 44.4 41.0 37.7 
32.5 29.0 26.5 23.5 
0.320 0.280 0.255 0.210 0.190 0.180 0.160 
0.130 0.100 0.070 0.030 
0.0 0.0025 0.0050 0.010 0.020 0.030 0.040 
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.285 0.287 o.~o 
0.50 0.60 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.95 1.00 
1000 1 0.10 0.0 0.0 
SAMPLE eASE II ••• DOAK VZ-4DA DuelED FAN ••• BETA(lIP'. 15 DEGREES 
0.608 0.293 0.160 1.131 0.332 0.01 
-.002148 -.029679 -.032916 .006403 
2.16 -0.561 0.115 0.293 
8 20 8 23 1 
0.332 0.40 0.50 0.60 0.70 O.SO 0.90 
0.156 0.155 0.152 0.144 0.131 0.117 0.104 
48.0 43.0 36.0 30.0 25.0 20.8 11.5 
0.190 0.154 0.120 0.100 0.084 0,,072 0.062 
0.0 0.0025 0.0050 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.292 0.294 0.30 
o.so 0.60 0.10 0.80 0.90 0.95 1.00 
2000 5 0.178 20.0 0.0 45.0 90.0 135.0 
2010 5 0.118 10.0 0.0 45.0 90.0 135.0 
2020 1 0.178 0.0 0.0 
2030 5 0.342 20.0 0.0 45.0 90.0 135.0 
















I{UN NUMBER IOOl,) PAGE \) 
SAMPL~ CASE I ••• BELL X-Z2A DUCTED PROPELLER ••• BETAC3/4)=29 DEGREES 
INPUT 
DUCT GEOMETRY... CID XP/C TIC RTE/RP RCb/RP 
J.5250'J ).286000 O.17DO~0 1.1020): J.1750'~ 
CAMBER COEFFICIENTS, -J.J39985 -).083845 -0.062613 -0.021351 
PI{OPELLER GEOMETRY ••• 3 BLADES 
R/RP B/RP BETA TH/CHD 
0.175000 oJ. 33 3U:J,) 64.v~·J J. 32J'}) 
.).25000') 0.309000 58.5,) / ,) • 2 6 i.h.! ij 
';.3.1)0' . .11;) J • 2 9 3i),:)~. 55.\LtJ ).255)) 
J.40COO\l 0.260000 48.00J O.Z10()~ 
) .450)00 0.246000 44. 4iJ.· (J.19J;)J 
·:).5JOOOO ').23500J 41.0.) :; .• 18~J,) 
::j .55(1000 0.22801')0 31.1q) Cl.16J)J 
J.6JOJO;J il.224000 34.80) 0.1450) 
:".650000 1).222J!)J 32.50 :, .'1.1300:') 
·iJ.750000 .).21701)1) 29.(1)' 0.10;)0) 
·).850.)Oi) 1).2120;:10 26.50" \).)70)J 
1.:>00000 0.204000 23. 50~i 0.0300l 
CENTERBODY GEOMtTRY ••• LC~/C XCB/C RMAX/LCB X(RMAX)/C 
O.890~J -a.Qb7~) J.2J2)) ~.467jl 
CONVERGENCE CRITERION... EPSILON zO.)100~ 



















RADIAL PROPELLER STATION IN FRACTION OF PROPELLER RADIUS 
PROPELLER CHORD IN FRACTION OF PROPELLER RADIUS 
PROPELLER PITCH IN OEGR~ES 
PRUPELLtR BLADE THICKNESS-TO-CHORD I{ATIO 
FREE STREAM VELOCITY 
TOTAL INFLOW VELOCITY 
ADVANCE RATIO 
RATIO OF V TO PROPELLER TIP SPE~D 
STRENGTH UF INTERNAL VORT~X CYLINDER N 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, DEGREES 
RISE IN TOTAL PRESSURE ACROSS PROPELLER NORMALIZEO 
ON FREE STREAM DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
THRUST COEFFICIENT UN PROPELLER IN THE DUCT 
THRUST COEFFICIENT ON THE DUCT 
TOTAL THRUST COEfFICIENT 
THRUST COtFFICIENT ON DUCT INCLUDING PRESSURE THRUST ON 
THE DUCT AFT OF THE PROPELLER 
TOTAL THRuST COEFFICIENT INCLUDING PRESSURE THKUST 
TOTAL NORMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT 
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT CUEFFICIENT 
(a) Bell X-22A ducted propeller. 
Figure 7.- Sample output. 
RUN NUM8ER 10:){) OPTIONAL OUTPUT PAGE 1 






















DUCT... C/O XP/C TIC RTE/RP RC8/RP APIA 
0.525000 ~.2860Qu O.110~vu 1.102UO) 0.1150uO 0.198231 





























































































8 ITERATIONS, EPSILON = O.Ol~OOJ 
{a} continued. 



























RUN NUMBER 1000 PAGE 2 






















DUCT... CIO XP/C TIC RTE/RP RC8/RP APIA 






















ALPHA J J' J COSCA' J'COSCA' 







8.74799E OU 1.78412E-Ol 
8.732S9E 00 1.48369E-Ol 
8.73975E JO 9.4l183E-02 
8.78313E JO 5.52901E-02 
8.8S469E ~O 3.0294'E-02 
8.94585E 00 7.090b3E-02 
9.02441E JO 4.74073E-Ol 
9.12106E DO 2.21891E-02 
9.2358~E 00 4.59868E-02 
9.34240E 00 5.73186E-02 
9.44943E 00 3.18934E-02 
9.56927E 00 4.33428E-02 
9.679J2E OU 5.57921E-02 
9.78178E 00 6.48346E-02 
9.87603E lO 7.12116E-Q2 











































6. 52739E ~1 
CTP(O' crDep, CTDCP" CTOP croP' CHDP CMOP 
CA) ~.1580E 01 5.1231E 01 6.275SE 01 l.1881E 02 l.2Q3ltE 02 O.OODOE-39 O.OOOOE-39 
(8' 2.8327E-Ol 2.5204E-nl 3.0813E-Ol 5.3531E-01 5.9200E-Jl O.OJO~€-39 O.~OOOE-39 
NOT ES ••• 
114 
(A) COEFFICIENTS BASEO UN FREE STREAM DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
(B) COEfFICIENTS BASED ON PROPELLER TIP SPEED 
• BLADE SECTION LIFT COEFfICIENT HAS ExceEDeD CLMAX 
IN ANNULI NUS. 1 2 3 It 
(a) Continued. 
Figure 7.- continued. 
RUN NUMBER 1000 DUCT SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRI8UTION 
SAMPLE CASE I ••• 8ELL X-22A DueTED PROPELLER ••• 8ETAC3/~'.29 DEGREES 
DUCT... C/D XP/C TIC RTE/RP RC8/RP APIA 
0.525000 0.286000 0.170000 1.102000 0.175000 0.798231 
ALPHA J JI J eoseA, J'COSCA' 
0.000 0.10000 0.02888 0.10000 0.02888 
AZIMUTH 
PHI. 1--- 0.00 
---1---
XIC cpelN' cpeOUT' 
0.0000 -2.536E 02-Z.536E 02 
0.0025 -2.135E 02-1.90SE 02 
0.0050-2.861E 02-1.301E 02 
0.0100 -2.124E 02-9.522E 01 
0.0200 -2.444E 02-5.532E 01 
n.030~ -2.214E 02-3.528E 01 
o.o~oo -2.033E 02~2.~1~E 01 
0.0500 -1.851E 02-1.480E 01 
0.100? -1.~25E 02-2.~16E 00 
0.1500 -1.218E 02 2.55~E-Ol 
0.2000 -1.117E OZ 8.87ZE-Ol 
0.2500 -1.059E 02 9.914E-Ol 
0.2850 -1.031E 02 9.998E-Ol 
0.2810 -3.768E 01 9.999E-Ol 
0.3000 -3.685E 01 9.998E-Ol 
0.4000 -2.998E 01 9.861E-Ol 
0.5000 -1.931E 01 9.005E-Ol 
0.6000 -7.510E 00 5.112E-Ol 
0.7000 1.453E 00 1.531E-Ol 
0.8000 2.062E 00 5.952E-Ol 
0.9000 -2.995E 00 9.926E-Ol 
0.950D 3.679E 00 9.9~4E-Ol 
1.0000 6.627E 01 1.000E 00 
PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS BASED ON FREE STREAM VELUCITY 
(a) Concluded. 
Fic;{ure 7. - Continued •. 
PAGE 3 
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RUN NUM8ER 200,) PAGE J 
SAMPLE CASE II ••• DOAK VI-4DA DUCTED FAN ••• 8ETA(TIP)= 15 DEGREES 
INPUT 
DUCT GEOMETRY... CID XP/C TIC RTE/RP RCB/RP 
J.6D8000 O.293~OO ).16000~ 1.131)0) ~.33200) 
CAMBER CUEfFICIENTS. -0.002148 -0.029619 -0.032916 0.0)64'3 
PROPELLER GEOMETRY ••• 8 BLADI:S 
R/RP S/RP BETA TH/CHD 
0.332000 O.15600J 48.00 .. ;).19000 
O.4000Dv ).15500J 43.J'.h) iI.154,J) 
0.500000 0.152000 36. :)l» O.1200J 
;).600UOJ U.144!)OV 3U.OCl:, D.I0;)O? 
\'.1C,O:)OO J.1310QO 25.0:)) O.')84JJ 
,) .8000t';J ,).1110)(.1 20.80v O.J72,j) 
0.9000QO ~.104000 17.50r) 0.0620? 
1.000000 iJ • .:J9100il 15.00:; 0.054':'; 
CENTEKBODY GEOMETRY ••• lCB/C XC8/C RMAX/LCB X(RMAX)/C 
2.16000 -0.56100 0.11500 0.29300 
CONVERGENCE CRITERION... EPSILON zJ.~lOO~ 




















RADIAL PROP~LLER STATION IN FRACTION UF PROPELLER RADIUS 
PROPELLER CHURD IN FRACTION OF PROPELLER RADIUS 
PROPELLER PITCH IN DEGREES 
PROPELLER BLADE THICKNESS-TO-CHORD RATIO 
FREE STREAM VELOCITY 
TOTAL INFLOW VELOCITY 
ADVANCE RATIO 
RATIO OF V TO PROPELLER TIP SPEEO 
STRENGTH OF INTERNAL VORTEX CYLINDER N 
ANGLE Of ATTACK, DEGREES 
RISE IN TOTAL PRESSURE ACRUSS PROPELLER NORMALIZEO 
ON FREE STREAM OYNAMIC PRESSURE 
THRUST COEFfICIENT ON P~OPELLER IN THE DUCT 
THRUST COEFFICIENT ON THE DUCT 
TOTAL THRUST CUEFFICIENT 
THRUST COEFFICIENT ON DUCT INCLUDING PRESSURE THRUST ON 
THE UUCT AFT OF THE PROPELLER 
TOTAL THRUST COEFFICIENT INCLUOING PRESSURE THRUST 
TUTAL NURMAL FORCE COEFFICIENT 
TOTAL PITCHING MOMENT CUEFFICIENT 
(b) Doak VZ-4DA ducted fan. 
Figure 7.- Continued. 
RUN NUMBER 2000 PAGE 
SAMPLE CASE 11 ••• DOAK Vl-4DA DUCTED FAN ••• 8ETA(TIP'· 15 DEGREES 
DUCT ••• CID XP/C TIC RTE/RP RCB/RP APIA 
;).0;;'800\1 J.293000 IJ.16001lu 1.131;)0\ O.3320)\) ;).69,593 
ALPHA J J' J COSU) J'COSU' 
2a.aoo O.1780J o. (15tH" 0.16727 O.J47()8 
INFLOW BLADE 
N R/RP U/V GAMIV ALPHA DEL TA P/Q 
1 :).36267 5.23679E 0O-1.3521ijE-Ol 8.H662E )0 2.89134E 01 
2 ,).41983 5.2b717E 00 3.17357E-iJ2 7.92511E ')i) 3.tl41l8E 01 
3 0.46999 5.27579E 00 9.98359E-02 7.29327E lO 3.00561E in 
4 0.51524 5.25198E 00 1.19916E-01 6.65371E ')0 2.89533E H 
5 ).5568l1 5.2Zl)34E ~o 1.72383E-Jl 6.12156E 1:,)0 2.76551E ;'1 
6 ).59545 5.16455E 00 1.52069E-Ol 5. 543\)QE t)O 2.58393E 01 
7 ~.b3114 5.12088E 00 1.16659E-01 5.12549E J" 2.42868E 01 
8 O.66b04 5.~668\)E 00 2.05082E-01 4.70483E oa 2.25413E 01 
9 ).69866 5.~0018E 00 1.b1460E-Ol 4.2b461E )0 2. ')S933E ;)1 
10 ).72982 4.95392E ;)0 1.81t996E-;)1 3.93421E ;)0 1.9U65JE CJl 
11 '.75970 4.90020E 00 2.03283E-01 3.59579E ~,o 1.14419E 01 
12 J.78845 4.83851E JO 1. 74513E-O 1 3.24839E (!I 0 1. 5137ZE 01 
13 ).81618 4.7922()E :30 1.56123E-01 2.964J4E liD 1.43398E 01 
14 ·.).84300 4.75555E 00 1.68195E-Ol 2.72148E Ci r) 1.31412E iJl 
15 J.86899 4.1l342~ 00 1.79273E-Ol 2.47416E ;;0 1.19045E Jl 
16 :).89423 4.66602E 00 1.36541E-,)1 2.22443E JO 1.,j6487E 01 
17 J.~H877 4.63838E 00 1.27250E-Ol 2.)4616E (:iO 9.73527E :JO 
18 1).94268 4.61378E 00 1.335(;4E-Cil 1.88825E iJ!) 8.91761E :)0 
19 u.96~99 4.58513E 00 1.384771:-01 1.72899E DO 8.09456E O? 
20 ').98875 4.5~222E 'iH) 1.87124E on 1.57029E t)C! 7.27852E ,),:) 
CTPIDI CTOIP I CTDIP)I CTOP CTDP' CNDP 
I A) 1.1534E 01 8.9945EOO 1.~397E 01 2.0528E 01 2.1931E 01 2.7529E 'ji) 
16 ) 2. :J631 E-O 1 1.b089E-Ol 1.8598E-Ol 3.6719E-IH 3.9228E-'H 4.9241E-l,2 
NOTES ••• 
(A' COEFFICIENTS BASED ON FREE STREAM DYNAMIC PRESSURE 
CS) COEFFICIENTS BASED ON PROPELLER TIP SPEED 
(b) continued. 









RUN NUMBER 200J DUCT SURFACE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION PAGE 2 
SAMPLE CASE 11 ••• DOAK VI-~DA DUCTED FAN ••• BETAITIP,- 15 DEGREES 
DUCT... CIO XP/C TIC RTE/RP RCB/RP APIA 
0.608000 0.293000 0.160000 1.13100J 0.332000 0.695593 
ALPHA J J' J CDSIA' J'COSCAI 
20.~~O 0.17800 O.0501a 0.16727 0.04708 
AZIMUTH 

























CPIINI CPIOUTI CPIINI CPIOUT. 
-7.151E )1-7.151E 31 -6.346E 01-6.346E )1 
-7.547E 01-4.980E 01 -6.775E 01-4.375E Jl 
-7.831E 01-3.116E 01 -7.~98E 01-2.685E vI 
-7.351E 01-2.101E 01 -6.700E ul-1.784E J1 
-6.44~E 01-1.039E )1 -5.916E 01-8.491E JJ 
-5.740E 01-5.51JE 00 -5.300E 01-4.257E 00 
-5.210E 01-3.038E ;)0 -4.830E Dl-2.146E JO 
-4.693E J1-1.128E 00 -4.369E 01-5.382E-01 
-3.484E D1 8.448E-~1 -3.281E 01 1.017E )) 
-2.883E 01 9.92aE-Ol -2.734E 01 1.~59E JO 
-2.525E 01 8.816E-31 -2.408E 01 9.110£-~1 
-2.247E 01 7.867E-01 -2.152E 01 8.165E-jl 
-2.053E 01 7.407E-~1 -1.972E 01 7.718E-J1 
-1.403E J1 7.372E-Ol -1.323E 01 1.679£-~1 
-1.375E 01 1.353E-~1 -1.297E wI 7.668E-(1 
-9.965E 00 6.813E-)1 -9.401E 00 1.117E-v1 
-6.110E 'J 5.929E-~1 -6.312£ 03 6.286E-j1 
-4.D91E 00 4.139£-01 -3.800E 00 4.416E-Ol 
-2.156E 00 2.850E-01 -1.943E O~ 3.189E-31 
~1.196E 00 3.668E-01 -1.039E C1 4.0~6£-)1 
-7.532E-~1 5.95'E-Ol -6.440E-ul 6.310£-~1 
2.597E-31 ;.884E-01 3.413E-01 6.292E-01 
1.427E OU t.ODlE OU 1.421E 00 1.~~~£ ~~ 
CPIINI CPIOUTI 
-4.S98E 01-4.598E u1 
-S.081E 01-3.072£ 01 
-5.419E 01-1.776E 01 
-5.256E 01-1.123E ~1 
-4.1~1E 01-4.655E ~~ 
-4.317E 01-1.823E 00 
-3.918E 01-4.811E-Ol 
-3.642E 01 4.839E-Ol 
-2.826E 01 1.181E UU 
-2.401E 01 1.023E OU 
-2.141E 01 8.311£-01 
-1.941E 01 1.329E-~1 
-1.793E 01 1.0u8E-OI 
-1.146E 01 6.962E-01 
-la123E 01 6.987E-&1 
-8.203E OJ 6.171E-01 
-5.414E ,~ 5.996E-~1 
-3.201E 00 4.232E-01 




1.421E 00 1.000E vO 
PRESSURE COEFFJCIENTS BASED ON FR£E STREAM VELOCITY 
(b) Concluded. 
Figure 7.- Concluded. 
CPIINI CPIOUII 
-3.126E a1-3.126E ;1 
-3.628E 01-1.994E '1 
-4.071E 01-1.)51E Jl 
-3.991E 01-6.1J1E 3D 
-3.115£ )1-1.119E )~ 
-3.446E 01-2.230£-01 
-3.222E 01 4.923E-31 
-2.99SE 01 9.381E-Jl 
-2.421E Jl 9.114E-01 
-2.106E 01 1.083E-01 
-1.91BE 01 5.029E-Ol 
-1.158E 01 4.296E-J1 
-1.639E 01 4.236E-~1 
-9.936E 00 4.185E-Ol 
-9.742E 00 4.264E-)1 
-1.200E ~J 4.569E-31 
-4.810E 0' 4.'IOE-)1 
-2.169E 00 2.493E-Ol 




1.421E 00 1.0)E ~J 
ePIINI CPCOUT. 
-2.S97E ~1-2.591E j1 
-3.096E 01-1.613E 01 
-3.SSJE ol-I.~31E 00 
-3.52~E D1-4.42~E ~) 
-3.321£ 01-1.051E 00 
-3.118E 01 1.951E-01 
-2.936E j1 6.936£-)1 
-2.1S3£ J1 9.60"£-01 
-2.261E 01 8.~22E-Ol 
-1.99S£ 01 4.961E-01 
-1.132E J1 2.96~£-)1 
-1.690£ a1 2.396E-~1 
-1.582E ~1 2.484£-01 
-9.371E 0) 2.431E-~1 
-9.196E O~ 2.538E-01 
-6.844E ~J 3.124£-)1 
-4.5ISE OD 2.lu9E-Ol 
-2.633E VJ 1.336E-~1 












Experiment, ref. 13 
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0.1 I I "-:0 I ~ Q I I s.t I ~ I'" < 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 
J 
Figure 8.- Measured and predicted total thrust coefficient 
on the Bell X-22A ducted propeller in axial flow. 

















0.51 , ~--=::aa»"""-'~ 
Theory 
0.2 t-I ----+----
- - - Experiment, ref. 14 
0 J = 0.11 
0 .17 
o IJ '.T 
.. • # I 00 .35 
l::. .62 
O~'------~----------------------~------~----~~--------------------~ 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
u, deg. 
(a) Total thrust coefficient. 
Figure 9.- Measured and I predicted aerodynamic coefficients 








0.6 • , 
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--- Experiment, ref. 14 











_0.1~'-~~-~--~=---~----L----L ____ L-__ -L __ ~ 
o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
(1, deg. 
(b) Normal force coefficient. 











0.61 I I I I I I 
Theory 
0.5 r-





















30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
a, deg. 
(c) Pitching moment coefficient. 
Figure 9.- Concluded. 
-12 r-----~------~------~----~------~ 
Experiment, ref. 4 
-10 t-+..,.~-+----+ 0 Inner surface 







o 0.2 0.4 0.6 o.s 1.0 
x/c 
Figure 10.- Measured and predicted pressure 
distribution on the Doak duct at 










Experiment, ref. 4 
o Inner surface 
o Outer surface 
Theory --_ 
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Figure 11.- Measured and predicted pressure 
distribution on the Doak duct at 
a z 20°, J - 0.342. 
-10~----~------~------r-----~-------
Experiment, ref. 4 
o Inner surface 
-8~----~~-----+ o Outer surface 






o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
x/c 
(b) ¢ - 180°. 
Figure 11.- Concluded. 
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-80 I I 
Experiment, ref. 4 
0 Inner surface 
-
-70 
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o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
x/c 
(a) ¢ - 0°. 
Figure 12.- Measured and predicted pressure 
distribution on the Doak duct at 
a-20°, J = 0.178. 
-50r-----~-------r------~------~----~ 
-40 ..----+--
Experiment, ref. 4 
o Inner surface 








o ' .. ' , . 
+10L-----~------~------~----~------~ 
o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 
x/c 
(b) ¢ = 1800 • 
Figure 12.- Conciuded. 
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